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In Greek, Tenth century

This is the oldest and best manuscript of a collection of early Greek as-
tronomical works, mostly elementary, by Autolycus, Euclid, Aristarchus,
Hypsicles, and Theodosius, as well as mathematical works. The most in-
teresting, really curious, of these is Aristarchus’s ”On the Distances and
Sizes of the Sun and Moon”, in which he shows that the sun is between
18 and 20 times the distance of the moon. Shown here is Proposition
13, with many scholia, concerned with the ratio to the diameters of the
moon and sun of the line subtending the arc dividing the lightand dark
portions of the moon in a lunar eclipse.
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Abstract

The paper is a short overview of the generalization of Groenendijk-Stokhof’s system of erotetic logic
(also known as the partition semantics of questions) to fuzzy questions. Fuzzy intensional semantics,
necessary for Groenendijk-Stokhof’s system, is developedwithin Henkin-style second-order fuzzy logic,
which is introduced first. Our attention is restricted to fuzzy yes-no questions.
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1. Introduction

Fuzzy logic is a kind of many-valued logics aimed at capturing the laws of inference under a certain kind
of vagueness, explicable in terms of degrees of truth. Recent advances in metamathematics of fuzzy logic
(esp. [3]) provided a solid background for an axiomatic development of other areas of fuzzy logic in broad
sense. One of the fields in which formal fuzzy logic can fruitfully be applied is erotetic logic, or the logic of
questions. The importance of fuzzy erotetic logic is seen from the fact than many questions in natural lan-
guage ask for information about fuzzy predicates. Furthermore, questionnaires often employ scaled answers
(e.g., yes, rather yes, rather no, no), which can be handled by fuzzy logic.

The paper [1] develops a fuzzy generalization of Groenendijk-Stokhof’s system of erotetic logic, described
in [4] and [5]. Since Groenendijk-Stokhof’s system (also known as thepartition semantics of questions) is
based on intensional semantics of classical logic, fuzzy intensional semantics is developed first, within the
framework of Henkin-style second-order fuzzy logic, described in [2]. Our attention is restricted to fuzzy
yes-no questions.

Section 2 describes axiomatic elementary fuzzy set theory developed within Henkin-style second-order
fuzzy logic. Section 3 gives an overview of classical intensional semantics and Groenendijk-Stokhof logic
of yes-no questions. Section 4 describes formal fuzzy intensional semantics, which is then employed for
formal semantics of fuzzy questions in Section 5 .
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Libor Běhounek Fuzzy Yes-No Questions

2. Fuzzy theory of classes

Fuzzy theory of classesFCT, developed in [2], is an axiomatization of Zadeh’s notion offuzzy set by means
of Henkin-style second-order fuzzy logic ŁΠ. It is capable of providing a framework for various branches
of fuzzy mathematics, incl. fuzzy intensional semantics. This section repeats basic definitions and some of
the results of [2]. For details on (zeroth- and first-order) logic ŁΠ see [6] and [7].

Convention 2.1 Unless stated otherwise, the expressionϕ(x1, . . . , xn) implies that all free variables ofϕ
are amongx1, . . . , xn.

Convention 2.2 Let ϕ(p1, . . . , pn) be some propositional formula andψ1, . . . , ψn any formulae. By
ϕ(ψ1, . . . , ψn) we denote the formulaϕ in which all the occurrences ofpi are replaced byψi.

Convention 2.3 We omit indices of defined t-norm connectives of logicŁΠ whenever they do not matter,
i.e., whenever∆(ϕ→∗ ψ)↔L ∆(ϕ→⋄ ψ) is provable in (propositional or predicate)ŁΠ for arbitrary
t-norms∗ and⋄ expressible inŁΠ.

Class theoryFCT is a theory over logic ŁΠ∀ with two sorts of variables:object variables,denoted by
lowercase lettersx, y, . . ., andclass variables,denoted by uppercase lettersX,Y, . . .. The only primitive
predicate ofFCT is the binary membership predicate∈ between objects and classes. The principal axioms
of FCT are the instances of theclass comprehension scheme

(∃X)∆ (∀x) (x ∈ X↔ ϕ(x))

whereϕ can contain any class or object parameters except forX . The Skolem functions of comprehension
axioms are (eliminably) introduced as comprehension terms{x | ϕ(x)} with axioms

y ∈ {x | ϕ(x)}↔ ϕ(y)

(ϕ in a comprehension term may be allowed to contain other comprehension terms). The intended notion
of fuzzy class is extensional, therefore we require theaxiom of extensionalitywhich identifies classes with
their membership functions:

(∀x) ∆(x ∈ X↔ x ∈ Y )→X = Y

The axiom of fuzzinessc ∈ C↔¬Lc ∈ C guarantees the existence of non-crisp sets.FCT is further
enriched in the obvious way by functions and axioms for handling with tuples of objects. The intended
models interpret classes as all functions from the domain ofobject variables to a suitable ŁΠ algebra
(standardly,[0, 1]). The following definitions show thatFCT contains the apparatus of elementary fuzzy
set theory.

Definition 2.1 (Class operations and relations)Letϕ(p1, . . . , pn) be a propositional formula. We define
then-ary class operation generated byϕ as

Opϕ(X1, . . . , Xn) =df {x | ϕ(x ∈ X1, . . . , x ∈ Xn)}.

Then-ary uniform relationbetweenX1, . . . , Xn generated byϕ is defined as

Rel∀ϕ(X1, . . . , Xn) ≡df (∀x)ϕ(x ∈ X1, . . . , x ∈ Xn).

Then-ary supremal relationbetweenX1, . . . , Xn generated byϕ is defined as

Rel∃ϕ(X1, . . . , Xn) ≡df (∃x)ϕ(x ∈ X1, . . . , x ∈ Xn).

We use the notational abbreviations of common relations andoperations, summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The
following (meta)theorems effectively reduce elementary fuzzy set theory to fuzzy propositional calculus.
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Table 1: Class operations
ϕ Opϕ(X1, . . . , Xn) Name
0 ∅ empty class
1 V universal class

∆(α→ p) Xα α-cut
∆(α↔ p) X=α α-level
¬Gp \X strict complement
¬Lp −X involutive complement

¬G¬Lp (or ∆p) Ker(X) kernel
¬¬Gp (or¬∆¬Lp) Supp(X) support

p&∗ q X ∩∗ Y ∗-intersection
p∨ q X ∪ Y union
p⊕ q X ⊎ Y strong union

p&∗ ¬Gq X \∗ Y strict ∗-difference
p&∗ ¬Lq X −∗ Y involutive∗-difference

Table 2: Class properties and relations
Relation Notation Name
Rel∃p(X) Hgt(X) height
Rel∃∆p(X) Norm(X) normality
Rel∀∆(p∨ ¬p)(X) Crisp(X) crispness
Rel∃¬∆(p∨ ¬p)(X) Fuzzy(X) fuzziness
Rel∀p→∗ q(X,Y ) X⊆∗Y ∗-inclusion
Rel∀p↔∗ q(X,Y ) X≈∗Y ∗-equality
Rel∃p&∗ q(X,Y ) X‖∗Y ∗-compatibility

Theorem 2.4 Letϕ, ψ1, . . . , ψn be propositional formulae.

Then⊢ ϕ(ψ1, . . . , ψn)

iff ⊢ Rel∀ϕ(Opψ1
(X1,1, . . . , X1,k1), . . . ,Opψn

(Xn,1, . . . , Xn,kn
))

iff ⊢ Rel∃ϕ(Opψ1
(X1,1, . . . , X1,k1), . . . ,Opψn

(Xn,1, . . . , Xn,kn
))

Theorem 2.5 Letϕi, ϕ′
i, ψi,j , ψ

′
i,j be propositional formulae. Then

⊢
k

&∗
i=1

ϕi(ψi,1, . . . , ψi,ni
)→

k′∧

i=1

ϕ′
i(ψ

′
i,1, . . . , ψ

′
i,n′

i
)

iff

⊢
k

&∗
i=1

Rel∀ϕi

(
Opψi,1

( ~X), . . . ,Opψi,ni
( ~X)

)
→

k′∧

i=1

Rel∀ϕ′
i

(
Opψ′

i,1
( ~X), . . . ,Opψ′

i,n′
i

( ~X)

)

Theorem 2.6 Letϕi, ϕ′
i, ψi,j , ψ

′
i,j be propositional formulae. Then

⊢
k

&∗
i=1

ϕi(ψi,1, . . . , ψi,ni
)→

k′∨

i=1

ϕ′
i(ψ

′
i,1, . . . , ψ

′
i,n′

i
)
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iff

⊢
k−1

&∗
i=1

Rel∀ϕi

(
Opψi,1

( ~X), . . . ,Opψi,ni
( ~X)

)
&∗ Rel∃ϕk

(
Opψk,1

( ~X), . . . ,Opψk,nk
( ~X

)
→

→
k′∨

i=1

Rel∃ϕ′
i

(
Opψ′

i,1
( ~X), . . . ,Opψ′

i,n′
i

( ~X)

)

Further theorems of [2] show that any classical formal theory can be reproduced withinFCT. Furthermore,
there is a method of the natural fuzzification of the conceptsof any such theory, as well as a method of
controlled ‘defuzzification’ if some concepts are to be keptcrisp.

3. Classical intensional semantics of propositions and yes-no questions

In this section we repeat the basic definitions of intensional semantics for classical propositional logic and
classical Groenendijk-Stokhof semantics of yes-no questions (denoted by GS). For details, see [4] and [5].

Definition 3.1 (Classical intensional semantics)LetW be a non-empty set. Avaluation inW is a function
‖·‖ taking formulae to subsets ofW , such that

‖¬ϕ‖ = W − ‖ϕ‖∥∥ϕ&ψ
∥∥ = ‖ϕ‖ ∩ ‖ψ‖

‖ϕ ∨ ψ‖ = ‖ϕ‖ ∪ ‖ψ‖
‖ϕ→ ψ‖ = (W − ‖ϕ‖) ∪ ‖ψ‖

The pairW = 〈W, ‖·‖〉 is called alogical space,the elements ofW are calledindicesor possible worlds,
the subsets ofW propositions.The proposition‖ϕ‖ is called theintensionof ϕ (inW). The truth value of
w ∈ ‖ϕ‖ for w ∈W is called theextension ofϕ in w and denoted by‖ϕ‖w.

A formulaϕ holds in a logical spaceW = 〈W, ‖·‖〉 (writtenW |= ϕ) iff ‖ϕ‖ = W . A formulaϕ is a
tautology(written |= ϕ) iff it holds in any logical space. A formulaϕ entailsa formulaψ in 〈W, ‖·‖〉 iff
‖ϕ‖ ⊆ ‖ψ‖. A formulaϕ entailsa formulaψ (writtenϕ |= ψ) iff ϕ entailsψ in any logical space.

Theorem 3.1 (Adequacy of classical intensional semantics)A formula is provable in classical proposi-
tional calculus iff it is a tautology of intensional semantics.

GS extends this semantics to interrogative formulae?ϕ (readwhetherϕ), whereϕ is any propositional
formula.

Definition 3.2 (Semantics of interrogative formulae)LetW = 〈W, ‖·‖〉 be a logical space.

Theextension‖?ϕ‖w of ?ϕ in w ∈W is the proposition{w′ ∈W | ‖ϕ‖w′ = ‖ϕ‖w}.

Theintension‖?ϕ‖ of ?ϕ inW is the equivalence relation{〈w,w′〉 ∈ W 2 | ‖ϕ‖w = ‖ϕ‖w′}. The partition
ofW induced by this equivalence relation will be denoted byW/ ‖?ϕ‖.

Definition 3.3 (Answerhood and interrogative entailment) LetW = 〈W, ‖·‖〉 be a logical space.

We say thatψ is a direct answerto ?ϕ inW iff ‖ψ‖ ∈ W/ ‖?ϕ‖. We say thatψ is ananswerto ?ϕ inW
(writtenψ |=W ?ϕ) iff ‖ψ‖ entails a direct answer to?ϕ inW .

PhD Conference ’04 3 ICS Prague
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We say that?ψ entails?ϕ inW (written ?ψ |=W ?ϕ) iff every answer to?ψ is an answer to?ϕ inW . We
say that?ψ and?ϕ are equivalentinW (written ?ψ≡W ?ϕ) iff ?ψ entails?ϕ inW and vice versa.

We say that these relations hold generally iff they hold in any logical space.

Theorem 3.2

?ψ |=〈W,‖·‖〉 ?ϕ iff W/ ‖?ψ‖ ⊆W/ ‖?ϕ‖
?ψ ≡〈W,‖·‖〉 ?ϕ iff W/ ‖?ψ‖ = W/ ‖?ϕ‖

Corollary 3.3

?ϕ |= ?ψ iff ϕ ≡ ψ, or ϕ ≡ ¬ψ, or ψ ≡ ⊥, or ψ ≡ ⊤
?ϕ ≡ ?ψ iff ϕ ≡ ψ, or ϕ ≡ ¬ψ

4. Fuzzy intensional semantics

In this section we generalize classical intensional semantics to fuzzy intensional semantics, i.e., we allow
propositions to be fuzzy sets. We define the semantical notions of intensional semantics inFCT, in order
to be able to prove theorems on entailment axiomatically.

Definition 4.1 (Formal fuzzy intensional semantics)The translation‖·‖ of the formulae of propositional
ŁΠ to FCT is defined as follows:

• The translation‖pi‖ of an atomic formulapi is a class variableAi.

• The translation of a complex formulaϕ(p1, . . . , pn) is

‖ϕ(p1, . . . , pn)‖ =df Opϕ(‖p1‖ , . . . , ‖pn‖).

The semantic notions of tautologicity, entailment, and logical equivalence (relative to anŁΠ-definable
t-norm∗) are defined as the following formulae ofFCT:

|=∗ ϕ ≡df W ⊆∗ ‖ϕ‖
ϕ |=∗ ψ ≡df W ∩∗ ‖ϕ‖ ⊆∗ ‖ψ‖

(ϕ ≡∗ ψ) ≡df (ϕ |=∗ ψ)&∗ (ψ |=∗ ϕ)

The notation can be generalized to any class terms ofFCT, writing |=∗ A for W ⊆∗ A, etc.

Notice that the defined semantic notions generally need not be crisp.

Theorem 4.1 (Adequacy of formal fuzzy intensional semantics)

ŁΠ ⊢ ϕ iff FCT ⊢ (|= ϕ)

ŁΠ ⊢ ϕ→ ψ iff FCT ⊢ (ϕ |= ψ)

The precondition∆(W ⊆ W ∩∗ W ) of all of the following theorems is automatically satisfied for crisp
W , or anyW if ∗ is G. Individual statements hold even under weaker preconditions (e.g. the first under
W ⊆∗ W ∩∗ W ∩∗ W ).
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Theorem 4.2 (Properties of fuzzy entailment)It is provable inFCT that∆(W ⊆W ∩∗ W ) implies

[(A |=∗ B) &∗ (B |=∗ C)] → (A |=∗ C)

[(A ≡∗ B) &∗ (B ≡∗ C)] → (A ≡∗ C)

[(A ≡∗ A
′) &∗ (B ≡∗ B

′)] → [(A |=∗ B)↔∗ (A′ |=∗ B
′)]

(ϕ |=∗ ψ) → (¬∗ψ |=∗ ¬∗ϕ)

Unlike in classical logic, the converse of the last implication does not generally hold. (It nevertheless holds
if ∗ is Ł, as well as for crispϕ, ψ.)

5. Fuzzy logic of yes-no questions

In this section we extend intensional semantics to interrogative formulae?ϕ. The yes-no question ‘Is it the
case thatϕ?’ is answered by a propositionA iff A either entailsϕ (then it is an affirmative answer) or
entails¬ϕ (a negative answer). Propositions that entail neitherϕ norψ do not solve the question, and thus
correspond to ‘I do not know’ answers.

Definition 5.1 A propositionA is an∗-affirmative answerto ?ϕ iff A |=∗ ϕ. It is a∗-negative answerto ?ϕ
iff A |=∗ ¬∗ϕ. It is a ∗-yes-no answer(in symbols,A |=∗ ?ϕ) iff it is a ∗-affirmative answer or a∗-negative
answer:

A |=∗ ?ϕ ≡df (A |=∗ ϕ) ∨ (A |=∗ ¬∗ϕ)

Theorem 5.1 FCT proves that∆(W ⊆W ∩∗ W ) implies

(A |=∗ B) → [(B |=∗ ?ϕ)→∗ (A |=∗ ?ϕ)]

(A ≡∗ B) → [(B |=∗ ?ϕ)↔∗ (A |=∗ ?ϕ)]

(ϕ ≡∗ ψ) → [(A |=∗ ?ϕ)→∗ (A |=∗ ?ψ)]

Theorem 5.2 FCT proves that if∆(W ⊆W ∩∗W ), then∗-affirmative and∗-negative answers∗-exclude
one another, i.e.,

((ψ1 |=∗ ϕ)&∗ (ψ2 |=∗ ¬∗ϕ)) → (|=∗ ¬∗(ψ1 &∗ ψ2))

Definition 5.2 (Yes-no∗-entailment and∗-equivalence of questions)

?ϕ |=∗ ?ψ ≡df (∀A) ((A |=∗ ?ϕ)→∗ (A |=∗ ?ψ))

?ϕ ≡∗ ?ψ ≡df (?ϕ |=∗ ?ψ)&∗ (?ψ |=∗ ?ϕ)

Theorem 5.3 FCT proves that∆(W ⊆W ∩∗ W ) implies

(?ϕ |=∗ ?ψ) → ((A |=∗ ?ϕ)→∗ (A |=∗ ?ψ))

(?ϕ ≡∗ ?ψ) → ((A |=∗ ?ϕ)↔∗ (A |=∗ ?ψ))

(?ϕ |=∗ ?ψ) → ((?ψ |=∗ ?χ)→∗ (?ϕ |=∗ ?χ))

(?ϕ ≡∗ ?ψ) → ((?ψ ≡∗ ?χ)→∗ (?ϕ ≡∗ ?χ))

(ϕ ≡∗ ϕ
′) → ((?ϕ |=∗ ?ψ)→∗ (?ϕ′ |=∗ ?ψ))

(ψ ≡∗ ψ
′) → ((?ϕ |=∗ ?ψ)→∗ (?ϕ |=∗ ?ψ′))

(ϕ ≡∗ ψ) → (?ϕ |=∗ ?ψ)

(?ϕ |=∗ ?ψ) → (?ϕ |=∗ ?¬∗ψ)
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Corollary 5.4 FCT proves that∆(W ⊆W ∩∗ W ) implies?ϕ |=∗ ?¬∗ϕ.

Unlike in classical logic, the converse?¬∗ϕ |=∗ ?ϕ does not hold generally (though it does if∗ is Ł, or
for crisp propositions). Examples from natural language show that negative fuzzy questions may indeed be
weaker than positive ones.
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Abstract

The OMG Deployment and Configuration specification is an attempt at standardizing the deployment
process of component-based applications in distributed environment. Software connector is an abstrac-
tion capturing interaction among components. Apart from middleware independence, connectors provide
additional services (e.g. adaptation, monitoring, etc.) and benefits, especially in the area of integration of
heterogeneous component-based applications. This paper presents an approach for using connectors in
the context of deployment process defined by the OMG Deployment and Configuration specification.

1. Introduction and motivation

Component-based software engineering is a paradigm advancing a view of constructing software from
reusable building blocks, components. A component is typically a black box with a well defined interface,
performing a known function. The concept builds on the techniques well known from modular program-
ming, which encourage the developers to split a large and complex system into smaller and better manage-
able functional blocks and attempt to minimize dependencies between those blocks.

Pursuing the vision of building software from reusable components, the component-based software engi-
neering paradigm puts a strong emphasis on design and modeling of software architectures, which allows
for reuse of both implementation and application design. The high level abstractions employed in archi-
tecture modeling often lack support in the existing technology, so an emphasis is put also on developing
support for runtime binding of components, flexible communication mechanisms, or deployment of com-
ponent applications in distributed environment.

Some of the ideas have been embraced by the software development industry and as a result, there are now
several component models, which are extensively used for production of complex software systems. The
well-known models include Enterprise Java Beans [24] by SunMicrosystems, CORBA Component Model
[18] by OMG, and .Net [14] by Microsoft.

There is a large number of other component models, designed and used mainly by the academic community.
While most of the academic component models lack the maturity of their industrial counterparts, they aim
higher with respect to fulfilling the vision of the component-based software engineering paradigm. This
is mainly reflected in support for advanced modeling features, such as component nesting, or connector
support. Of those we are familiar with, we should probably mention SOFA [22][17], Fractal [16], and
Darwin [13].

One of possibly several common problems of most component models is deployment of component-based
applications. Most of the component models available have attempted to address the issue in some way,
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but the differences between various component models have made it difficult to arrive at a common solu-
tion. The differences comprise mainly component packagingand deployment, communication middleware,
hierarchical composition, component instantiation, or lifecycle management. As a result, integration and
maintenance of component applications implemented in different component models is very difficult.

The deployment process generally consists of several steps, which have to be performed in order to suc-
cessfully launch an application, and is typically component technology and vendor specific. That means
that even applications written with specific technology in mind have to be deployed with vendor specific
tools an in vendor specific way.

The specification by Object Management Group [20] aims to layfoundation for an industrial standard
for deployment and configuration of component-based distributed applications. Since it does not explicitly
address deployment and configuration of heterogeneous component applications, as a part of our research,
we are attempting to design and develop tools compatible with the OMG D&C specification that would
allow for deployment of heterogeneous component applications. To demonstrate the problems associated
with deployment of heterogeneous component applications as well as the feasibility of our approach, we
aim to support deployment of component applications with components written in SOFA, Fractal, and EJB.

One of the main problems inherent to deployment of heterogeneous component applications is related
to interconnection of components from different componentmodels. The problem arises mainly due to
1) different middleware used by the component models to achieve distribution, and 2) different ways of
instantiating components and accessing their interfaces.

Of the three mentioned component models, SOFA offers the most freedom in the choice of middleware, as
it has native support for software connectors, which allow using almost arbitrary middleware for commu-
nication. Fractal, on the other hand, supports distribution with its own middleware based on serialization
defined by RMI [26]. The middleware is, however, not compatible with classic SUN RMI. Finally, EJB uses
SUN RMI to achieve distribution.

Regarding the component instantiation mechanisms, the SOFA and the Fractal component models are quite
similar. Both employ the concept of factory (component builder in SOFA, generic factory in Fractal) for
creating component instances, yet they differ substantially in the way a component structure is described.
The SOFA model describes the structure statically, using SOFA-specific ADL called Component Definition
Language. In Fractal, the description of the structure is dynamic, passed as a parameter to the generic
factory.

The EJB component model, on the other hand, bears very littlesimilarity to either of the discussed models.
The EJB component model supports four different kinds of components, beans: a) entity beans, stateful, the
state is persistent and usually stored in a database, b) stateful session beans, the state of which is preserved
for the duration of a session, c) stateless session beans, which are quite similar to libraries, and d) message-
driven beans, which are similar to stateless session beans,except they lack the classic business interface,
and instead process incoming requests in a message loop. Every component has a business interface and
a home interface. The home interface of a bean is used to instantiate components of a specific kind, and
in case of entity beans, restore component state from the database. Bean home interfaces can be obtained
through naming service. Prior to any request to the naming service, a bean has to be first deployed into an
EJB container, using implementation-specific deployment tools. Unlike the SOFA and the Fractal models,
EJB does not support component nesting.

To overcome the differences between these models, we have decided to use software connectors to facil-
itate the bridging between these technologies. Software connectors encapsulate all communication among
components and are typically responsible for 1) distribution (employing a communication middleware), 2)
adaptation (hiding changes in method names, and order of arguments, or performing more complex transfor-
mation), and 3) additional services (e.g. encryption, communication monitoring, etc.). Being such a flexible
concept, the connectors fit very well in our approach.
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2. Goals and structure of the text

Although a connector based approach appears to be very promising for our project, we cannot use con-
nectors directly, because the OMG D&C specification does notsupport connectors natively. Instead, the
components are meant to be directly interconnected. To preserve compatibility with the OMG D&C spec-
ification, we want to avoid substantial changes to the OMG D&Cspecification, rather we want to show
how to map the connectors into concepts already present in the specification. With regard to the discussion
above, the goal of this paper is to show how to use connectors in a deployment framework compatible with
the OMG D&C specification.

The paper is organized as follows: To introduce the context of our work, Section 3 gives an overview of the
relevant parts of the OMG D&C specification. Section 4 then presents an overview and key features of our
connector model and explains what a deployment of a component-based application with connectors looks
like. Having explained the related topics, Section 5 shows how to utilize connectors in the scope of OMG
D&C specification. We discuss related work in Section 6 and conclude the paper with summary and future
work in Section 7 and Section 8, respectively.

3. Overview of OMG D&C Specification

The deployment and configuration of component-based distributed application describes the relation be-
tween three major abstractions. First, there is a component-based application, which consists of other com-
ponents, the application itself being a component considered independently useful. Then there is a target
environment, termed domain, which provides computationalresources for execution of component-based
applications. And finally, there is a deployment process, which takes a component-based application and a
target environment as an input and produces an instance of the application running in the target environment
as a result.

Given enough information about the application and the target environment, the deployment process is
expected to be reasonably generic, especially at higher levels of abstraction. The required information is
made available to the process in form of detailed description with a standardized data model. To allow for
specialization at lower levels of abstraction, the OMG specification is compliant with the Model Driven
Architecture (MDA) [21], also defined by OMG. The core of the specification defines a set of concepts
and classes relevant for the implementation of the specification, which forms a platform independent model
(PIM) of the specification. The model can be the transformed to platform specific models (PSM), which can
capture the specifics of particular component middleware technology, programming language, or informa-
tion formatting technology.

The component model defined by the core specification is explicitly independent of distributed component
middleware technology such as CORBA CCM [18] or EJB [24]. Components can be either implemented di-
rectly (a monolithic implementation), or by an assembly of other components. The hierachical composition
allows for capturing logical structure of an application and a configuration of an assembly of components.
Ultimately, though, every application can be decomposed into a set of components with monolithic imple-
mentation, which is required for deployment.

The target environment, a domain, consists of nodes, interconnects and bridges. Of these, only the nodes
provide computational resources, while interconnects group nodes that are able to communicate directly
within a domain. A situation where the nodes cannot, for somereason (e.g. a firewall, an application proxy),
communicate directly is modeled by grouping the nodes in different interconnects. Bridges are then used to
facilitate communication between nodes in different interconnects.

The deployment process consists of five stages, termedinstallation, configuration, planning, preparation,
and launch. Prior to deployment, the application must be packaged and made available by the producer.
The package has to contain all relevant meta data describingthe application as well as binary code and data,
required to run the application.
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To minimize the amount of interdependencies and to lower theoverall complexity of the platform inde-
pendent model, the specification defines two dimensions for segmenting the model into modules. The first
dimension provides a distinction between adata modelof the descriptive information and amanagement
modelof runtime entities, that process the information. The second dimension takes into account the role of
the models in the deployment process, and distinguishes among component, target, and execution models.

Since giving a complete overview of the whole specification is far beyond the scope of this paper, we have
selected only the parts required to understand the context of the presented work. Of the modules mentioned
earlier, we will only describe the component and execution data models, and provide a brief description of
the deployment process with emphasis on the planning stage.

3.1. Component Data Model

The component data and management models are mainly concerned with description of and manipulation
with component software packages. The description specifies requirements that have to be satisfied for
successful deployment, most of which are independent of a particular target system. Both the application
metadata and code artifacts are expected to be stored and configured in a repository during the installation
and configuration stages of the deployment. The informationwill be then accessed and used during the
planning, and preparation stages.

<< Description >>

PackageConfiguration
specializedConfig+

0..1

<< Packager >>

ComponentPackageDescription

basePackage+0..1

<< Implementer >>

ComponentImplementationDescription

implementation+

1..*

<< Description >>

MonolithicImplementationDescription

monolithicImpl+ 0..1

<< Developer >>

ImplementationArtifactDescription

dependsOn+

*

primaryArtifact+ 1..*

<< Specifier >>

ComponentInterfaceDescription
realizes+ implements+

Same interface 
or base type

xor

xor

assemblyImpl+ 0..1

<< Description >>

ComponentAssemblyDescription

1..*

Figure 1: An overview of component data model

Figure 1 shows a high level overview of the component data model. The key concept here is a component
package, which contains the configuration and implementation of a component. If a component has multi-
ple implementations, the configuration should specify selection requirements, which influence deployment
decisions by matching the requirements to capabilities of individual implementations.

Each component package realizes a component interface, which is implemented by possibly multiple com-
ponent implementations. Figure 2 shows a detailed view of a component interface description. A component
interface is a collection of ports, which can participate asendpoints in connections among components. A
collection of properties carries component interface configuration.

As shown in Figure 1, an implementation of a component can be either monolithic, or an assembly of other
components. In case of monolithic implementation, the description of the implementation consists of a list
of implementation artifacts that make up the implementation. The artifacts can depend on each other and,
which is not shown on the figure, can carry a set of deployment requirements and execution parameters.
The requirements have to be satisfied before an artifact can be deployed on a node.

A component implementation that is not monolithic is definedas an assembly of other components. Fig-
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<< Specifier >>

ComponentInterfaceDescription

+ label :String

+ UUID:String

+ specificType :String

+ supportedType :Sequence(String)

<< Description >>

Property

+ name :String

<< Specifier >>

ComponentPropertyDescription

+ name :String<< Specifier >>

ComponentPortDescription

+ name :String

+ specificType :String

+ supportedType :Sequence(String)

+ provider :Boolean

+ exclusiveProvider :Boolean

+ exclusiveUser :Boolean

+ optional :Boolean

port+*
<< Description >>

Any

value+

property+

*

DataType

type+

configProperty+

*

Figure 2: Detailed view of component interface description

<< Description >>

ComponentAssemblyDescription

<< Assembler >>

AssemblyConnectionDescription

+ label :String

connection+*

<< Assembler >>

SubcomponentInstantiationDescription

+ label :String
instance+

1..*

<< Assembler >>

AssemblyPropertyMapping

+ label :String

+ externalName :String

externalProperty+*

<< Description >>

ComponentPackageReference

+ requiredType :String

reference+

0..1

<< Packager >>

ComponentPackageDescription

+ label :String

+ UUID:String

package+0..1

<< Description >>

Requirement

+ resourceType :String

selectRequirement+*

deployRequirement+

*

<< Description >>

Property

+ name :String

configProperty+

* property+*configProperty+*

xor

<< Description >>

ComponentExternalPortEndpoint

+ portName :String

externalEndpoint+ *

<< Assembler >>

SubcomponentPortEndpoint

+ portName :String

internalEndpoint+ *

instance+

<< Description >>

ExternalReferenceEndpoint

+ location :String

externalReference+*

<< Description >>

Any value+

Figure 3: Detailed view of component assembly description

ure 3 shows a detailed view of a component assembly description. An assembly describes instances of
subcomponents and connections among them. A subcomponent instance can reference a component pack-
age both directly and indirectly. Indirect package reference contains a specification of component interface
the package has to realize and is expected to be resolved before deployment.

A set of selection requirements is part of an instance description and serves in choosing an implementation
when a component package contains multiple implementations. Since the configuration of an assembly
needs to be delegated to the configuration of its subcomponents, the description of an assembly contains a
mapping of its configuration properties to configuration properties of its component instances.

The instances of components inside the assemblies can be connected using connections. A connection
description contains a set of endpoints and deployment requirements for the connection. The endpoints can
be of three kinds: a port of subcomponent’s component interface, an external port of the assembly, or an
external reference.

3.2. Execution Data Model

The execution data model is used for holding the result of combining the component software models with
target models. The combining takes place during the planning stage of the deployment process, and the
result captures how the application will execute in the target environment, i.e. what component implemen-
tation instance will run on which node. The information, termeddeployment plan, held by the execution data
model is used by execution management entities during preparation and launch stages of the deployment
process.
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<< Planner >>

DeploymentPlan

+ label :String

<< Specifier >>

ComponentInterfaceDescription

realizes+

<< Description >>

ComponentPackageReference

dependsOn+

*

<< Planner >>

PlanPropertyMapping

externalProperty+

*

<< Planner >>

PlanConnectionDescription

connection+

*

<< Planner >>

InstanceDeploymentDescription

+ node :String

+ label :String

instance+ *

<< Planner >>

MonolithicDeploymentDescription

+ label :String

implementation+
*

implementation+

<< Planner >>

ArtifactDeploymentDescription

+ location :String

+ label :String

+ node :String

artifact+

*

artifact+ 1..*
{ordered }

<< Description >>

ExternalReferenceEndpoint

+ location :String

externalReference+ *

<< Description >>

ComponentExternalPortEndpoint

+ portName :String

externalEndpoint+

*

<< Planner >>

PlanSubcomponentPortEndpoint

+ portName :String

+ provider :Boolean

instance+

internalEndpoint+*

Figure 4: An overview of execution data model

Figure 4 shows a high level overview of the execution data model with additional details exposed in some
of the classes. The deployment plan is analogous to the description of component assembly, and in fact con-
tains a flattened view of the top level component assembly which represents the whole application. Of the
original logical structure of the application, only the information required to create component instances and
connections is retained. There is not, however, a direct mapping between all the classes in the component
and execution data models.

The classes capturing the composition of individual artifacts into component implementations, instantiation
of components and the connections among components are similar to those of the component data model,
but not identical. This adds a significant amount of flexibility to the deployment process. If e.g. the com-
ponent data model is extended to support other, possibly higher level, abstractions for which code can be
automatically generated, the planner tool performing the transformation from the component data model to
the execution data model can also generate the required code(or have other application do it on demand)
and augment the resulting deployment plan so that it reflectsthe higher level abstractions in implementation.

3.3. Deployment Process

The deployment process as defined by the OMG specification consists of five stages. Prior to deployment,
the software must be developed, packaged, and published by the provider and obtained by the user. The
target environment in which the software is to run consists of nodes, interconnects and bridges, and contains
a repository, in which the software package can be stored.

Installation During the installation stage, the software package is put into a repository, where it will be
accessible from other stages of deployment. The location ofthe repository is not related to the do-
main the software will execute in, and the installation alsodoes not involve any copying of files to
individual nodes in a domain.

Configuration When the software is in the installation repository, its functionality can be configured by
the deployer. The software can be configured multiple times for different configurations, but the con-
figuration should not concern any deployment related decisions or requirements. The configuration
stage is meant solely for functional configuration of the software.

Planning After a software package has been installed into a repository and configured, the deployer can
start planning the deployment of the application. The process of planning involves selection of com-
putational nodes the software will run on, the resources it will require for execution, deciding which
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implementations will be used for instantiation of components, etc. The planning does not have any
immediate effect on the environment.

The planning stage of deployment is probably the most powerful concept of the specification. The
result of planning is a deployment plan, which is specific to the target environment and the software
being deployed. The plan is produced by transforming the information from the component data
model into execution data model. Higher level abstractionsin the component data model can be inter-
preted by the planner tool and transformed into deployment primitives of the deployment plan. In this
stage, the planner or planner plugins can generate additional code artifacts, resolve indirect artifact or
component package references, and transform the logical view of the component application into the
physical view of the application, which is required for deployment.

An example of such a higher level abstraction are software connectors. While the original specifica-
tion intends the connections among component interface ports to be direct, indirect communication
can be achieved by modifying the planner to interpret requirements of individual endpoints in a con-
nection and synthesize a connector implementation with desired features. The original component
model can be then automatically adjusted to reflect the use ofconnectors for communication among
components. The resulting component model is then transformed into deployment plan, which will
describe the newly created artifacts and connections.

Preparation Unlike planning, the preparation stage involves performing work in the target environment in
order to prepare the environment for execution of the software. If a software is to be executed more
than once according to the same plan, the work performed during the preparation stage is reusable.
The actual moving of files to computational nodes in the domain can be postponed until the launch
of the application.

Launch The application is brought to the executing state during thelaunch stage. As planned, instances of
components are created and configured on target nodes and theconnections among the instances are
established. The application runs until it is terminated.

4. Software Connectors

Software connectors are first class entities capturing communication among components (see Figure 5
showing an example of component-based application utilizing connectors). In our approach we use a con-
nector model developed in our group [6][5]. This section briefly describes its key features.

Figure 5: Components connected via a connector

In principle, our connector model captures two main levels of abstraction – a specification of connector
requirements and a generated connector. On the level of requirement specification a deployer (a person
driving a deployment process) defines features desired in a connector in terms of a communication style
and non-functional properties (NFPs).

A communication style expresses the nature of the realized communication. So far, we have identified four
basic communication styles: a) procedure call (local or remote; e.g. CORBA [19], RMI [26], DCE RPC
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[28], SOAP [29], etc.), b) messaging (asynchronous messagedelivery; e.g. JMS [25], MQSeries [9], etc.),
c) streaming (uni- or bi-directional stream of data; e.g. TCP/IP, RTP [1], unix pipe, etc.), and d) blackboard
(distributed shared memory; e.g. JavaSpaces [27], Linda, [7], Bonita [23], etc.).

Non-functional properties define additional features or behavior that are related to a selected communication
style. They allow specification of requirements such as thata realized connection must be secure (e.g. when
transmitting sensitive data), monitored (e.g. for benchmarking purposes), that an adaptation should take
place (e.g. in case of interconnecting incompatible interfaces or technologies), etc.

The information capturing the connector requirements is then passed to a connector generator (a computer
program), which finds out how to assemble a connector with thedesired functionality. At runtime, the
generated connector is instantiated and bound to components that participate in a connection. Every inter-
component link is realized by a unique instance of connector(more precisely by a unique instance of a
connector unit as explained later in this section).

The connector generator relies on two basic concepts – connector and element architectures [2] and primi-
tive element templates [5].

A connector architecture describes a top-level connector structure. The model of connectors as a set of
interconnected elements is very similar to a model of components (see Figure 6 for an example of connector
architecture for the procedure call communication style).Connector elements are responsible for particular
features found in a connector. In Figure 6, the stub and skeleton elements are responsible for distribution.
The interceptor element monitors calls performed on the server, and the adaptor element translates the calls
between incompatible interfaces.

Figure 6: A connector architecture for procedure call communicationstyle

An element in connector architecture is, however, just a black box. The element has to be assigned an
implementation, which can either be another architecture (composite element) a or code implementing the
required functionality (primitive element). The process is recursively applied until there are no elements
without an implementation assigned.

The dotted line in Figure 6 marks the boundary of a connector unit (i.e. a distribution boundary). A con-
nector unit describes elements that will be linked to a particular component. The division of a connector
into connector units is only performed on the top-level connector architecture, which prevents composite
connector elements from spanning multiple connector units. At runtime, inter-element links inside a con-
nector unit are realized by a local procedure call. Links crossing the unit boundary are realized by stubs and
skeletons in a proprietary way, depending on the middlewaretechnology used.

The connector generator assembles a connector implementation based on the information found in a repos-
itory of connector and element architectures and a repository of primitive element implementations. Such a
connector implementation has yet to be adapted to the component interface it is going to mediate. To make
the necessary adaptation possible, each of the primitive elements in the assembled connector is implemented
as a template. The templates are then expanded to provide an implementation of a primitive element with
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the required component interface. The connector is instantiated at runtime by instantiating the connector
elements and binding them together according to the architecture.

The matter becomes a bit more complicated at runtime where wewould like to access all connectors units in
a uniform way. Consider for example the following function:bindToRemoteReference(Reference
ref) . The function is responsible for establishing a remote connection between client and server connector
units. Although the processing of this function call is in most cases delegated to a stub element, we cannot
rely on it. We have to access a connector unit as a black-box. Therefore, a connector unit has to implement
these control functions and (with knowledge of its own structure) delegate them to appropriate connector
elements (i.e. the stub element in our example).

We implement the required control functions by adding a special element (called element manager) to each
connector unit and composite element. The control interface it exposes is subsumed to the ”frame” of encap-
sulating connector unit or composite element. The element manager knows the structure of the connector
unit/composite element it resides in and delegates the control function calls to corresponding elements (in
fact its neighbors). Since the services realized by the element manager are mostly an implementation detail,
we do not reflect this element in connector unit/composite element architectures.

5. Solution

The OMG D&C specification is very comprehensive, but also fairly complex. To allow use of connectors
for mediating communication among components, we only haveto deal with parts of it. Most of the work
concerned with generation of connectors will be done at planning stage. The specification itself requires
some modifications to the component data model to allow for specification of desired connector features
for every connection among components (using communication style and non-functional properties), a way
of transforming the modified specification to the base component and execution data models, and a way of
ensuring correct instantiation of connectors and establishing of connections at application launch.

Figure 7: Example of a component application using a connector

Figure 7 shows an example of a simple component application using a connector to mediate the communi-
cation between the Client and the Server components. The example will be used throughout this section to
demonstrate the approach we have chosen.

5.1. Specification of connector features

To generate a connector, a connector generator needs to haveenough information concerning the require-
ments for the communication the connector is expected to mediate. The specification of connector features
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has a form of communication style and non-functional properties. Each connection among instances of
components in an assembly can have different requirements.

The original OMG D&C platform independent component data model requires a minor extension to
allow for specification of connector features. We have addedanother association, identical to that of
deployRequirement , but namedconnectionRequirement to the AssemblyConnectionDescrip-
tion class. The reason for not using the existingdeployRequirement is to avoid overloading the se-
mantics of thedeployRequirement association, the contents of which are matched against requirement
satisfiers describing resources available on the nodes in a domain.

<< Assembler >>

AssemblyConnectionDescription

+ label :String

<< Description >>

Requirement

+ resourceType :String

<< Description >>

Property

+ name :String

<< Description >>

ComponentExternalPortEndpoint

+ portName :String

<< Assembler >>

SubcomponentPortEndpoint

+ portName :String

<< Description >>

ExternalReferenceEndpoint

+ location :String

<< Description >>

Any

deployRequirement+

*

property+* externalEndpoint+ *

internalEndpoint+ *

externalReference+*

value+

connectionRequirement+

*

Figure 8: A modification of AssemblyConnectionDescription class

Figure 8 shows the modified AssemblyConnectionDescriptionclass with the new
connectionRequirement association. The XML fragments in Figure 9 and 10 are parts
of the component data model description of the simple application depicted in Figure 7. The
connectionRequirement element contains a description a connection requirements.

<componentPackageDescription>
<label>Example Application</label>
<realizes fileinarchive="ExampleApplicationInterface .cfd"/>
<implementation fileinarchive="ExampleApplicationImp l.cid"/>

</componentPackageDescription>

Figure 9: ExampleApplication.cpd

5.2. Transformation of the component application description

During the planning stage of the deployment process, a planning tool aware of the connection requirements
communicates with a connector generator [6] and provides itwith information necessary to build a con-
nector for each connection in the application. In addition to the connection requirements specified in the
description of the component application, the tool can alsoprovide information on assignment of connec-
tion endpoints to individual nodes in a domain as well as information on resources available on each of the
nodes. The connector generator creates the necessary connector code and the connector-aware part of the
planning tool transforms the original application description specifying connection requirements into a new
description, which reflects the changes required to deploy connectors along with the original components.

The transformation adds instances of connector units into the application description and decomposes the
original connections so that for each endpoint of the original connection, a new connection is created,
connecting the component endpoint to an endpoint of connector unit instance. The original connection is
then replaced with a new connection connecting the connector units together. The resulting description of
component application adheres to the original OMG D&C specification of component data model, with
connectors represented by regular components. This description can be then transformed to deployment
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<componentImplementationDescription>
<label>Example Application Implementation</label>
<assemblyImpl>

<instance id="1">
<label>Client Component</label>
<package fileinarchive="ClientComponent.cpd"/>

</instance>

<instance id="2">
<label>Server Component</label>
<package fileinarchive="ServerComponent.cpd"/>

</instance>

<connection>
<label>Connection between Client and Server components</ label>
<internalEndpoint instanceRef="1">

<portName>ClientComponentInterfacePort</portName>
</internalEndpoint>
<internalEndpoint instanceRef="2">

<portName>ServerComponentInterfacePort</portName>
</internalEndpoint>

<connectionRequirement>
<resourceType>connectionType</resourceType>
<property>

<name>allow-remote</name><value>true</value>
</property>
<property>

<name>comm-style</name><value>procedure call</value>
</property>

</connectionRequirement>
</connection>

</assemblyImpl>

<implements fileinarchive="ExampleApplicationInterfa ce.cfd"/>
</componentImplementationDescription>

Figure 10: ExampleApplicationImpl.cid

plan by flattening the logical structure of the application description.

The XML fragment in Figure 11 describes the implementation of the simple application depicted in Figure
7 after the connectors have been integrated into the original description. Note the new component instances
and connections.

5.3. Instantiation of connectors

A connector has to be instantiated from top to bottom, starting with a connector unit and the corresponding
element manager. Then the elements on the next level are instantiated. In case of composite connector
elements, the process has to be applied recursively until all the primitive elements are reached. Since the
OMG D&C specification does not support ordering of instantiation of individual components, decomposing
the internal structure of connectors into components and connections so as to let the execution management
entities instantiate the connector elements would not produce the expected result.

Instead of modification of the OMG D&C specification of the deployment process, the instantiation of a
connector is a responsibility of an element/unit factory. For that it needs to know the internal structure of the
connector. Since the connector code is generated, a code forinstantiating a specific connector architecture
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<componentImplementationDescription>
<label>Example Application Implementation</label>
<assemblyImpl>

<instance id="1">
<label>Client Component</label>
<package fileinarchive="ClientComponent.cpd"/>

</instance>

<instance id="2">
<label>Server Component</label>
<package fileinarchive="ServerComponent.cpd"/>

</instance>

<instance id="3">
<label>ClientComponentInterfacePort Unit</label>
<package href="access-method://ClientComponentInterf acePortUnit.cpd"/>

</instance>

<instance id="4">
<label>ServerComponentInterfacePort Unit</label>
<package href="access-method://ServerComponentInterf acePortUnit.cpd"/>

</instance>

<connection>
<label>Connection between Client component and a client un it</label>
<internalEndpoint instanceRef="1">

<portName>ClientComponentInterfacePort</portName>
</internalEndpoint>
<internalEndpoint instanceRef="3">

<portName>ServerComponentInterfacePort</portName>
</internalEndpoint>

</connection>

<connection>
<label>Connection between Server component and a server un it</label>
<internalEndpoint instanceRef="2">

<portName>ServerComponentInterfacePort</portName>
</internalEndpoint>
<internalEndpoint instanceRef="4">

<portName>ClientComponentInterfacePort</portName>
</internalEndpoint>

</connection>

<connection>
<label>Connection between client and server units</label >
<internalEndpoint instanceRef="3">

<portName>ClientComponentInterfacePort</portName>
</internalEndpoint>
<internalEndpoint instanceRef="4">

<portName>ServerComponentInterfacePort</portName>
</internalEndpoint>

</connection>
</assemblyImpl>

<implements fileinarchive="ExampleApplicationInterfa ce.cfd"/>
</componentImplementationDescription>

Figure 11: ExampleApplicationImpl.cid
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can be generated as well. A more flexible solution though, is to pass a description of connector structure to a
generic element/unit factory through execution parameters in the description of connector implementation.

6. Evaluation and related work

In this paper, we have presented an approach which allows using software connectors in the context of
OMG D&C specification. The original platform independent component data model assumes direct com-
munication among component endpoints in a connection. Thisassumption requires that a connection to be
described at a lower level of abstraction than e.g. the structure of the component application, because it has
to connect ports provided by specific artifacts. As a consequence, the description of the component applica-
tion cannot abstract from e.g. a middleware technology usedfor communication in distributed environment.

Enhancing the description of a connection among componentswith the specification of communication
style and non-functional properties allows e.g. the selection of communication middleware to be postponed
until the planning stage of the deployment, or introductionof logging, monitoring, or encryption facilities
into communication without changing the description of thecomponent application.

To our knowledge, there is no other work concerning use of connectors in the OMG D&C specification or
other deployment orchestration framework. There is, however, a number of mature business solutions for
interconnecting the leading business component models such as EJB [24], CCM [18], and .NET [14]. A
common denominator of these models is the lack of certain features (e.g. component nesting), which makes
the problem of their interconnection a matter of middlewarebridging. Each of those component models has
a native middleware for communication in distributed environment (RMI [26] in case of EJB, CORBA [19]
in case of CCM, and .NET remoting in case of .NET). A middleware bridge is usually realized as a ”bridge”
component translating one middleware protocol to another.A list of leading middleware bridges comprises:

• Borland Janeva[4] — Allows for interconnection of .NET applications with CORBA objects. It uses
CORBA IIOP natively and provides a tool for generating .NET proxies. The proxies are then added
into the resulting .NET assembly, thus allowing for easier deployment of the .NET part.

• ObjectWeb DotNetJ[15] — Allows to call Java classes or even EJB components from.NET applica-
tions. Starts a dedicated JVM with class implementing the .NET remoting protocol. Remotely called
Java classes are loaded directly to the JVM, calls to EJB components (residing in another JVM) are
transformed to RMI calls.

• Intrinsyc J-Integra for .NET[10] — Works in a way similar to DotNetJ. Uses .NET remoting asa
native protocol and allows to bridge .NET and EJB technologies. Unlike DotNetJ, allows for calls in
both directions.

• BEA WebLogic[3] — More a middleware suite than just a middleware bridge. Allows accessing
CORBA servers from EJB via a designated bridge.

• IONA Orbix[11] — Also a rather comprehensive middleware suite, similar to BEA WebLogic. Builds
on CORBA infrastructure. Provides bridges for EJB, COM and .NET clients allowing them to access
CORBA objects. All of them are based on deploying a ”bridge” component into respective component
technology.

• IONA Artix [12] — A full-fledged SOAP middleware. Provides ”bridge” classes for EJB and CORBA
technologies that accept SOAP calls and delegate them to appropriate components/objects. The bridg-
ing is only done in one direction.

• K2 [8] — An implementation of CCM container. Allows for integration with EJB via an EJB bridge.
Natively supports also SOAP [29], thus allowing for seamless integration with Web Services.

Even though these bridges represent mature software products, they do not provide a standardized approach.
All the listed bridges are proprietary solutions of individual vendors. Usually, they were either created
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to achieve a specific goal of connecting two particular platforms (e.g. DotNetJ) or they were originally
created as an ORB middleware and evolved into a more robust solution later, allowing to accommodate
other platforms. Nevertheless, the bridging only works in one direction (e.g. .NET, EJB clients accessing
CORBA object in case of Orbix, or EJB component accessing CORBA services in case of WebLogic).

In our approach, we address heterogeneity from the very beginning. We use the platform independent com-
ponent data model defined in the OMG D&C specification to describe a component application. Our exten-
sion of the component data model also does not introduce any platform or language dependencies. Com-
ponent interconnections are modeled by connectors, which are created for a specific platform and language
during the planning stage of the deployment process. A connector is generated for each of the connections,
which allows for adaptation of the connector to the platforms on which the connection endpoints reside.

The adaptation of the connector to the connection endpoint’s platform results in no or minimal overhead for
local connections, small overhead for connections betweenidentical platforms (e.g. using RMI locally for
connecting Java to Java), and moderate overhead when connecting originally incompatible platforms (e.g.
Java to .NET using SOAP). All connections are two-way, without any specialized code in the component
implementation, which allows for smooth building of heterogeneous component applications.

7. Summary

We have presented an approach for using software connectorsin deployment frameworks compatible with
OMG D&C specification. The use of connectors eases the deployment and interconnection of heteroge-
neous component-based distributed applications, the components of which can be implemented in different
component models. We have only needed to introduce a very minor change into the specification for it to
support specification of connection requirements.

The description and implementation of connectors is mappedinto already present concepts and classes
(i.e. component packages, monolithic component implementation, implementation artifact). The presented
solution is generic, described in a platform independent way, and allows mapping to different component
models.

8. Future work

The presented solution relies on a connector generator capable of creating connectors with respect to a
high-level specification and generate their implementation for different component models and middle-
ware technologies. We currently have a prototype implementation of a connector generator for the SOFA
component system. The generator needs to be redesigned to allow for more flexibility and support for the
Fractal and EJB component models needs to be written. Moreover, since the Fractal and EJB models have
no connector support, it is also necessary to develop a runtime infrastructure for connectors in these two
component models.
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Abstract

By McNaughton theorem (see [7]), the class of functions representable by formulas of Łukasiewicz
logic is the class of piecewise linear functions with integer coefficients. The first goal of this work to find
an analogy of the McNaughton result forproduct logic(see [2], [6] and [5]). The second goal is to define
a Conjunctive and Disjunctive semi-normal form (CsNF, DsNF) of the formulas of product logic (these
forms are a syntactical counterpart of the piecewise monomial functions). These results show us how the
functions expressible by the formulas of product logic looklike.
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1. Preliminaries

Formulas of product are built in the usual way from a denumerable set of variablesV AR, from two basic
connectives of strong conjunction (&) and implication (→), and from the constant0. In [5] Hájek defined
an axiomatic system for product logic showed that these axiomatic is sound and complete with respect to
the algebraic structure induced by product t-norm.

In product logic it is possible to define the following derived connectives¬,∧,∨,≡. Let Form denote the
set of all formulas of product logic. Given a formulaϕ let V ARϕ denote the set of all variables occurring
in ϕ. Interpretation of connectives of product logic is given bythe following definition.

Definition 1.1 Anevaluationis a functione : Form→ [0, 1] such thate(0) = 0 and

• e(ϕ&ψ) = e(ϕ) · e(ψ) usual product of real numbers;

• e(ϕ→ ψ) =

{
1 if e(ϕ) ≤ e(ψ)
e(ψ)
e(ϕ) otherwise

=

{
1 if e(ϕ) = 0
e(ψ)
e(ϕ) ∧ 1 otherwise.

Note that for each evaluatione,

e(¬ϕ) =

{
1 if e(ϕ) = 0
0 otherwise,
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e(ϕ ∧ ψ) = min(e(ϕ), e(ψ)) ande(ϕ ∨ ψ) = max(e(ϕ), e(ψ)).

The notion of tautology, proof, provability and theorem aredefined as usual. The standard completeness
theorem says that a formulaϕ is a theorem of product logic iffϕ is a tautology.

For a conjunction withn equal argumentsϕ, we use the abbreviationϕn. A conjunction of zero formulas
(also writtenϕ0) is considered as equal to1. The set{1, . . . , n} will be denoted bŷn.

Definition 1.2 Letϕ be a formula and letV ⊆ V ARϕ. Then:

• an evaluation e is called(V, ϕ)-positiveif for eachv ∈ V ARϕ holds:e(v) > 0 iff v ∈ V ;

• an evaluation is calledϕ-positiveif it is (V ARϕ, ϕ)-positive;

2. Semi-Normal Forms and Normal Forms

In this section we define a Conjunctive and Disjunctive semi-normal forms (CsNF, DsNF). We start with the
definition of a literal, which is more complex than in the classical logic, and then we build a CsNF (DsNF)
just like in classical logic. We will continue with the proofof the partial equivalence of the formulas of
product logic with formulas in CsNF (DsNF). The reason we will prove only partial equivalences lies in
the fact that semantics of the product implication is not continuous in the point (0,0). We will develop a
machinery to help us overcome this problem.

In the second part of this section we define Conjunctive and Disjunctive Normal Forms (CNF, DNF). Fur-
thermore, we prove that each formula of can be equivalently written in CNF (DNF).

Definition 2.1 A normal literal (or literal for short) is a formula in form:

vk11 vk22 . . . vkl

l → v
kl+1

l+1 v
kl+2

l+2 . . . vkm
m ,

whereki are natural numbers andvi arbitrary pairwise distinct propositional variables. LetI andJi for
i ∈ I be finite sets and for everyi ∈ I and j ∈ Ji let αi,j be literals. The formulaϕ is said to be in a
Conjunctive semi-normal form (CsNF) if

ϕ =
∧

i∈I

∨

j∈Ji

αi,j

The formulaϕ is said to be in a Disjunctive semi-normal form (DsNF) if

ϕ =
∨

i∈I

∧

j∈Ji

αi,j

Furthermore, we define that truth constant0 is in both CsNF and DsNF

Definition 2.2 Letϕ be a formula,V a subset ofV ARϕ. Letχ be a characteristic function ofV . Let us
define¬0ϕ = ¬ϕ and¬1ϕ = ¬¬ϕ. Then the following formula is called(V, ϕ)-evaluator:

ν(V, ϕ) =
∧

v∈V ARϕ

(¬χ(v)v)

Lemma 2.3 Letϕ be a formula,V a subset ofV ARϕ ande an evaluation. Then holds:

e(ν(V, ϕ)) =

{
1 if e is (V, ϕ)−positive
0 otherwise
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The following theorem can be proven using syntactical manipulation with formulas, i.e., we give an al-
gorithm which for given formulaϕ and given setV produces a corresponding formulas in the conjunc-
tive(disjunctive) semi-normal form. By corresponding we mean that each(V, ϕ)-positive evaluation as-
signed both of them the same truth value.

Theorem 2.4 Letϕ be a formula,V a subset ofV ARϕ. Then:

• there is formulaϕDV in DsNF such thatν(V, ϕ) → (ϕ ≡ ϕDV ) is a theorem;

• there is formulaϕCV in CsNF such thatν(V, ϕ) → (ϕ ≡ ϕCV ) is a theorem.

The formulaϕCV (ϕDV ) is called a V-Conjunctive (V-Disjunctive) semi-normal form of formulaϕ, the formula
ϕCV arϕ

(ϕDV arϕ
) is called a Conjunctive (Disjunctive) semi-normal form offormulaϕ.

Notice that both V-Conjunctive and V-Disjunctive semi normal forms are not unique. In the next section we
will show how to find a ”simpler” form to given formula in CsNF (DsNF). Now we use our results to define
a conjunctive and disjunctive normal forms.

Theorem 2.5 Letϕ be a formula. Then for eachV ⊆ V ARϕ, there are formulasϕDV in DsNF andϕCV in
CsNF such that

ϕ ≡
∨

V⊆V ARϕ

(
ν(V, ϕ) ∧ ϕDV

)
≡

∨

V⊆V ARϕ


ν(V, ϕ) ∧

∨

i∈IV

∧

j∈JV
i

(αVi,j)


 (1)

ϕ ≡
∨

V⊆V ARϕ

(
ν(V, ϕ) ∧ ϕCV

)
≡

∨

V⊆V ARϕ


ν(V, ϕ) ∧

∧

i∈IV

∨

j∈JV
i

(αVi,j)


 (2)

Expression (1) is called Disjunctive normal form (DNF) ofϕ and expression (2) is called Conjunctive
normal form (CNF) ofϕ.

3. Simplification of formulas in CsNF and DsNF

In this section, we show how to simplify formulas in semi-normal form. We formalize this notion in the
following definition. We will work with CsNF in this section (results for DsNF are analogous).

Definition 3.1 Letϕ be a formula in CsNF. A formulaψ, resulting from formulaϕ by omitting some literals
or conjuncts or disjuncts is called asimplificationofϕ iff formulaν(V, ϕ) → (ϕ ≡ ψ) is a theorem.

Notice that ifϕ a V-Conjunctive semi normal form ofχ andψ is a simplification ofϕ, then alsoψ is a
V-Conjunctive semi normal form ofχ.

If we deal with a finite setL of literals we can fix an enumeration on the setW = {v1, v2, . . . , vm} of all
propositional variables occurring in literals inL. Then each normal literalα ∈ L is uniquely determined by
anm-tupleqα = (qα1 , . . . , q

α
m) of integers. A positive componentqαi is considered as power for variable

vi in consequent and negation−qαj of a negative component is considered as power for variablevj in
antecedent. This can be expressed with a permutationπ on m̂ and an indexl such thatqαπ(i) ≤ 0 for i ≤ l,
qαπ(i) > 0 for i > l and

α = v
−qα

π(1)

π(1) &v
−qα

π(2)

π(2) & . . .&v
−qα

π(l)

π(l) → v
qα

π(l+1)

π(l+1) &v
qα

π(l+2)

π(l+2) & . . .&v
qα

π(m)

π(m) . (3)
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If l = 0 (respectivelyl = m) we understand the antecedent (respectively consequent) as truth constant1.
Also v0

i is considered as1.

Letα andβ be literals. The question is if there is a simple way to find outthatα→ β is a theorem. Indeed,
if bothα andβ are conjuncts in one conjunction, knowing thatα→ β is a theorem would allow to omitβ
and obtain a simplification of our conjunction. In order to dothat we define an order on tuples.

Definition 3.2 Leta = (ai)i≤m andb = (bi)i≤m be tuples. Thena � b iff ai ≥ bi for all i ≤ m.

Now we may finally formulate lemma on simplification of formulas in CsNF.

Lemma 3.3 Let ϕ be a formula inCsNF, i.e.ϕ =
∧
i∈I

∨
j∈Ji

αi,j . Then the formula resulting fromϕ after

processing the following four steps is a simplification ofϕ:

(1) We replace all literals normal literals.

(2a) If there are indexesi,k such that0 � qαi,k andI 6= {i} then we omit the conjunct
∨
j∈Ji

αi,j

(2b) If there are indexesi,k such that0 � qαi,k andI = {i} then we replace formulaϕ by 1.

(3) If there are indexesi, j andj′, j 6= j′ such thatqαi,j � qαi,j′ then we omit the literalαi,j .

(4) If there are indexesi, i′, i 6= i′ and for each indexk ∈ Ji there is indexk′ ∈ Ji′ such thatqαi,k �
qαi′,k′ then we omit the conjunct

∨
j∈Ji′

αi′,j.

4. Theorem proving algorithm

In this section we will use result from the previous sectionsto define an algorithm, which can be used to
check whether a formula is a theorem or not. We will use the standard completeness theorem and Theorem
2.5. We start with a definition:

Definition 4.1 LetS be a set of indexes of literals ofm variables andn be the cardinality ofS . Then×m
matrixAS is the matrix with rowsqαi for eachi ∈ S.

We want to describe what has to hold in order to the formula

ϕ ≡
∨

V⊆Vϕ

(
ν(V, ϕ) ∧ ϕCV

)
≡

∨

V⊆Vϕ


ν(V, ϕ) ∧

∧

i∈IV

∨

j∈JV
i

(αVi,j)




not being a tautology. Ifϕ is not a tautology, then there is an evaluatione such thate(ϕ) < 1. Recall that
for each evaluatione there is a unique setV , such thate is (V, ϕ)-positive. Thuse(ϕ) < 1 means that
e(ϕCV ) < 1. Observe that ife(ϕCV ) < 1 then there is an indexi ∈ IV such thate(

∨
j∈JV

i

(αVi,j)) < 1. This

hold iff e(αVi,j) < 1 for eachj ∈ JVi . Which can be equivalently written as:

Theorem 4.2 Letϕ be a formula in CNF. Thenϕ is not a theorem iff there are a setV and an indexi ∈ IV
such that the matrix inequalityAJV

i xT < 0 has a non-negative solution.
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The problem is hence reduced to a problem of effectively solving an integer matrix inequality, that can be
solved by means of integer linear programming. Using all ourprevious results we can formalize an algo-
rithm to prove formulas of product logic. This algorithm is very inefficient-due to its exponential nature-
however the average complexity seems to be much better. Anyway, we do not pursuit the problem of com-
plexity in this paper.

We have a formulaϕwithm propositional variables. Let us defineM as the set of already processed subsets
of V ARϕ andK as the set of already processed indexes. In the beginningK andM are empty.

(1) If M = P(V ARϕ)1 GOTO (+), ELSE generate a setV ∈ P(V AR) \M , with smallest cardinality.
Add V intoM . Empty the setK.

(2) Using the proof of Lemma 2.4 find a formulaϕCV .

(3) Simplify formulaϕCV using Lemma 3.3 to a formulaψ =
∧
i∈IV

∨
j∈JV

i

(αVi,j)

(4) If K = IV GOTO (1) ELSE add indexi (i ∈ IV , i 6∈ K) into the setK.

(5) If inequalityAJV
i xT < 0 has a non-negative solution GOTO (-) ELSE GOTO (4).

(+) A formulaϕ is a theorem of the product logic.

(-) A formulaϕ is not a theorem of the product logic.

5. Functional representation

In this section we give a characterization of the class of functions represented by formulas of product logic,
analogously of what McNaughton theorem expresses for Łukasiewicz logic ([7]).

Definition 5.1 LetC be an arbitrary function from(0, 1]n into [0, 1] and letϕ be an arbitrary formula with
V ARϕ = {v1, . . . , vn}. We say the functionC is:

• represented by the formulaϕ (ϕ is a representation ofC) if e(ϕ) = C( e(v1), e(v2), . . . , e(vm)),
wheree is an arbitrary evaluation.

• positively represented by the formulaϕ (ϕ is a positive representation ofC) if e(ϕ) =
C(e(v1), e(v2), . . . , e(vm)), wheree is anϕ-positive evaluation.

Definition 5.2 An integral monomial of m variables is a functionf : (0, 1]m → (0, 1] such that
f(x1, . . . , xm) = xk11 x

k2
2 . . . xkm

m , with km ∈ Z.

Now we give a McNaughton-like functional representation (c.f. [7]). Just as Łukasiewicz formulas are in
correspondence with continuous piecewise linear functions, we are going to describe the class of functions
in correspondence with product formulas.

1By P(S) we denote the powerset ofS
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Definition 5.3 A piecewise monomial functionof n variables is a continuous functionf from (0, 1]n

into [0, 1] which is either identically equal to0 on (0, 1]n, or there exist finitely many integer monomi-
alsp1 . . . , pu and regionsD1, . . . , Du of (0, 1]n such that for everyx ∈ Di, f(x) = pi.

Theorem 5.4 Each piecewise monomial function is positively representable by some formula. Each for-
mula is a positive representation of some piecewise monomial function.

One part of this theorem is an obvious consequence of the Theorem 2.4, the second is proven by analo-
gous methods as in Łukasiewicz case. Next we use Theorem 2.5 to extend this result to the full functional
characterization of product fuzzy logic. Before we do se we need some additional definitions.

Definition 5.5 Letn be a natural number and letM be a subset of{i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Then the(M,n)-region
of positivityPosM, n is defined as

PosM, n = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ [0, 1]n | xi > 0 iff i ∈M}

Example 5.6 For n = 2 we have four regions of positivity:

Pos∅, 2 = {(0, 0)}
Pos{1}, 2 = {(x1, 0) | x1 ∈ (0, 1]}
Pos{2}, 2 = {(0, x2) | x2 ∈ (0, 1]}
Pos{1,2}, 2 = {(x1, x2) | x1, x2 ∈ (0, 1]}

Lemma 5.7 Letϕ be a formula,n the cardinality ofV ARϕ, V ARϕ = {vi | i ≤ n}. LetV be a subset of
V ARϕ and setM = {i | vi ∈ V }. Then the(V, ϕ)-evaluatorν(V, ϕ) is a representation of the characteristic
function ofPosM, n.

Now we can finally give the full description of functions represented by formulas of product logic. In fact
we also give a functional interpretation of the descriptionof free product algebras given in [1].

Definition 5.8 A functionC : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] is a product functionif for everyM ⊆ n̂ the restriction ofC
to PosM,n is a piecewise monomial function.

Theorem 5.9 Each product function is representable by some formula and,vice-versa, each formula is a
representation of some product function.

The algebraic counterpart of Product logic are the Product algebras, see [5]. Due to the standard com-
pleteness theorem, giving a complete characterization of functions associated with Product formulas with
n variables is equivalent to give a description of the free Product algebra overn generators.
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Abstrakt

V tomto článku je popsána technika změkčovánı́ hran vrozhodovacı́ch stromech sloužı́cı́ ke zlepšenı́
predikce metod strojového učenı́ založených na stromech. Jedná se o způsob postprocesingu stromů
zı́skaných z některých běžných metod. Je zde vysvětlen princip změkčovánı́ hran a ukázány jeho základn´ı
efekty.

1. Úvod

Konstrukce rozhodovacı́ch stromů je jednou z úspěšných technik strojového učenı́. Mezi jejı́ hlavnı́ výhody
patřı́ použitelnost na objekty s atributy různých typ˚u (čı́selné, kategoriálnı́), dále jednoduchost a srozumitel-
nost použité struktury a s tı́m souvisejı́cı́ možnost interpretace zı́skaného stromu jako posloupnosti pravidel.

Ačkoliv nalezenı́ rozhodovacı́ho stromu zvolené velikosti, který by nejlépe klasifikoval trénovacı́ data, je
pro obvyklé úlohy výpočetně přı́liš náročné, jsou známy úspěšné heuristické metody — ke klasickým
patřı́ CART [1], C4.5 [3] a jejı́ varianta C5.0. Jmenovanémetody konstruujı́ takové rozhodovacı́ stromy,
že rozhodovacı́ pravidlo v libovolném vnitřnı́m uzlu z´avisı́ pouze na jednom atributu klasifikovaného ob-
jektu. Navı́c je-li tento atribut čı́selný, má rozhodovacı́ pravidlo podobu porovnánı́ hodnoty atributu s hod-
notou prahu přı́slušného k danému uzlu. Listy stromu pˇriřazujı́ odhad pravděpodobnostı́ přı́slušnosti ob-
jektu k jednotlivým třı́dám klasifikace — tento odhad je stejný pro všechny objekty (vzory), které pro-
jdou rozhodovacı́m stromem do téhož listu. Z uvedeného vyplývá, že máme-li pouze čı́selné atributy,
pak takovýto rozhodovacı́ strom definuje rozdělenı́ vstupnı́ho prostoru na hyperkvádry (které mohou být
v některých směrech nekonečné) a všechny vzory v témž hyperkvádru jsou klasifikovány totožně.

Protože nenı́ vždy žádoucı́, aby malá změna hodnoty ˇcı́selného atributu vedla ke zcela jiné klasifikaci, neboli
aby hrany (hranice) hyperkvádrů byly ostře určené, umožňuje program C4.5 (a též C5.0) použı́t tzv. měkké
(pravděpodobnostnı́) prahy, což vede k tzv. změkčenı́hran mezi hyperkvádry určenými rozhodovacı́m
stromem. Princip spočı́vá v tom, že je-li hodnota testovaného atributu blı́zko hodnotě prahu, jsou prozk-
oumány obě větve stromu a výsledky zkombinovány podlevzdálenosti hodnoty od prahu.

2. Rozhodovacı́ stromy v klasifiḱatorech

Dále se budeme zabývat přı́padem, kdy vzory, na nichž chceme naučit klasifikátor, majı́ pouze čı́selné
atributy. Máme tedy doménuΞ ⊂ Rn, každý vzorx = (x1, . . . , xn) z této domény patřı́ do jedné z třı́d
C1, . . . , Cc. Mějme trénovacı́ množinuT = {(xi, bi)|i = 1, . . . , t}, v nı́ž je pro každý vzorxi uvedeno
označenı́ třı́dy, do nı́ž vzor patřı́, tedy je-li(xj , bj) ∈ T , znamená to, že vzorxj patřı́ do třı́dyCbj .
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Trénovacı́ množinaT je vstupem učı́cı́ho algoritmu, který vyprodukuje klasifikátor. Klasifikátor po
předloženı́ vzorux ∈ Ξ určı́ pro každou třı́du klasifikaceCb odhadP (b|x) pravděpodobnosti, že vzor
x patřı́ do třı́dyCb.

V přı́padě bez změkčovánı́ hran je výsledkem učı́c´ıho algoritmu — jako je CART, C5.0 apod.— binárnı́
rozhodovacı́ strom, jaký ukazuje obrázek 1. Každému vnitřnı́mu uzlu vi je přiřazen index testovaného
atributuai ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} a práhspliti ∈ R, v každém listuvl je uložen stochastický vektor(p(b|l)); b =
1, . . . , c.
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Z
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Z
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. . . vl
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Obrázek 1:Rozhodovacı́ strom

Při použitı́ klasifikátoru na vzorx = (x1, . . . , xn) se procházı́ rozhodovacı́ strom na základě atributů
předloženého vzoru: Na začátku je aktuálnı́m uzlem kořenv1 — proměnnáj má hodnotu1. Dokud aktuálnı́
uzel nenı́ listem stromu, provede se test

xaj
≤ splitj (1)

a v přı́padě, že je nerovnost (1) splněna, přejde se do nového uzlu po hraněej,left, nenı́-li splněna, po
hraněej,right, aktuálnı́m uzlem se stane uzel na konci této hrany — do proměnnéj se uložı́ nový index
aktuálnı́ho uzlu. Když je již aktuálnı́m uzlem listvj , pak výsledným odhademP (b|x) pravděpodobnosti,
že vzorx patřı́ do třı́dyCb, je hodnotap(b|j).

3. Změkčovánı́ hran

Při změkčovánı́ hran se vycházı́ z hotového rozhodovacı́ho stromu, jako je na obrázku 1. Každé hraně
ej,d; d ∈ {left, right} je přiřazena funkcefj,d(x) : R→ 〈0, 1〉, tak že pro každéj platı́

∀x ∈ Ξ fj,left(x) + fj,right(x) = 1 (2)

S použitı́m hodnotp(b|l) známých v listechvl definujeme hodnotyp(b|j,x) ve všech uzlechvj induktivně:
Je-livj list, potom

p(b|j,x) = p(b|j) pro libovolnéx ∈ Ξ

Jinak necht’ z uzluvj vede hranaej,left do uzluvp a hranaej,right do uzluvq. Potom

p(b|j,x) = fj,left(x)p(b|p,x) + fj,right(x)p(b|q,x)
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Výsledným odhadem pravděpodobnosti přı́slušnosti vzorux do třı́dyCb je tato hodnota v kořeni stromu,
tedyp(b|1,x). Jinak to lze také vyjádřit vztahem

P (b|x) =
∑

vl∈Leaves
p(b|l)

∏

ei,d∈Path(vl)

fi,d(x)

kdeLeaves označuje množinu všech listů aPath(vj) je množina všech hran na cestě z kořenev1 do uzlu
vj .

V programu C4.5 jsou jakožto funkcefj,left(x) použity tzv. změkčujı́cı́ křivky. Funkcefj,right(x) jsou
určeny zfj,left(x) podle vztahu (2). Změkčujı́cı́ křivkafj,left(x) je v každém vnitřnı́m uzluvj spojitá po
částech lineárnı́ funkce závisejı́cı́ pouze na atributu xaj

, tedy na tom atributu, na kterém se ve stromu bez
změkčenı́ v tomto uzlu prováděl test (1). Změkčujı́cı́ křivka fj,left(x) (viz obrázek 2) je parametrizována

fj,left(x) = 1− fj,right(x)

-

6
J
J
J

J
J
J

J
J
J
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
AA

splitjlbj ubj

1/2

1

xaj

Obrázek 2:Změkčujı́cı́ křivka

indexem atributuaj , hodnotousplitj, která je též známa z původnı́ho rozhodovacı́ho stromu, a potom
dvěma dalšı́mi hodnotamilbj, ubj ∈ R (lower bound, upper bound). Povšimněme si, že zvolı́me-li lbj =
splitj = ubj pro všechny vnitřnı́ uzlyvj , potom klasifikátor dává výsledky totožné s původn´ım stromem
(bez změkčenı́ hran).

Program C4.5 nastavuje parametrylbj, ubj následovně: Necht’ Tj ⊂ T obsahuje ty trénovacı́ vzory, při
jejichž klasifikaci se provádı́ test v uzluvj . Kdyby se v uzluvj při testovánı́ (1) mı́sto hodnotysplitj použila
jiná hodnotasplit′j, některé vzory zTj by byly klasifikovány odlišně od původnı́ klasifikace, tedy byl by
jiný počet chybně klasifikovaných trénovacı́ch vzor˚u. Necht’ Ej je počet chyb naTj . Potom směrodatná
odchylka počtu chyb v uzluvj je určena:

Sj =

√
(Ej + 1

2 )(|Tj | − Ej − 1
2 )

|Tj|
Hodnotylbj, ubj jsou nastaveny na takové hodnotysplit′j, při kterých je počet chyb naTj nejblı́žeEj+Sj .

4. Experimentálnı́ algoritmus

Naše pokusy ukázaly, že změkčovánı́ hran v metodáchC4.5 a C5.0 má ještě rezervy — pomocı́ stejného
tvaru změkčovacı́ křivky, jen jiným nastavenı́m parametrů, by bylo možné dosahovat lepšı́ch výsledků.
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Pro nastavenı́ parametrů změkčenı́, tedy hodnotlbj, ubj pro všechny vnitřnı́ uzlyvj , jsme implementovali
jednoduchý algoritmus, který ani nenı́ efektivnı́, ani nenalézá optimálnı́ řešenı́ — má sloužit pouze k exper-
imentálnı́mu prozkoumánı́ možnostı́ a vlastnostı́ zmˇekčovánı́ hran. Je založen na náhodném prohledávánı́
okolı́ dosud nejlepšı́ho nalezeného řešenı́.

Úlohu hledánı́ parametrů změkčenı́ ve stromu můžemeformulovat tak, že hledáme vektorv sestávajı́cı́
z 2m reálných čı́sel, kdem je počet vnitřnı́ch uzlů stromu —v kóduje parametrylbj, ubj, pro všechny
vnitřnı́ uzlyvj . Parametry kódované vektoremv musı́ splňovat

∀j lbj ≤ splitj ≤ ubj (3)

a snažı́me se nalézt takový vektorv, že klasifikátor se změkčenı́mi, jejichž parametry jsou kódovány vek-
toremv, má co nejmenšı́ chybu na trénovacı́ množiněT .

function LearnBounds(stop, step, stepcount)
v ← kód takových parametrů, že∀j lbj = ubj = splitj
bestval← v
besterr ← počet chyb klasifikátoru bez změkčenı́ na trénovacı́ množiněT
unsuccess← 0
while unsuccess < stop do

d← nenulový náhodný vektor z rovnoměrného rozdělenı́ na intervalu〈−1, 1〉2m
delta← d · step / ‖d‖
success← false
for all s ∈ {1, . . . , stepcount} do

v ← v + delta
Složky vektoruv, které porušujı́ podmı́nku (3), nastav tak,
aby byla podmı́nka (3) splněna s rovnostı́.
err ← počet chyb klasifikátoru s parametry změkčenı́ kódovanými

vektoremv na trénovacı́ množiněT
if err < besterr then
bestval← v
besterr← err
success← true

end if
done for
v ← bestval
if success then
unsuccess← 0

else
unsuccess← unsuccess+ 1

end if
done while
return v

Obrázek 3:Experimentálnı́ algoritmus

V každém cyklu našeho experimentálnı́ho algoritmu (viz obrázek 3) je náhodně zvolen směr, potom je
dosud nejlepšı́ nalezené řešenı́ pozměňováno v tomto směru s pravidelným krokemstep až do zvolené
vzdálenosti dané argumentemstepcount (počet kroků). V každém takto posunutém vektoru parametrů
je vypočtena chyba na trénovacı́ množině a nejlepšı́ hodnota je uchována jako výchozı́ pro dalšı́ cyklus.
Algoritmus končı́ po sekvenci cyklů, v nichž nedošlo kezlepšenı́, jejı́ž délka je určena argumentemstop.
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5. Efekt změkčovánı́ hran

Při změkčovánı́ hran popsaným způsobem se měnı́ odhad pravděpodobnosti přı́slušnosti předloženého
vzorux do třı́dyCb pouze pro vzory v blı́zkosti hranic hyperkvádrů - takovévzory, jejichž hodnota testo-
vaného atributuxaj

ležı́ mezilbj aubj pro některéj. Chceme-li předloženému vzoru přiřadit index třı́dy,
do nı́ž nejspı́še přı́slušı́, použije se

arg max
b=1,...,c

P (b|x)

Je-li nynı́ jediný atribut vzorux v blı́zkosti hranice hyperkvádrů, potom se takováto klasifikace nezměnı́.
Aby došlo ke změně, musı́ se složit dohromady změkčenı́ aspoň ve dvou uzlech stromu. Tedy klasifikace se
může měnit v blı́zkosti rohů hyperkvádrů.

Viz Obrázek 4 Tato vlastnost je vidět na obrázku 4, kterýporovnává klasifikaci bez změkčenı́ hran a
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Obrázek 4:Výsledek klasifikace rozhodovacı́m stromem a) před změkčenı́m hran b) po změkčenı́ hran

se změkčenı́m na umělých datech — dvou třı́dách oddělených diagonálou. Zde na intervalu〈0, 1〉 byly
náhodně rovnoměrně vygenerovány trénovacı́ vzory

xk = (xk1 , x
k
2) k = 1, . . . , 1000

Pokud byloxk1 + xk2 ≤ 1, byl vzor xk zařazen do jedné třı́dy, jinak do druhé. Na základě t´eto množiny
byl vytvořen rozhodovacı́ strom, jemuž byla ke klasifikaci předložena množina vzorů ležı́cı́ch v pravidelné
mřı́žce. Výsledek je v levé části obrázku 4. Potom byly pro tento strom nalezeny parametry změkčenı́
pomocı́ našeho experimentálnı́ho algoritmu a výsledekklasifikace se změkčenı́m je v pravé části obrázku
4.

6. Závěr

Experimenty naznačujı́, že změkčovánı́ hran by mohlabýt perspektivnı́ cesta ke zlepšenı́ vlastnostı́ klasi-
fikátorů založených na rozhodovacı́ch stromech, protože je možné takto zı́skat lepšı́ výsledek klasifikace
(menšı́ počet chyb), přitom zůstává zachována většina výhod, jež klasifikátory s rozhodovacı́mi stromy
majı́: Použitelnost na objekty s atributy různých typůzůstává — ačkoliv jsme uvedli, že se zabýváme pouze
klasifikátory objektů s čı́selnými atributy, přesto máme-li strom pro klasifikaci objektů s některými atributy
kategoriálnı́mi, je možné změkčenı́ aplikovat pouzev uzlech s testy na čı́selné atributy, v ostatnı́ch uzlech
ponechat strom beze změny. Stejně jako strom bez změkčených hran lze interpretovat jako posloupnost
pravidel, strom se změkčenı́m určuje posloupnost fuzzypravidel.

Předmětem dalšı́ práce bude hledánı́ vhodného algoritmu, který by nalezl dostatečně dobré nastavenı́
parametrů změkčenı́ a přitom byl použitelný z hlediska výpočetnı́ch nároků. Přitom by mohlo pomoci
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prozkoumánı́ souvislosti s modelem Hierarchical Mixtures of Experts (viz např. [2], kap. 9.5), který je
též založen na rozhodovacı́ch stromech, ovšem je komplikovanějšı́, než zde zmiňované metody.
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Abstract

ICodes are used as representations of neural networks architectures in an evolutionary optimisation
process. The evolutionary algorithm based onICodes contains large amount of parameters, moreover,
the corresponding search space itself if huge. To get deeperthe insight into the transitional behaviour
of the process, the mathematical properties ofICodes are explored a studied. This article gives ini-
tial definitions and propositions about structure ofICodes and about the corresponding evolutionary
operators.

1. Introduction

The general purpose ofICodes is effective representation ofneural networksarchitecture (the topol-
ogy of the network along with additional parameters). Briefly, the neural network topologies areacyclic
oriented graphs; the graphs, then, are represented viacellular encoding( CE )1 due to F. Gruau. Those
CE are represented via ordinary integer series –read’s codes( RC ) due to D. Read. Since the
CE / RC represent only basic informations about the neural network, ie. topology, the additional instruc-
tions/informations/parameters are added in form of next entry of RC . This leads to anICode : ICode
represents the neural network topology and some of its otherparameters which gives the architecture.

The RC (and so theICode ) can be defined independently onCE using so calledlevel-property. This
allows to narrow down on the properties ofICodes as mathematical objects. The main concern is put on
the following

• state the cardinality of the set of allICodes of given length, and even cardinality of the set of all
ICodes – gives information about the search space,

• describe the evolutionary operators onICodes using some binary operator on the set ofICodes
– algebraic structure provides better formalism when discussing properties of evolution (stability,
convergence, etc.),

• study further the transitional behaviour of such operatorsusing the notation mentioned.

In the first section theICodes are introduced using the level-property, the term ofSubICode is described
and showed in example, and the operator ofleft-addition ⊕k is defined. In the second section the evo-
lutionary operators are described and rewritten in terms ofthe mapping⊕k . Finally, a little comparison

1This representation provides very convenient properties,on the other hand, it’s only ‘one-way’. That means, that onlya graph
can be built according to a representation; then, the representation of a general graph is not trivially constructed. One always has to
consider the graphs as being built from some representation.
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with the usual binary case evolutionary algorithm is provided in the last section, the yet found facts are
summarized and future plans are reviewed.

The CE was introduced by F. Gruau in [Gruau94]. The RC was introduced by D. Read in [Read72]. For the
ICodes , the approach with closer context withCE / RC is given in [HaKal04].

2. ICodes

In this article, theICodes will be defined without explicit knowledge ofCE (like it is in [HaHlaKal03]
and [HaKal04]), as the basic term is stated theRC . The definition is due to a level-property – a set of
inequations and one equation. The generalRC consists of all non-negative numbers, still, in this article
the RC is defined as only two-valued, which is for theICodes enough to handle the neural network
architectures.

Definition 1 LetN ∈ N. Define respectively

1. level-property:{aj}Nj=1, aj ∈ {0} ∪N, j∈{1, . . . , N} fulfills a level-propertyif

k∑

j=1

aj > k − 1, k∈{1, . . . , N − 1},
N∑

j=1

aj = N − 1, (1)

2. forN ∈ {2k − 1 | k ∈ N } the set of read’s codes of lengthN :

RC(N)
def
=

{
{a}Nj=1

∣∣∣ aj ∈ {0, 2}, {a}Nj=1 fulfills a level-property
}
, (2)

3. the set of all read’s codes:

RC
def
=

⋃

N=2k−1

k∈N RC(N). (3)

The level-property mentioned in previous proposition is ofimportance. First, the level-property provides
easy random generating of anRC – starting from the first entry of a series, the next are generated at
random and fulfilling the level-property. Second, the level-property defines the length of anRC subpart at
any positionk∈{1, . . . , N} – this will be described in the following paragraph. Third, the level-property
can be helpfull when looking for lower/upper bounds of the cardinality of the set ofICodes .

The next important term is asubcodeof an RC. ConsiderN ∈ {2k − 1 | k ∈ N }, {aj}Nj=1 ∈ RC(N).
For each positionk∈{1, . . . , N} there existN − k + 1 sequences consisting of values{aj}lj=k, l =
k, . . . , N . Then, only one of these is uniquely defined as fulfilling the level-property. This subsequence is
called a subcode on positionk. The subcode is found quite easily using level-property: itis started from
positionk and the sums

∑l
j=1 ak−1+j are evaluated forl ≥ 1; the seeking stops after the level-property is

reached while the appropriate subcode of lengthl is found. Note that subcode on first position is the whole
RC ; on the other hand any subcode on positionk for which ak = 0 gives subcode of length1. These
situations are shown in table 1.
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Position Original code:
2 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0

k = 1 l − 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12∑l
j=1 ak−1+j 2 2 4 6 8 8 8 10 10 12 12 12 12
subcode 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0

k = 7 l − 1 0∑l
j=1 ak−1+j 0
subcode 0

k = 10 l − 1 0 1 2∑l
j=1 ak−1+j 2 2 2
subcode 2 0 0

Table 1. Subcode construction. For each positionk the first row shows value ofl−1 which is the right
side of the (in)equations in level-property, the second rowshows the sum ofak−1+j which is the left
side of level-property, and the third row shows the subcode being built.

Following the last equation of level-property in (1) we gain(the term[expr] is an indicator; ifexpr may be
true of false, the[expr] returns1 if expr is true, and0 otherwise)

∑N
j=1 aj =

∑N
j=1 2 [aj > 0] =

= 2
∣∣{aj | aj > 0, j∈{1, . . . , N}}

∣∣ = N − 1

which gives the number of non-zero parts of anRC :

∣∣{aj | aj > 0, j∈{1, . . . , N}}
∣∣ =

N − 1

2
. (4)

This number is an integer sinceN is odd. The number of zero parts of anRC is equal to(N + 1)/2.

To provide wider representation power, additional instruction entries are added. This structure is, then,
called aninstruction code, ICode . The values of the instructions are of two types according tothe non-
zero and zero entries of anICode . They are calledbuilding andterminatinginstructions and the sets are
assigned asBI and TI . The terms of length and subcode are intuitively adopted from read’s codes.

Definition 2 LetN ∈ {2k − 1 | k ∈ N }, {aj}Nj=1 ∈ RC(N). TheICode P of lengthN is defined as

P
def
= {aj, αj}Nj=1 , (5)

where (∀j∈{1, . . . , N}) ((aj = 2⇒ αj ∈ BI) ∧ (aj = 0⇒ αj ∈ TI)). Set of allICodes of lengthN
is assigned asICodes(N). The set of allICodes is defined as

ICodes
def
=

⋃

N=2k−1

k∈N ICodes(N). (6)

LetP ∈ ICodes, P = {aj, αj}Nj=1. Next define the length ofP

∣∣P
∣∣ def
= N, (7)

and a SubICode on positionk∈{1, . . . ,
∣∣P

∣∣}

Q = sub{P, k} = {aj , αj} , (8)

such that{aj} is subcode of{aj}Nj=1 on positionk.
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Example 3 Consider anICode

P = {{2, 2}, {2, 1}, {0, 11}, {2, 2}, {2, 2}, {0, 11}, {0, 11},
{2, 2}, {0, 11}, {2, 1}, {0, 11}, {0, 11}, {0, 11}} (9)

Clearly, the length is equal to
∣∣P

∣∣ = 13. SubICode on position7 Q1 = {{0, 11}} is an ICode of length
1, SubICode on position4 Q2 = {{2, 2}, {2, 2}, {0, 11}, {0, 11}, {2, 2}, {0, 11},{2, 1}, {0, 11}, {0, 11}}
is an ICode of length9.

The operator defined in the following definition just generalizes the most frequent operation performed with
RC (with CE ) which consists in replacingSubIcode on given position with another.

Definition 4 Let P ∈ ICodes, P = {aj, αj}Nj=1 and Q ∈ ICodes, Q = {bi, βi}Mi=1,
k∈{1, . . . ,

∣∣P
∣∣},Nsub =

∣∣sub{P, k}
∣∣. Theleft-addition⊕k is defined as follows.

P ⊕k Q = {cl, γl}Pl=1,

where
P = N −Nsub +M, and

{cl, γl} =




{al, αl}, l = 1, . . . , k − 1
{bl−k+1, βl−k+1}, l = k, . . . , k +M − 1
{al−M+Nsub

, αl−M+Nsub
}, l = k +M, . . . , P

(10)

Proposition 5 For anyP ∈ ICodes, P = {aj, αj}Nj=1, anyQ ∈ ICodes, Q = {bi, βi}Mi=1, and any
k∈{1, . . . , N}, the sequence{cl, γl}Pl=1 = P ⊕k Q is an ICode of lengthN −

∣∣sub{P, k}
∣∣ +M , ie.

P ⊕k Q ∈ ICodes(N −
∣∣sub{P, k}

∣∣ +M).

As for the description ofICodes(N), one of the first concerns is the cardinality of this set.⊕k helps
among other to formalize the upper bound. For the first two values ofN hold the following equations

∣∣ICodes(1)
∣∣ = 1,

∣∣ICodes(3)
∣∣ = 1. (11)

ConsiderP ∈ ICodes(N − 2), k∈{1, . . . , N − 2} such thatak = 0. Next, letQ = {{2, β1}, {0, β2},
{0, β3}}, β1 ∈ BI, β2, β3 ∈ TI. Since

∣∣sub{P, k}
∣∣ = 1 and

∣∣Q
∣∣ = 3, the ICode P ⊕k Q is member of

ICodes(N). Applying this operation to everyP ∈ ICodes(N− 2) for everyk∈{1, . . . , N − 2}, ak =
0, the setICodes(N) is reached. Because differentICodes lead after this step to the identicalICodes
(symmetry), the recursive schema gives only upper bound. Next, since instructions at every position are
evaluated inBI or TI , the cardinality is influenced by the cardinalities

∣∣BI
∣∣ and

∣∣TI
∣∣ .

∣∣ICodes(N)
∣∣ ≤

≤ BI
N−1

2 .TI
N+1

2 . (N−2)+1
2 .

∣∣ICodes(N− 2)
∣∣ ≤ BI

N−1
2 .TI

N+1
2 . (N−2)+1

2 . . . . .3+1
2 .1+1

2 =

= BI
N−1

2 .TI
N+1

2 .
(
N−1

2

)
!

(12)

This upper bound of the cardinality grows as
(
N−1

2

)N−2
2 (using Stirling’s formula), on the other hand the

duplicities caused by the symmetry may lower it significantly. The recursive schema for the exact number
of symmetries inICodes(N) wasn’t found yet.

3. Evolutionary Operators Defined on ICodes

The operators play a vital role in the model of evolutionary algorithms while their definition determines the
transitional behaviour of the system. The operators definedfor ICodes are intuitively adopted from theCE
theory; the operations on subtrees inCE are due to level-property equivalently defined onSubICodes.
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3.1. Mutation

Mutation is usually described as randomly changing the subparts of a representation. This approach is kept,
mutation is considered as a functionMmapping anICode ∈ ICodes onto anotherICode , formally

M : ICodes→ ICodes. (13)

Technically, the mutation is realized as a change ofSubICode on randomly chosen position. LetP ∈
ICodes. The mutationQ =M(P) proceeds as follows:

1. Choose randomly positionk∈{1, . . . ,
∣∣P

∣∣}. This can be done according to an arbitrary distribution
on{1, . . . ,

∣∣P
∣∣}, e.g. uniform.

2. Generate randomlyICode Qtmp.

3. Substitute the part ofP corresponding to aSubICode on positionk with Qtmp.

Using notation of⊕k mutation can be formally written as

M(P) = P ⊕k Qtmp, (14)

wherek∈{1, . . . ,
∣∣P

∣∣} andQtmp ∈ ICodes are random.

The length ofM(P) is bounded as
∣∣Q

∣∣ ≤
∣∣M(P)

∣∣ ≤
∣∣Q

∣∣ +
∣∣P

∣∣− 1. In case the first position is chosen
at step 1 of the mutation mechanism, it actually means that the wholeICode is interchanged with new
randomICode (the lower bound is reached). On the other hand picking up thepositions with non-zero
entries means growing theICode (the upper bound is reached, the resultingICode is of length that is
greater or equal of the mutated one).

Example 6 Let P be theICode as in example 3,8 the randomly picked position, andQtmp = {{2, 2},
{0, 11}, {0, 11}} the randomICode. The resultingICode is created as (the interchangedSubICodes are
emphasised):

M(P) =
= M

`˘

{2, 2}, {2, 1}, {0, 11}, {2, 2}, {2, 2}, {0, 11}, {0, 11}, {2,2},{0,11},{2,1},{0,11},{0,11}, {0, 11}
¯´

=
=

˘

{2, 2}, {2, 1}, {0, 11}, {2, 2}, {2, 2}, {0, 11}, {0, 11}, {2,2},{0,11},{0,11}, {0, 11}
¯

=
= Q.

(15)
In this case, the mutation maps member ofICodes(13) to a member ofICodes(11).

3.2. Crossover

Crossover is the operator that recombines the subparts of its operands. It is considered as mapping

C : ICodes× ICodes→ ICodes× ICodes. (16)

Realization of crossover is given as interchange ofSubICodes. Let P1,P2 ∈ ICodes. The crossover
(Q1,Q2) = C(P1,P2) proceeds as follows:

1. Choose randomly positionsk1∈{1, . . . ,
∣∣P1

∣∣}, k2∈{1, . . . ,
∣∣P2

∣∣}. This can be done according to
an arbitrary distributions on{1, . . . ,

∣∣P1

∣∣}, {1, . . . ,
∣∣P2

∣∣}, e.g. uniform.

2. CreateICode Q1 substituting the part ofP1 corresponding to aSubICode on positionk1 with part
of P2 corresponding to aSubICode on positionk2.

3. CreateICode Q2 substituting the part ofP2 corresponding to aSubICode on positionk2 with part
of P1 corresponding to aSubICode on positionk1.
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Using notation of⊕k crossover can be formally written as

C(P1,P2) = (P1 ⊕k1 sub{P2, k2},P2 ⊕k2 sub{P1, k1}). (17)

wherek1∈{1, . . . ,
∣∣P1

∣∣} andk2∈{1, . . . ,
∣∣P2

∣∣} are random.

Example 7 Let P1 = P, P2 = Q from the mutation example,8 the randomly picked position inP1,
and5 the randomly picked position inP2. The crossover proceeds as (theSubICodes are emphasised):

C(P1, P2) =
= C

`˘

{2, 2}, {2, 1}, {0, 11}, {2, 2}, {2, 2}, {0, 11}, {0, 11}, {2,2},{0,11},{2,1},{0,11},{0,11}, {0, 11}
¯

,
˘

{2, 2}, {2, 1}, {0, 11}, {2, 2}, {2,2},{0,11},{0,11}, {2, 2}, {0, 11}, {0, 11}, {0, 11}
¯´

=
=

`˘

{2, 2}, {2, 1}, {0, 11}, {2, 2}, {2, 2}, {0, 11}, {0, 11}, {2,2},{0,11},{0,11}, {0, 11}
¯

,
˘

{2, 2}, {2, 1}, {0, 11}, {2, 2}, {2,2},{0,11},{2,1},{0,11},{0,11}, {0, 11}
¯´

=
= (Q1, Q2).

(18)

4. Conclusion

This article summarizes the basic terms and facts about the evolutionary algorithm based onICodes which
is used to optimize neural networks architecture. Since thealgorithm is already defined, and even imple-
mented (see [HlaKal03]), the model is currently undergoingthe testing phase. In this sense, the monitoring
of such highly parametrized evolutionary algorithm would be very helpful tool.

In [Vose99], the population model of the binary (and generalc-ary) case of evolutionary algorithm is in-
troduced. The population model approach of the evolutionary algorithm monitoring works with population
as a basic entity, and controls its transitional behaviour.This requests sufficient algebraic structure of the
search space, and explicit notation of the evolutionary operators. It is of interest to state these terms for
the ICodes set. Currently, the upper bound of the cardinality is stated, the operator realizing evolutionary
operators is explicitly described. The comparison of the binary case of evolutionary algorithm (the most
discussed in the theory of evolutionary algorithm) is shownin table 2.

As for the future plans, the structure ofICodes(N) and ICodes will be further studied to get more pre-
cise algebraical description, or at least some sufficient approximation. The analysis of the results emerged
from testing runs of the actuall implementation along with the next testing is supposed.

Binary case ICodes

Search spaceΩ (Z2)
l ICodes(N)

Cardinality ofΩ 2l ≤ BI
N−1

2 .TI
N+1

2 .
(
N−1

2

)
!

Algebraic structure finite field

⊕ . . . logical XOR
⊗ . . . logical AND

not known

⊕k . . . left-addition

Random generating entry-wise, binomial (p ∈ (0, 1)),
independent for each entry

using level-property

Evolutionary operators Crossover with maskc ∈ Ω:

C(i, j) = (k, l)
k = (i⊗ c)⊕ (j ⊗ c̄)
l = (i⊗ c̄)⊕ (j ⊗ c)

Crossover on position
k∈{1, . . . ,min{|P1|, |P2|}}:
C(P1,P2) = (Q1,Q2)
Q1 = P1 ⊕k1 sub{P2, k2}
Q2 = P2 ⊕k2 sub{P1, k1}

Mutation with maskm ∈ Ω:

M(j) = k = j ⊕m
Mutation on position
k∈{1, . . . , |P|}:
M(P) = P ⊕k Qtmp

Table 2. Comparison of the properties of the evolutionary algorithm based onICodes with the binary
case.
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Abstract

As in many research works of parallel genetic algorithms (PGAs), claims of a super-linear speedup
(super-linearity) have become so regular that some clarification is usually needed. This paper focuses on
“the estimation” of computation characteristics from parallel computing. PGAs are stochastic based algo-
rithms, so the application rules from parallel computing isnot straight forward. We derive total (parallel)
run times from population sizing, the estimation of selection intensity and convergence time. The flawless
calculation of total run is essential for obtaining the characteristics such as speedup (S(n, p)) and others.
However, the process of derivation such characteristics isnot simple, it is possible as it is presented in the
paper.

1. Introduction

In [6], the primary purpose of parallel computation is to reduce the computing time, it takes to reach a so-
lution of a particular problem. By adding more processing elements (PE or processorsp) to the computing
system, the computing time of a parallel algorithm decreases by the number of processors. The improve-
ment, the total parallel time with respect to the total time of a serial algorithm, is called as the parallel
speedup of the algorithm.

Computing the speedup of a parallel algorithm is a well-accepted way of measuring its efficiency [9].
Although speedup is very common in the deterministic parallel algorithms field, it has been adopted [1, 2]
in the parallel evolutionary algorithms field in a differentflavors, not all of them with a clear meaning.
Several definitions of speedup have been described to gatherparallel genetic algorithms into the definition.
According to [3], they are two types of speedups basically:strongandweakspeedups.

I. Strong speedup
II. Weak speedup

IIA. Speedup with solution-stop
II.Aa. Versus panmixia
II.Ab. Orthodox
IIB. Speedup with predefined effort

Table 1: Taxonomy of Speedup measures.
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1.1. Strong definition

Strong definitionfollows the meaning of speedup as it is in parallel computation. To avoid stochasticity
of algorithms, We operate with average of independent runs in order to have representative time values.
Tomassini and Alba [3] claimed that some practical problemsarise with this type of the definition. And
they give two reasons. First, it is difficult to decide whether or not a sequential EA (evolutionary algorithm)
is the best algorithm. Second, that the researcher has to be aware of the faster algorithm solving any of the
problems being tackled. These two reasons, they found hard to solve.

1.2. Weak definitions

Therefore they proposeweak definitionof speedup as the extend to which it is possible that a different al-
gorithm exists (probably not an EA) that solves the problem faster in sequential mode. This definition helps
to compare our PEA (parallel evolutionary algorithm) against well-known sequential EAs. The important
point relating a weak definition is the stopping criterion. Speedup could be studied by imposing apredefined
global number of iterationsboth to the sequential and to the PEA. This measure is called “Speedup with
predefined effort”, marked as II.B in Table 1. The measure compares two algorithms that are working out
solutions of different fitness (quality), this breaking thefundamental statement of being “solving” the same
problem with the “same” precision.

An orthodox weakdefinition, type II.Ab. in Table 1., uses termination criterion when a solution of the same
quality had been found, optimal solution. One important consideration is the composition of the sequential
EA. We could compare a panmictic (sequential single population) EA [7] with multi-deme EA ofd demes
(islands), each running on a different processor. This caseis calledversus panmixia weakcomparison (Table
1., IIAa). The algorithm running on one processor is panmictic in this case, while thed islands that are using
d processors represent a distributed migration model whose algorithmic behaviour is quite different from the
panmictic one. This could provoke a very different result for the numerical effort needed to locate solution,
and thus very different search times can be obtained (fastersearch for the distributed version).

In order to have a fair and meaningful speedup definition for PEAs, we need to consider exactly the same
algorithm and then only change the number of processors, from 1 to d, in order to measure the speedup
(strongor weak orthodox). In any case, the speedup measure should be close to the traditional definition of
speedup as possible.

In this paper, we provide a methodology how to obtainstrong speedup[5, 6] in parallel genetic algorithms.
The methodology provide a step-by-step manual how to achieve the “closeness” to the traditional definition
of speedup for parallel genetic algorithms.

2. Background

Apart from selected measuresproposed in [6], we try to constructspeedupS(N, p) and efficiency
E(N, p). To get proper speedup, we need to obtain adequate procedurehow to get run times of (parallel)
genetic algorithms. In our opinion, the run times are based on a good population sizing, the estimation
of selection intensity, convergence timeandcalculation of total run . In the next part, we pick the above
mentioned topics one by one.

2.1. Population sizing for (P)GA

As it has been shown [5], the total number of individualsN ′ in the demes decreases (increases) based on a
topologyδ of a parallel genetic algorithm while still reaching a solution of the same quality. We describe it
in a better way. Let’s introduce a genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm uses a population sizeN , runs
on1 processor and optimises functionf(.). Similarly, in a parallel genetic algorithm, the population size is
N ′, it runs onp processors, processors are connected toδ topology and it optimises functionf(.).

As it has appeared in many studies, the number of individualsis the same for both genetic and parallel
genetic versions, instead of scalingN ′ based on a topologyδ. Using the same population sizes (N = N ′),
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parallel versions are reaching the optimal solutions far quicker and it is a primary source of super-linearity.

Genetic algorithm Output of Gamler’s ruin model operates with equations (1) and (2). The equation (1)
gives the probability of failure in regards with an average of Q̂ partitions correct and the equation (2) is a
population sizing for GA, wherek order of BBs,σ2

bb is the average BB variance,m′ = m−1 is the number
of partitions andd is difference between the best and second best BBs. For more details, see [5].

α = 1− Q̂

m
, (1)

n = −2k−1ln(α)
σbb
√
πm′

d
. (2)

Parallel genetic algorithm with isolated demesThe equation (3) shows the required probability per deme
is relaxed as more demes are used, whereµr:r ≈

√√
2 ln r and the number of demes isr. This equation

(3) leads to the population sizing equations (4) and (5).

P̂ =
Q̂

m
− µr:r

2
√
m
, (3)

nisol = 2k ln(1− P̂ )
σbb
√
πm′

2d
. (4)

Parallel genetic algorithm with maximum connections

ncg =

√
−2k ln(1 − P̂ )

σbb
√
πm′

2d
. (5)

Parallel genetic algorithm with sparse connections

There, we want to construct an equation for demes, which are not isolated nor maximally connected. First,
we take out from the equation above parts which are the same. That is σbb

2d .
√
πm′. Second, the term

[2k ln(1 − P̂ )]β , whereβ has to be defined. Surely,β ∈< 0.5; 1 >, where the borders of the interval
are from isolated and maximum connected demes. The numbers inside of the interval are for sparsely con-
nected demes. Third, we have to defined how to changej based on the number of demes (verticesV ) and
connections (edgesE) between them (as the graphG(V,E)).

j = f(V,E)





V,E = 0 j = 1

V,E j = 1 +
(V

2)−((V
2)−E)

(V
2)

V,E =
(
V
2

)
j = 2

(6)

the number of decimal points inj → d, β = (
10

10
)d

1

j
, (7)

nsp =
σbb
2d

√
πm′(−2k ln(1− P̂ ))β . (8)

2.2. Selection intensity

OneMax problem is often used a test function. It is defined asfOneMax =
∑l

i=1 xi, wherel is the number
of BBs andxi the value ofith gene.

The mean and variance of fitness of fitness of the population can be approximate as a normal distribution
with meanµt and varianceσ2

t . Therefore,µt = l.pt andσ2
t = l.pt(1− pt) andpt represents the proportion
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of correct BBs of the population in generationt. Mülenbein and Schlierkamp [8] proposed a convergence
equation for the problem and ordinary selection schemes as follows

µt+1 = µt + Icσt. (9)

There,Ic is the complete selection intensity that is defined as the expected increase in the average fitness of
a population after selection operation.

Selection intensities are not the same for different selection schemes. In the equation (10), tournament based
selection intensityIs is given by [4], whereΦ andφ are the normal distribution function and normal density
function with zero mean and unit variance. Other selection intensities for other selection schemes present
in the Table 1.

Selection schemes Parameters Is

Tournament s µs:s
(µ, λ) (µ, λ) 1

µ

∑λ
i=λ−µ+1 µi:λ

Linear Ranking n+ (n+ − 1) 1√
π

Proportional σt, µt σt/µt

Table 2: Selection intensities for various selection schemes.

Is = µs:s = s

∫ −∞

∞
xφ(x)(Φ(x))s−1dx. (10)

When we use parallel genetic algorithm, the complete intensity Ic is sum ofIs andIm like

Ic = Is + Im. (11)

For simple GA, it holdsIm = 0 andIc = Is. Migration intensityIm is a sum of the selection intensity
caused by selecting the best individuals to emigrateIe and the replacement intensity replacing the worst
individualsIr:

Im = Ie + Ir = δφ(Φ−1(1− ρ)) + φ(Φ−1(1− δρ)). (12)

The definition of the complete selection intensity is used inthe next when we compute convergence times
of different parallel genetic algorithms.

2.3. Convergence time

From equation (9), it leads to the equation (13) as presentedin [8].

pt =
1

2
[1 + sin(t.

Ic√
l
+ arcsin(2po − 1))] (13)

When we putpt = 1, we derive a convergence time. The convergence time G(t) is the number of generations
before convergence occurs as (14). Aspo stands for the initial proportion of bits correct, in the case of
OneMax is often0.5.
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G(t) = (
π

2
− arcsin(2po − 1))

√
l

Ic

≈ (po = 0.5) ≈ π

2

√
l

Ic
. (14)

The simplified equation (14) gives the number of generation until convergence as a fraction of square root
of l-bit and selection intensityIc.

2.4. The size of input data for PGA

When the total parallel runtime is measured, we trace the number of processors and the size of input data.
What is the size of input data in PGA? The size of input data is the size of total populationN as well as the
representation of an individual. That signify the sum of population over all demes, when the population is
divided into many demes (sub-populations) and it is not stored globally. The increase of a population size
makes the total runtime longer and vice versa. In next, the size of input data is the total population sizeN .

2.5. Construction of total runtimes for PGAs

The total parallel run timeTtot(N, p) is sum of an evaluation timeTeval and a communication timeTc. The
algorithm does not converge in one epoch, but many, so the number of epoch to convergenceτ is there. The
total parallel run time isTtot(N, p) = τ(Teval + Tc).

The evaluation timeTf is a time for evaluation of one individual. To get the appropriate estimate for calcu-
lation of the evaluation time, the number of individualsn has to be added and the convergence timeG(t).
Then the evaluation time for the whole deme isG(t).n.Tf .

Ttot(N, p) = τ(G(t).n.Tf + δTc). (15)

The communication timeTc is a time, which is spent in communication with other demes. It depends on
migration rateρ, the number of individuals in deme (subdeme)n, topology of the demesδ and a length of
individual (in case of OneMax()l. Also, the underlying network connection has to be represented somehow,
therefore the latency of communication canalTlatency was added.

Tc = Tlatency + f(ρ, δ, l, n) = Tlatency +
Lk
B

= Tlatency + C.l.ρ.n. (16)

Variables are defined as:ρ - migration rate,δ - topology,Lk - length of transmitted message,B - commu-
nication canal bandwith,C - constant,l - length of individual (in case of OneMax(), BB),n - the number
of individuals in deme (subdeme) andτ - the number of epochs to convergence.

3. Total parallel run times of PGAs

In Table 3 (below), the total parallel run times of various multi-deme parallel genetic algorithms are sum-
marized. Table columns are GA type, the number of processorsused, the total parallel run time and the
communication time. The calculated values are employed further when the calculation of computing char-
acteristics is needed. It is important to note that master-slave PGA, in Table row 2, is a different type of
PGA, so the total parallel run time is not similar or close to the other ones at all.

The estimation of parallel run times of PGA is a starting point to determine the performance metrics of any
parallel algorithm on any parallel system.
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# {P}GA p Ttot(N, p)/τ Tc

1 GA 1 G(t).n.Tf 0
2 PGA (M-S) p n.Tf/p+ k(p− 1)Tc l.n/r
3 PGA (isl) p G(t).nisl.Tf 0
4 PGA (sp1) p G(t).nd1.Tf + Tc Tc4
5 PGA (sp2) p G(t).nd2.Tf + Tc Tc5
6 PGA (cg) p G(t).ncg.Tf + Tc Tcm

Table 3: The type of{parallel} genetic algorithms, the number of available processors, the total run timesT (N, p)
and the communication timesTc (Tc : 0 < Tc4 < Tc5 < Tcm) are summarized.

4. Basic performance metrics of PGAs

Compared to sequential algorithms, one additional dimension has to be considered while analyzing com-
plexity of parallel algorithms: the number of processors. The dream of parallel computing community is to
achieve linear speedup in solving problems. If the number ofprocessors increasesk times, we would like to
see the time of the solution to decreasek times as well. Unfortunately, this is very hard to achieve inmany
cases and we need additional performance metrics to evaluate the quality of parallel algorithms.

A simple algorithm (below) shows how to find simple performance metrics as the speedupS(n, p) and the
efficiencyE(n, p). The algorithm follows the track of so called “strong definition” of performance metrics
(in this case, speedupS(n, p)).

4.1. Definitions of performance metrics

In this part, we define two common performance metrics: the speedupS(n, p) and the efficiencyE(n, p).

Definition of the speedupS(n, p) is

S(n, p) =
Ttot(GA)

Ttot(PGA)
. (17)

Definition of the efficiencyE(n, p) is

E(n, p) =
S(n, p)

p
. (18)

4.2. Algorithm

The algorithm, how to obtain the theoretical speedup and efficiency, goes as follows. We want to achieve the
speedup and the efficiency of parallel genetic algorithm. First, we need to find a version of simple genetic
algorithm, which could be easily changed into a parallel version. For simple genetic algorithm, we calculate
population sizen, selection intensityIs and the convergence timeG(t).

1. find SGA (simple genetic algorithm)
2. SGA→ n, Is, G(t)
3. find a parallel version of SGA (PGA)
4.n, Is, G(t)→ d, nd, Ic, Gp(t)
5. calculateTtot(n, 1) andTtot(n, p)
6. calculateS(n, p)
7. calculateS(n, p), p→ E(n, p)

Table 4: Algorithm how to getS(n, p) andE(n, p) for PGA.

In the previous sections, there were mentioned steps and methods how to obtained population sizen, se-
lection intensityIs and teh convergence timeG(t). Second, we construct a parallel multi-deme version of
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simple genetic algorithm. For the parallel version, we obtain the number of demed, the size of demend, se-
lection intensityIc and the convergence timeGp(t). As far as we have those variables, we can calculate the
estimations of parallelTtot(n, p) run times. Based on these (Ttot(GA) andTtot(PGA)), we can calculate
the theoretical speedupS(n, p) and efficiencyE(n, p).

5. Discussion

We have presented no sound validations of the proposed algorithm nor theoretical comparisons between
types of PGAs. We proposed how to get performance characteristics in the way of strong definition, but
the broader investigation and comparisons between theoretical estimations and real runs of parallel genetic
algorithms are underway.

6. Conclusion

The paper shows how to obtain the theoretical speedupS(n, p) and efficiencyE(n, p) for PGAs. The
measures are based on strong definition of performance characteristics while using population sizing, the
estimation of selection intensity and convergence time. The derivation of successive steps is not quite simple
to get the result and it might be simplified soon.
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Abstract

Decision trees belong to the basic classification methods ofmachine learning. Usually, to achieve
smaller generalization error, ensembles of trees (decision forests) are used instead of one single tree. Sev-
eral methods of growing such ensembles exist at present, namely bagging, boosting and randomization of
internal nodes. Boosting using methods are based on a strongclassifiers and usually use some confidences
for each tree in the ensemble. Random Forests (Breiman 2001)is quite new method for building deci-
sion forests which adopted bagging and randomization of internal nodes for growing procedure. Random
Forests technique differs from other forest based methods by combining weak classifiers with the same
weights (confidences). Current paper shows that appropriately chosen leaf confidences may improve pre-
diction of Random Forests of limited size. As an accessory product an useful statistical model is presented
for better understanding the technique of Random Forests.

1. Introduction

This paper is concerned withtwo classclassification problem and with the method of constructing classifiers
in the form of an ensemble of decision trees calledRandom Forests(RF). We will briefly introduce methods
of growing decision trees and forests and we will explain main differences between them. The main goal
of this paper is to show a simple extension of RF which can improve the prediction of RF method under
specific conditions.
At first we will give some basic notations and definitions. Assume a domain spaceX ⊆ Rp with p numerical
predictors (variables) and a label set of two classesC = {0, 1}. Our task is to build a classifier, which will
be able to assign classes (labels0, 1) to unknown cases from the domain spaceX . Formally, classifier is
a functionh : X → C. To be able to construct such classifierh we will need atraining (learning)set of
cases with the known classification. LetL = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} be our training set, wherexi ∈ X is
a case andyi ∈ C is its class,i ∈ n̂. This approach to building classifiers with using a learningset is known
assupervised learning. A testingset is used to estimate accuracy of a classifier and to comparevarious
classifiers. The testing set is similarly as the training seta set of cases with the known classification, denote
K = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)} such testing set ofm cases.

2. Decision trees and forests

Decision trees and forests belong to the basic statistical method for creating classifiers, for other see
[8]. These methods became very popular because of a simple and fast learning scheme, for their easy
interpretability and a good accuracy. At first we will brieflydescribe decision trees and after that we will
speak about ensembles of trees called decision forests.
Decision treeis a rooted tree which consists of internal nodes calleddecision nodes, of final leavesand of
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branches(ways). Decision nodes contain some specific tests (splits)and final leaves gives the classification.
The unknown (unseen) case starts at the root and passes through decision nodes, where a branch to other
node is chosen according to the test, until the case encounters a final leaf which assigns a class to that
case. Current methods for growing decision trees (CART [2],C4.5, C5.0 [10]) usually use two kinds of
tests in internal nodes - ordinary binary splits and linear combinations of input variables, for details and
other possible tests see [9]. We will use only the ordinary binary splits in this paper. These tests have the
form Xk ≤ a, whereXk is some ofp input variable anda is some threshold. Decision nodes with these
tests have only two links (branches) to other nodes (childs). The unseen case goes to the left child if it
success the condition else it goes to the right child. These kinds of splits are then calledbinary splits. Some
methods (CRUISE [15]) uses also more generalized scheme called multiway splitswith more than two
ways, but as you can see in [8] this approach is not very recommended. The exception is C4.5 which uses
multiway splits only for categorical (values from a finite set) variables.
The growing procedure of all current methods is based on recursive partitioning of the learning set.
Methods differ in the best split selection in decision nodes. CART and C4.5/5.0 are based onimpurity
of the node and the best split is chosen accordinggini or entrophycriterion, for details see [2], [10], [9],
[8]. Methods CRUISE and QUEST use different approach in split selection based on ANOVA F-test, see
[16], [15]. After a tree is grown all methods usuallyprunethe decision tree to avoidoverfitting, because
perfectly trained tree may be very accurate on the training set but it has not to be so accurate on other data.
This effect may be caused for example by noise in the learningset. There exist two basic pruning methods
at present -cost complexityused in CART anderror basedpruning used in C4.5 and C5.0.
In current paper we will use the CART methodology for growingdecision trees. In other words, we will
consider only ordinary binary splits and the cost complexity pruning.

More than one tree can be used for classification to make the prediction better. Anensemble of trees(de-
cision forest) is a set of several decision trees and a rule for combining their predictions, for example the
majority voting scheme. LetF = {T1, . . . , TN} be the decision forest and let the functionG : X → C
be the prediction of the whole ensemble. The decision foresthas to be a set of different trees. So the main
problem is how to build several diverse trees by standard methodology from one training set. There exist
three basic methods (and their modifications)

• Boosting - based on adaptive reweightening of training cases, see [8], [7]

• Bagging - based on random samples from the training set, see [3]

• Randomization of internal nodes, see [12], [11]

The paper [12] is concerned with experimental comparison ofthese three methods and it implies some in-
teresting facts. It shows that bagging and randomization construct very similar classifiers, and that boosting
is unusable when training set is affected by noise, or when mixture of classes occurs. Bagging and random-
ization are better approaches in such conditions.
Random Forest [4] is a method of growing decision forests which combines bagging and randomization of
test selection in internal nodes. For each tree in the forestnew training set (bootstrap sample) is drawn ran-
domly with replacement from the original training set and ineach node a random subset of input variables
is selected to split on. The best split among these selected variables become the test in decision node. This
procedure is calledrandom input selection, you can find more randomization techniques in [11]. The crite-
rion for best split selection is based on the CART methodology and the final tree is not pruned on contrary
to CART. To summary, RF is method for growing an ensemble of weak classifiers. When RF is used for
classification each tree in forest assigns a class to an unseen case and the final prediction is given according
to majority of all votes. More generalized voting scheme based on leaf confidences for RF is described in
the following section.
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3. Leaf confidences

To define leaf confidences we will need more formalized and generalized two class voting scheme instead
of a majority voting as pure RF does. LetTj(x) be a leaf reached by casex in the treeTj . As v we will
denote final leaf. Furthermore, we will assign to each leafv its confidence level, given by some appropriate
function c. Its range are real values, positive values mean preferencefor the class1 and negative for the
second class0. The higher absolute value implies the higher confidence level. With the given leaf level of
confidencec we can define the prediction of the whole ensemble ofN trees as

GN,t(x) =

{
1 if FN (x) ≥ t
0 otherwise

where

FN (x) =

N∑

j=1

c(Tj(x))

is the sum of the leaf confidences of all leaves reached by the casex in the forest andt is a threshold. For
example the simple majority voting scheme usest = N/2.

Suggestions to leaf confidences came from papers [7] and [6].Shapire and Singer [7] introduce some ideas
for leaf confidences by minimizing exponential loss function. Quinlan describes in [6] an ad hoc function
calledLaplace correctionfor leaf confidences in C4.5/5.0.
Furthermore, in current paper leaf confidences are functions of two statisticspos andneg. Letpos(v) be the
number of positive (with the class label equal to1) cases from the training set which encountered the leaf
v, andneg(v) be the number of negative cases (class label0). Random Forests grows trees until pure nodes
(containing cases only from one class) are reached. These nodes are pure only on a random subsample (RF
uses bagging) and do not have to be pure on the whole training set. So for each leafv in each tree we
are able to get couple of statistics(pos(v), neg(v)). Using these statistics we define leaf confidences as
c(v) = w(pos(v), neg(v)) in current paper, wherew : N × N → R is an appropriate function. We have
tested several functionsw and some of them are described bellow.
At first we define leaf confidences

rf(pos, neg)
def
= sign(pos− neg)

which simulates the original voting scheme from pure RandomForests. Theserf confidences are based on
the whole training set in opposite to pure Random Forests which assigns leaf confidences (c ∈ {0, 1}) only
on the basis of a bootstrap subsample. In our experimentsrf confidences reached approximately the same
results as the pure RF. Theserf confidences we have used mainly in our experiments with statistical model
described in the next section. The differences between pureRF andrf confidences are caused by bagging
because of omitting same cases.
As written above the paper [7] suggested some ideas for leaf confidences by minimizing the exponential
loss function. Let us denote the simplest derived confidences with smoothing parameterε as

q(ε)(pos, neg)
def
=

1

2
ln
pos+ ε

neg + ε

Theseq weights (confidences) are very similar to the Quinlan’s notation, see [6]. We tried to use both
of these confidences but as none of them led to satisfactory results, our later work was dedicated to look
for more accurate weights (confidences). The work seems to bepartially successful because of new leaf
confidences callednormalized differenceparameterized byh andα

nd(α,h)(pos, neg)
def
=

pos− neg − h
(pos+ neg)α

The parameterh is appropriate for smoothing of unwanted effect of bagging when leaves are small and
contain nearly the same amount ofpos andneg cases. Results differed with the set and with the size of a
forest.
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Last confidences we describe in current paper are influenced by rf weights and sigmoidal functions. We
were looking for a function with the similar behavior as thesignum function but more smoother and
continuous. Sigmoidal functions have exactly these properties we wanted and we picked one of them
s(x) = (1 − e−x)/(1 + e−x) with the values in(−1, 1). Leaf confidences we use with the functions
are parameterized byk and are defined as

σ(k)(pos, neg)
def
= s

(
pos− neg

k(pos+ neg)

)

4. Statistical model for RF

For comparison of accuracy described leaf confidences on forests of various sizes we use ROC (Receiver
Operator Characteristic) curves also known as signal versus background acceptance. The ROC curve is a
set of points in[0, 1]2. Each point[a, b] on such curve expresses two probabilities -a is a probability that a
case from the class0 is classified as signal from class1 (background acceptance), andb is a probability that
the case from the class1 is classified correctly (signal acceptance). The optimal point is clearly seen as the
point [0, 1], i.e. no noise is classified as signal and all signal particles are classified correctly. To generate
more points on ROC curve we have to parameterize the classifier. In this paper we use the parameterized
functionGN,t defined above as the default classifier. We can define more precisely the ROC curve for our
purpose as the set of points

[
1

|K0|
∑

xi∈K0

GN,t(xi),
1

|K1|
∑

xi∈K1

GN,t(xi)

]

whereKl = {(x, y) ∈ K|y = l}, l ∈ {0, 1}. To obtain the ROC curve for given leaf confidences and forest
with N trees we have to use all possible threshold parametert. For example a curve for forest of N trees
with rf confidences (values ofrf are in{−1, 0, 1} ) consists of2N + 1 points which is the amount of all
possible values of thresholdt. Parametert for pure RF is from{0, 1, . . . , N}.
Since growing a random forest is a random process we derived astatistical model in order to obtain an aver-
age behavior of a forest. For each casexi ∈ K and for each tested confidencecwe estimated the mean value
µi and standard deviationσ2

i of the random variablec(T̃ (xi)) (= F1(xi)), whereT̃ represents a single ran-
dom tree in a forest. These estimates are based on a random sample of500 treesc(T1(xi)), . . . , c(T500(xi)).
Using estimated parametersµi andσ2

i we are able to express the expected valueEF [GN,t(xi)] taken over
the distributionF of random forests of sizeN using normal distributionN(N · µi, N · σ2

i ). To get a point
on the ROC curve the expected value ofGN,t(xi) overxi ∈ K is needed and is computed as an average
overxi of expected valuesEF [GN,t(xi)]. This procedure is done for each thresholdt and for both classes
separately to get a ROC curve.
This statistical model implied from previous experiments that leaf confidences improve the prediction of a
forest of limited size in a domain where background (noise) acceptance is low. This result was then veri-
fied by averaging ROC curves of20 real forests with added leaf confidences. Since results fromthe model
and from true forests are very close, this statistical modelcan be an useful tool for understanding of RF
technique in further work.

5. Data sets

We have tested described leaf confidences on three data sets,with the same result - leaf confidences improve
prediction of random forest of limited size.

5.1. MAGIC data set

This data set is generated by Monte Carlo code described in [5] and it simulates the detection of gamma
(signal) and hadrons particles (noise) by MAGIC telescope1. The task is to separate these two kinds of par-

1http://hegra1.mppmu.mpg.de/MAGICWeb/
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ticles. Various methods were used for classification, for more see the comparison study [1]. RF technique
appeared to be one of the best compared methods. Since a mixture of gammas and hadrons, boosting deci-
sion trees is not usable. In opposite bagging and randomization seems to be a good choice as discussed in
[12].
Data in MAGIC data set are described by10 numerical predictors and consists of12679 training cases and
of 6341 testing cases, i.e. approximation in ratio 2:1.

5.2. Gaussian data set

The Gaussian data set tries to simulate similar behavior as the MAGIC data set, i.e. the mixture of signal
and noise particles. Signal particles were generated as vectors of5 variables each fromN(0, 1) distribution
restricted to the interval[−5, 5]. Noise particles were generated uniformly from the hypercube [−5, 5]5.
5000 examples were used for the training procedure and the same amount for testing.

5.3. Friedman data set

Various authors use Friedman data set for testing their methods. This data set you can find for example in
mlbenchpackage for R [18]. For our purpose we use the Friedman2 data generator which generates data
with four independent variables uniformly distributed over the rangesX1 ∈ 〈0, 100〉, X2 ∈ 〈40π, 560π〉,
X3 ∈ 〈0, 1〉,X4 ∈ 〈1, 11〉 and with outcome given by formulay = (X2

1 +(X2·X3−(1/(X2·X4)))
2)0.5+e,

wheree is from N(0, s2) distribution. Since Friedman2 data are primarily used for regression we had to
separate these data into two subsets giving two classes0 and1. It is done by the threshold parameteryt
equal to median of response of Friedman2 data with standard deviations2 equal to0. The case belongs to
the class1 if the responsey is greater than thresholdyt, otherwise it is put into the class0. For training and
for testing10000 different cases were generated with defaults2.

6. Experimental results

In this paper we present some results from real RF with added leaf confidences instead of results from
statistical model. Results from the model you can find in [17]. For each leaf confidence (or for pure RF
without any confidences)20 forests withN trees (N ∈ {20, 40, 80}) were grown and averaged. Results are
shown in a table form. For each data set the table is created for all tested forest sizes (N) and for described
leaf confidences (conf.t.), withoutrf confidences which are substituted by pure RF (labelled aspureRF ).
Values in each column represent signal acceptances (valueson y-axis) at the fixed level of background
acceptance (from1% to 5% on x-axis of the ROC curve). Methods are then sorted in ascending order
according to the average value (labelled asaver. ) of these five signal acceptances. For each data set we
also present the figure (1) which compares pure RF and the bestleaf confidence on the forests with20 and
80 trees.
As follows from tables, leaf confidences reached best results on Friedman2 and on MAGIC data set. The
improvement on the Gaussian data is negligible, as you can see in figure (1), there is in fact ”nothing”
to improve because the ROC curves are near the upper border which is equal to1. Regardlessσ(1) and
nd(1,0) are better than pure RF in average. On the other hand all shownleaf confidences appear to improve
prediction for all tested forest sizes on the Friedman2 dataset, as you can see in the table (3). On this data
set a forest with20 trees with leaf confidences is so accurate and sometimes better than the pure RF with
80 trees.
The situation is not so simple on MAGIC data, as the size of theforest is increasing the order of methods
differs. For the forest with20 trees confidencesnd(0.9,0) andnd(0.9,2) reach the best results, but on the
forest with80 trees the best results are gained byσ(1) andnd(1,0). A problem occured with pure RF with
20 trees on MAGIC data set at1% of background acceptance. Because no results at this acceptance level
were reached no results of other methods are included. This problem is caused by RF which produces too
few points (only21) on the ROC curve for20 trees. It can be smoothed out byrf confidences (see [17]),
but as mentioned aboverf confidences are not the same as the pure RF voting. That is why only pure RF
is included in tables for comparison RF with leaf confidences.
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N conf.t. 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% aver.

20 pureRF NA 0,359798 0,455183 0,520818 0,5779650,478441
20 q(0.01) – 0,378697 0,460204 0,526818 0,5795060,486307
20 nd(1,0) – 0,390854 0,474155 0,536786 0,5951720,499241
20 σ(1) – 0,39075 0,474167 0,536792 0,5955360,499311
20 nd(0.9,2) – 0,403704 0,480054 0,539571 0,59387 0,504299
20 nd(0.9,0) – 0,402737 0,48113 0,544539 0,5976590,506516

40 pureRF 0,264407 0,37407 0,460703 0,533453 0,595530,445632
40 q(0.01) 0,289066 0,397446 0,477791 0,545147 0,5957610,461042
40 nd(0.9,2) 0,312698 0,410448 0,48819 0,551843 0,6041840,473472
40 nd(0.9,0) 0,311524 0,410229 0,490039 0,550724 0,6075040,474004
40 σ(1) 0,30627 0,411986 0,490629 0,555668 0,6118280,475276
40 nd(1,0) 0,30616 0,414911 0,490562 0,555881 0,6124610,475995

80 q(0.01) 0,289741 0,411129 0,490975 0,550979 0,6032720,469219
80 nd(0.9,0) 0,319867 0,410587 0,495281 0,557845 0,6084410,478404
80 nd(0.9,2) 0,321844 0,412564 0,493457 0,559189 0,6067080,478752
80 pureRF 0,312004 0,411846 0,494624 0,565191 0,6236140,481456
80 nd(1,0) 0,326228 0,42511 0,49938 0,559529 0,6151240,485074
80 σ(1) 0,32593 0,427402 0,500456 0,559888 0,6139870,485533

Table 1: Results on MAGIC data set

N conf.t. 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% aver.

20 pureRF 0,7852 0,93011 0,96466 0,97931 0,987140,929284
20 q(0.01) 0,81653 0,92358 0,96327 0,98012 0,987640,934228
20 σ(1) 0,8276 0,92554 0,96367 0,97972 0,987680,936842
20 nd(1,0) 0,82776 0,92522 0,96372 0,97984 0,987740,936856
20 nd(0.9,0) 0,83104 0,92692 0,96423 0,98006 0,987680,937986
20 nd(0.9,2) 0,83392 0,92741 0,96406 0,98034 0,988220,93879

40 q(0.01) 0,82626 0,92726 0,96538 0,9804 0,988470,937554
40 nd(0.9,0) 0,83979 0,93038 0,96546 0,98028 0,988960,940974
40 nd(0.9,2) 0,84095 0,93088 0,96572 0,9808 0,989280,941526
40 pureRF 0,84003 0,93262 0,96636 0,97981 0,989630,94169
40 nd(1,0) 0,84479 0,92965 0,96578 0,98034 0,989020,941916
40 σ(1) 0,84504 0,92932 0,96585 0,98038 0,989020,941922

80 q(0.01) 0,83872 0,92797 0,96555 0,98067 0,989060,940394
80 nd(0.9,0) 0,84145 0,9299 0,96574 0,98023 0,9893 0,941324
80 nd(0.9,2) 0,84306 0,93126 0,96612 0,9812 0,989820,942292
80 pureRF 0,84302 0,93391 0,9673 0,98143 0,989480,943028
80 σ(1) 0,84924 0,93066 0,96596 0,98025 0,989690,94316
80 nd(1,0) 0,84954 0,93047 0,96592 0,98031 0,98970,943188

Table 2: Results on Gaussian data set
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Figure 1: ROC curves for each tested data sets. The first row of graphs ison MAGIC, the second on Gaussian, and
the third on Friedman2 data set. First column contains ROC curves for20 trees and the second for80 trees.
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N conf.t. 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% aver.

20 pureRF 0,678443 0,718494 0,750332 0,777595 0,8018440,745341
20 σ(1) 0,686383 0,735935 0,770074 0,795669 0,817060,761024
20 nd(1,0) 0,687437 0,736637 0,770386 0,79565 0,8168460,761391
20 q(0.01) 0,693952 0,742353 0,772903 0,795708 0,8165720,764298
20 nd(0.9,2) 0,695279 0,742626 0,773176 0,798654 0,8195280,765853
20 nd(0.9,0) 0,697347 0,745494 0,774756 0,799903 0,8213230,767764

40 pureRF 0,677536 0,73373 0,764807 0,791251 0,8143480,756334
40 σ(1) 0,698791 0,742333 0,773586 0,79801 0,8200250,766549
40 nd(1,0) 0,6992 0,74286 0,773703 0,79803 0,8199470,766748
40 q(0.01) 0,704799 0,747132 0,776629 0,798127 0,819430,769224
40 nd(0.9,2) 0,702146 0,745045 0,775322 0,801346 0,8233810,769448
40 nd(0.9,0) 0,703726 0,749005 0,777546 0,801697 0,8227960,770954

80 pureRF 0,68849 0,73293 0,765675 0,792772 0,8147390,758921
80 σ(1) 0,70279 0,743679 0,775419 0,800468 0,8208940,76865
80 nd(1,0) 0,702829 0,74403 0,77581 0,800449 0,8210690,768837
80 nd(0.9,2) 0,704428 0,74645 0,776005 0,802926 0,8238690,770735
80 q(0.01) 0,709559 0,749785 0,778677 0,800956 0,8209520,771986
80 nd(0.9,0) 0,709013 0,750059 0,779087 0,803473 0,8245610,773238

Table 3: Results on Friedman2 data set

7. Discussion and conclusion

Suggestions to the leaf confidences came from [7] and [6] and as shown in current paper on three data sets
confidences may improve prediction of RF on the forests of limited size and when low background accep-
tance is needed. In cases where the mixture of classes occursbagging appears to reach better results than
boosting so bagging in RF is a good method. At present baggingis still not fully understood and it seems
that leaf confidences improve the prediction because of so called leverage effect, see [14].

Let us have a briefly look at bagging. In a random subsample in bagging only 63%≈ 1 −
(
1− 1

|L|

)|L|
of

training cases are used and a lot of them is chosen more than once to get the bootstrap sample of the same
size as the training set. In Breiman’s notation each case in aforest withN trees is approximatelyN ∗ 0.37
times out of bag. This phenomenon may bring some troubles with bagging, as written in [14] - the main
trouble with bagging does not lie in multi occurrence of somecases but in absence of some ”important”
cases. Leaf confidences may repair this effect of bagging by reweightening individual leaves in trees. The
second conclusion from [14] implies that bagging can be lessaccurate when the influence of particles is the
same, as seen on the Gaussian data.
These effects we have studied just on the Gaussian data, which have a simple structure and can be easy
understood. Signal in Gaussian data is in fact a sphere inside a hypercube in a space of5 dimensions and
the noise is everywhere in hypercube because of uniform distribution. By easy calculation it can be proved
that the radius of our sphere is3.7 and we supposed to have problems with classification near this border
because the amount of signal and noise particles became nearly the same. Since RF (and other tree based
methods) divide the domain space (in Gaussian data a hypercube[−5, 5]5) into a rectangular areas, we have
studied the effect of voting in these hyperrectangles. We constructed two forests of twenty trees to verify
our theoretical assumptions. One forest was pure RF and the second one usednd(0.9,2) leaf confidences.
All hyperrectangles defined by recursive partitioning werethen separated into two sets in dependence of
correctly/incorrectly classified testing cases. If the voting with leaf confidences improved a prediction of a
case, all hyperrectangles containing this case will becamemembers of a set marked as1. Other hyperrectan-
gles are members of the second set0. So on the basis of the testing set we have separated all rectangles into
two sets - one contains rectangles which improved classification by nd(0.9,2) and the second set contains
the rest of them. This separation into two sets of hyperrectangles implied our theoretical assumptions. All
rectangles labeled1 contained cases near the border of the sphere and we found an interesting fact that the
majority of them contained more than14.5 positive (with the class label1) cases.
As voting of RF is still not fully understood the further workwill be concerned with this aspect. Some
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new ideas brings the paper [11] which gives another point of view to RF. RF can be seen as weighted
PNN (potentially nearest neighbor) and this leads us very close to tree based method called k-NN (Nearest
Neighbor) Tree, see [13]. For further work also our statistical model can be very useful to show relations
between various randomization techniques.
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Abstract

Multi-agent systems typically utilize a non-blocking asynchronous communication in order to achieve
required flexibility and adaptability. High performance computing techniques exploit the current hardware
ability of overlapping asynchronous communication with computation to load the available computer re-
sources efficiently. On the contrary, widely used parallel processes modeling methodologies do not often
allow for an asynchronous communication description. At the same time those models do not allow their
user to select the granularity level and provide only a fixed set of machine and algorithm description
quantities. In this work1 we addressed this issue and designed a new parallel processes modeling method-
ology. Its main features include an open set of atomic operations that are calculated and predicted for
the algorithm in question, and the computer aided semi-automatic measuring of operation counts and ap-
proximation of cost functions. This allows not only for tuning the model granularity as well as accuracy
according to user needs, but also to reach a such descriptioncomplexity that would be very difficult to
obtain without any computer aid. We demonstrated that our approach gives good results on the parallel
implementation of a selected generalized genetic algorithm. A model was constructed and its predictions
compared with the reality on various computer architectures, including one parallel cluster machine. We
also designed and implemented an open multi-agent system suitable for the above mentioned experiments
and many others. This system synthesizes the areas of high performance computing, multi-agent systems
and computational intelligence into an efficient and flexible means of running experiments.

1The work was partially supported by the project 1ET100300419 of the Program Information Society (of the Thematic Program II
of the National Research Program of the Czech Republic) “Intelligent Models, Algorithms, Methods and Tools for the Semantic Web
Realisation”.
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Abstract

We discuss two approaches to supervised learning, namely regularization networks and RBF net-
works, and demonstrate their performance on experiments, including benchmark, real and simulated data.
We show that the performance of these two models is comparable, so the RBF networks can be used as
an alternative to regularization networks. Their advantage is lower model complexity, while the regular-
ization networks grows with the size of the training set.

1. Introduction

The problem oflearning from examples(also calledsupervised learning) is a subject of great interest. Sys-
tems with the ability to autonomously learn a given task, would be very useful in many real life applications,
namely those involving prediction, classification, control, etc.

The problem can be formulated as follows. We are given a set ofexamples{(~xi, yi) ∈ Rd × R}mi=1 that
was obtained by random sampling of some real functionf , generally in the presence of noise. To this set
we refer asa training set. Our goal is to recover the functionf from data, or find the best estimate of it.
It is not necessary that the function exactly interpolates all the given data points, but we need a function
with good generalisation. That is a function that gives relevant outputs also for the data not included in the
training set.

The learning problem can be handled by artificial neural networks. There is a good supply of network
architectures and corresponding supervised learning algorithms (see [1]). In this case the model, that is a
particular type of neural network, is chosen in advance and its parameters are tuned during learning so as to
fit the given data.

The supervised learning of neural networks can be viewed as afunction approximation problem. Given the
data set, we are looking for the function that approximate the unknown functionf . It is usually done by
Empirical Risk Minimization, i.e. minimizing the functionalH [f ] = 1

m

∑N
i=1(f(~xi) − yi)2 over a chosen

hypothesis space.

Since this problem is ill-posed, we have to add some a priori knowledge about the function. We usually
assume that the function issmooth, in the sense that two similar inputs corresponds to two similar outputs
and the function does not oscillate too much. This is the mainidea of the regularization theory, where the
solution is found by minimizing the functional (1) containing both the data and smoothness information.

H [f ] =
1

m

N∑

i=1

(f(~xi)− yi)2 + γΦ[f ], (1)
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whereΦ is called astabilizerandγ > 0 is the regularization parametercontrolling the trade off between
the closeness to data and the smoothness of the solution. Theregularization scheme (1) was first introduced
by Tikhonov [2] and therefore it is called a Tikhonov regularization.

The regularization approach has good theoretical background, it was shown that for a wide class of stabi-
lizers the solution has a form of feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer, calledregularization
network, and that different types of stabilizers lead to different types of regularization networks [3, 4].

However the theoretically proved existence and uniquenessof the solution does not necessarily mean that it
is numerically feasible to find the solution. So it is also desirable to gain insight about practical applicability
of the methods. This makes experimental evaluations very important.

In this work we discuss learning using the regularization network (RN) and RBF neural network. We com-
pare their performance on experiments, including both benchmark, simulated and real learning tasks.

2. Approximation via regularization network

Poggio and Smale in [4] proposed a learning algorithm (Fig. 1) derived from the regularization scheme (1).
They choose the hypothesis space as a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS)HK defined by an
explicitly chosen, symmetric, positive-definite functionK~x(~x

′) = K(~x, ~x′). As a stabilizer the norm of the
function inHK is taken. Having a training set{(~xi, yi) ∈ Rd ×R}Ni=1 we get

H [f ] =
1

m

m∑

i=1

(yi − f(~xi))
2 + γ||f ||2K . (2)

The solution of (2) is unique and has the form

f(~x) =

m∑

i=1

ciK~xi
(~x) ci =

yi − f(~xi)

mγ
. (3)

The most commonly used kernel function is GaussianK(~x, ~x′) = e
−

“

‖~x−~x′‖
d

”2

.

The power of the algorithm (Fig. 1) is in its simplicity and effectiveness. On the other hand, it also has some
drawbacks. First of all, the size of the model (that is a number of kernel functions) corresponds to the size
of the training set and so the tasks with huge data sets lead tosolutions of implausible size.

Then there are the parametersγ andd, which are supposed to be fixed. Let us describe how they influence the
solution. Once they are fixed, the algorithm reduces to the problem of solving linear system of equations (4).

Since the system hasm variables,m equations,K is positive-definite and(mγI +K) is strictly positive,
it is well-posed. But we would also like it to be well-conditioned, i.e. insensitive to small perturbations of
the data. In other words, we would like the condition number of the matrix(mγI +K) to be small, which
is fulfilled if mγ is large. Note that we are not entirely free to chooseγ, because with too largeγ we loose
the closeness to data. See figure 6b.

The second parameterd determines the width of the Gaussians. Suppose that the distances between the data
points are high or the widths are small, than the matrixK has1s on diagonal and small numbers everywhere
else and therefore is well-conditioned. If the widths are too large, all elements of the matrixK are close to
1 and its condition number tends to be high.

So the real performance of the algorithm depends significantly on the choice of parametersγ andd. Unfor-
tunately the optimal choice depends on a particular data set.
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Input: Data set {~xi, yi}mi=1 ⊆ X × Y Output: Function f .

1. Choose a symmetric, positive-definite function K~x(~x
′),

continuous on X ×X .

2. Create f : X → Y as f(~x) =
∑m

i=1 ciK~xi
(~x)

and compute ~c = (c1, . . . , cm) by solving

(mγI +K)~c = ~y, (4)

where I is the identity matrix, K is the matrix
Ki,j = K(~xi, ~xj), and ~y = (y1, . . . , ym), γ > 0 is real number.

Figure 1: RN algorithm

3. RBF neural networks

An RBF neural network (RBF network) represents a relativelynew model of neural network. On the con-
trary to classical models it is a network with local units which was motivated by the presence of many local
response units in human brain. Other motivation came from numerical mathematics, radial basis functions
(RBF) were first introduced in the solution of real multivariate problems [5].

y(~x) = ϕ

(‖ ~x− ~c ‖C
b

)
(5)

fs(~x) =

h∑

j=1

wjsϕ

(‖ ~x− ~cj ‖Cj

bj

)
(6)

Figure 2: a) RBF network architecture b) RBF network function

An RBF network is a standard feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer of RBF units and linear
output layer (fig. 2). By an RBF unit we mean a neuron withn real inputs and one real output, realising a
radial basis function (5), usually Gaussian. Instead of theEuclidean norm we use theweighted norm|| · ||C ,
where‖ ~x ‖2C= (C~x)T (C~x) = ~xTCTC~x.

The network computes a function~f = (f1, . . . , fm) as linear combination of outputs of the hidden layer
(see (6)).

The goal of RBF network learning is to find the parameters (i.e. centers~c, widths b, norm matricesC
and weightsw) so as the network function approximates the function givenby the training set{(~xi, ~yi) ∈
Rn ×Rm}Ni=1.

There is a variety of algorithms for RBF networks learning, in our past work we studied their behaviour and
possibilities of their combinations [6, 7].

The two most significant algorithms,Three step learningandGradient learning, are sketched in figure 3 and
4. See [6] for details.
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Input: Data set {~xi, ~yi}Ni=1 Output: {~ci, bi, Ci, wij}j=1..m
i=1..h

1. Set the centers ~ci by a vector quantization algorithm.

2. Set the widths bi and matrices Ci.

3. Set the weights wij by solving ΦW = D.

Dij =

N∑

t=1

~ytje
−

„

‖~xt−ci‖Ci
bi

«2

,Φqr =

N∑

t=1

e
−

„

‖~xt−cq‖Cq
bq

«2

e
−

“

‖~xt−cr‖Cr
br

”2

Figure 3: Three step algorithm

Input: Data set {~xi, ~yi}Ni=1 Output: {~ci, bi, Ci, wij}j=1..m
i=1..h

1. Put the small part of data aside as an evaluation set ES,
keep the rest as a training set TS .

2. ∀j ~cj(i)← random sample from TS1, ∀j bj(i),Σ
−1
j (i)← small

random value, i← 0

3. ∀j, p(i) in ~cj(i), bj(i),Σ
−1
j (i):

∆p(i)← −ǫ δE1

δp + α∆p(i− 1), p(i)← p(i) + ∆p(i)

4. E1 ←
∑
~x∈TS1

(f(~x)− yi)2, E2 ←
∑
~x∈TS2

(f(~x)− yi)2

5. If E1 and E2 are decreasing, i ← i + 1, go to 3, else STOP. If E2

started to increase, STOP.

Figure 4: Gradient algorithm

4. Experiments

We tested the described methods on three experiments. All ofthem were run on nodes of Linux cluster with
AMD Athlon(tm) XP 2100+ processors.

RN with Gaussian kernel function and RBF networks with Gaussian units were used. Linear systems were
solved using the LAPACK library [8].

We always use two disjunct data sets, a training set for training of the network and a testing set for evaluating
an error of results. In all experiments we use the normalizederror (7):

Ets = 100
1

N

N∑

i=1

||~yi − f(~xi)||2 N number of examples in{(~xi, ~yi)Ni=1}
f network output

(7)

As an example of a practical task we have chosen the prediction of flow rate on the river Ploucnice. We have
two data sets namedploucnice1andploucnice2, for the prediction based on information from previous one
and two days, respectively.

Table 2 shows the resulting error of a RN and an RBF network with 15 units. The parametersγ andd
of the RN algorithm (Fig. 1) were estimated by cross-validation (the training set was divided to 10 parts,
each run was one part put aside as an evaluation set). The RBF network was trained by the Three step
algorithm (Fig. 3) and the computation was run 50 times. Meanerrors and its standard deviation are listed.
In figure 7 you can see the prediction by both the RN and the RBF network. Time of one run of the Three
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step algorithm (RBF) was approximately 28 seconds, one run of the RN algorithm lasted 55 seconds. Note
that it is necessary to run the RN algorithm many times duringcross-validation.

In order to compare an accuracy of RN and an RBF networks, we have selected three benchmark problems
from the Proben1 database, theCancerand theGlassclassification tasks, and theHeart approximation
problem. Moreover, each of the Proben1 data sets is available in three different ordering defining different
data partitions for training and testing. These are referred to, eg. as glass1, glass2, and glass3 in the original
report [9].

Table 1 and graphs in figure 5 compare the performance of RN, RBF and in addition MLP (multilayer per-
ceptron) on Proben1 tasks. RBF networks were trained by the gradient algorithm (Fig. 4) (5000 iterations).
The results for MLP are taken from [9]. We can see that the RN and the RBF network achieved almost the
same rate of accuracy. The time requirements are following:9 seconds (1 second, 22 seconds) for one run
of the RN algorithm oncancer(glass, heartarespectively) data set, 100 iterations of the gradient algorithm
took 14 seconds, 9 seconds, 74 seconds, respectively. Figure 6 shows the value of the resulting error with
respect toγ andd.

For the last experiment we used simulated data sets. We have two data sets obtained by uniform sampling
of the functionsin(6.28y) · sin(6.28y) in the interval(−1.0, 0) × (−1.0, 0). The firstsin1 contains 121
samples, the secondsin22500 samples. As the testing set we used uniform samples thatdid not coincide
with the training samples.

The purpose was to show the relation between the optimal value of the parameterd of RN and the density of
data points. The table 2 shows the values of parameters for which the error was minimal. The time needed
for one computation was approximately 20 minutes 40 secondsfor sin1and 1 second forsin2.

RN RBF MLP
Ets d γ Ets std arch Ets std arch

cancer1 1.60 1.0 0.0002 1.64 0.16 20 1.60 0.41 4+2
cancer2 2.99 1.4 0.0002 2.89 0.07 20 3.40 0.33 8+4
cancer3 2.76 1.3 0.0005 2.74 0.20 20 2.57 0.24 16+8
cancer 2.45 2.42 2.52
glass1 6.75 0.3 0.0008 6.59 0.32 15 9.75 0.41 16+8
glass2 7.28 0.3 0.0014 7.85 0.43 15 10.27 0.40 16+8
glass3 6.48 0.2 0.0017 6.95 0.26 15 10.91 0.48 16+8
glass 6.84 7.13 10.31
hearta1 4.44 1.9 0.0008 4.84 0.25 30 4.76 1.14 32+0
hearta2 4.32 1.9 0.0012 4.66 0.08 30 4.52 1.10 16+0
hearta3 4.45 1.9 0.0008 4.54 0.06 30 4.81 0.87 32+0
hearta 4.40 4.68 4.70

Table 1: Comparison of Regularization Network (RN), RBF network (RBF) and multilayer perceptron (MLP).

ploucnice1 ploucnice2
Ets 0.246 0.452

RBF std 0.15 0.12
h 15 15
Ets 0.056 0.121

RN γ 1.48e-05 1.3e-05
d 0.5 1.8

data width γ error
sin1 0.1 1e-17 4.31e-12
sin2 0.6 1e-18 8.51e-11

Table 2: a) Comparison of the errors on the tasks ploucnice1 and ploucnice2. b) Winning values of parameters and
error for RN on sin1 and sin2 data set.
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Figure 5: Comparison of RN, RBF, MLP: test set error.
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Figure 6: a) The dependence of the error function (computed on test set) on parametersγ ad. b) The relation between
γ and training and testing error.

Task Type n m Train. set size Test set size
Cancer Class. 9 2 525 174
Glass Class. 9 6 161 54
Heart Approx. 35 1 690 230

Table 3: Overview of data sets from Proben1 database.

5. Conclusion

In this work we discussed two approaches to the learning task– regularization network and RBF network.
We demonstrated their behaviour and performance on experiments, including benchmark, real and simu-
lated data sets. We showed that the models are comparable, sothe RBF network can be used as an alternative
to RN in situations where the lower model complexity is desirable.

Both algorithms for RN and RBF networks suffer from the presence of extra parameters that have to be set
explicitly. They are the regularization parameterγ and the widthd in case of RN, and the number of hidden
unitsh in case of RBF. However, while the estimation of parameters of RN by cross validation is quite time
consuming, it is usually sufficient to try several values ofh in the case of RBF network.

In our future work we will concentrate on the improvements ofthese algorithms, especially the ways of
estimating the additional parameters.
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Abstrakt

World Wide Web obsahuje data, která jsou pro počı́tačov´e programy nesrozumitelná. Následkem toho
je na něm obtı́žné některé věci zautomatizovat. Nedostatky současného webu by měl odstranit sémantický
web, ve kterém data budou mı́t přesně popsaný význam. Zlepšenı́ může přinést také v oblasti integrace,
která je v přı́padě dat pocházejı́cı́ch z webu velmi obtı́žná. Tento článek1 se zabývá integracı́ webových
dat. Zaměřuje se na relačnı́ data ve formátu XML a navrhuje postupy základnı́ch integračnı́ch operacı́.

1. Úvod

World Wide Web (WWW) obsahuje obrovské množstvı́ informacı́ vytvořených mnoha různými organiza-
cemi, společnostmi i jednotlivci z mnoha různých důvodů. Současný web je však vı́ce přátelský k lidskému
uživateli než k počı́tačovým programům. Vše na němje pro počı́tačové aplikace sice čitelné, avšak nesrozu-
mitelné. Následkem velkého množstvı́ různorodých dat je obtı́žné udržovánı́, aktualizace a vyhledávánı́ in-
formacı́. To ztěžuje snahu věci na webu zautomatizovat.Přitom je hodně způsobů, jak by programy mohly
obsahu webu využı́vat, jen kdyby mu rozuměly.

Web může plně dosáhnout svých možnostı́ pouze tehdy,jestliže se stane mı́stem, kde mohou být data sdı́lena
a zpracovávána automatizovanými nástroji stejně jako lidmi. Toho chce dosáhnout sémantický web. Je
založen na myšlence mı́t data na webu nejen uložena, ale také definována a spojena takovým způsobem, aby
mohla být programy užı́vána nejen k zobrazenı́, ale téˇz pro navigaci, integraci, automatizaci a opakované
použitı́ napřı́č různými aplikacemi.

2. Śemantický web

Śemanticḱy web[1], [2] je zamýšlen jako rozšı́řenı́ současného World Wide Webu sestávajı́cı́ z počı́tačově
čitelných, srozumitelných a smysluplně zpracovávatelných dat. Základem je zavedenı́ sémantiky – spolu
s uloženými daty bude k dispozici i jejich popis. To znamená, že data budou mı́t definovány svůj význam.

Ačkoli v současnosti již některé črty existujı́, je sémantický web zatı́m pouze vize. Je to cı́l, ke kterému se
směřuje. Založen by měl být na standardech, které jsou průběžně definovány. O definici těchto standardů
usiluje W3C (WWW Consorcium [3]). Ovšem stejně jako jinéoblasti výpočetnı́ techniky se i tato neustále
vyvı́jı́ a dle potřeb mohou vznikat standardy nové. Toto pojetı́ rozšı́řenı́ WWW je tedy ve fázi neustálého
vývoje.

1Práce byla částečně podpořena projektem 1ET100300419 programu Informačnı́ společnost (Tématického programu II Národnı́ho
programu výzkumu v̌CR): Inteligentnı́ modely, algoritmy, metody a nástroje pro vytvářenı́ sémantického webu.
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Principy sémantického webu jsou implementovány v jednotlivých vrstvách webových technologiı́ a stan-
dardů [4]. Vrstvy jsou zobrazeny na následujı́cı́m obrázku.

Obrázek 1:Vrstvy sémantického webu

Vrstva infrastrukturyposkytuje možnost identifikace, lokalizace a transformace zdrojů.Vrstva struktur-
izace, vrstva metadata vrstva logiky a ontologiejsou nezbytné k vyjádřenı́ obsahu webu, který ze zdroj˚u
zı́skáváme.Vrstva v̌erohodnostije již záležitostı́ konkrétnı́ch aplikacı́. Týká seověřovánı́ a důvěryhodnosti
zı́skané informace - ne vše umı́stěné na webu totiž musı́ být pravdivé. Aplikace musı́ rozhodnout, zda se na
informaci spolehne, na základě nějakého podaného důkazu věrohodnosti zdroje.

2.1. Infrastruktura

Sémantický web bude sestávat z propojených zdrojů – bude obsahovat zdroje a odkazy mezi nimi. Objekt
bude možné identifikovat (stejně jako na současném webu) užı́vánı́m identifikátorů: přı́mý odkaz vznikne
vytvořenı́m a přiřazenı́ URI (Universal Resource Identifier) danému objektu. Sémantický web bude také
samozřejmě decentralizovaný, jak jen to bude možné. Decentralizace však vyžaduje kompromisy, třeba
v nutnosti tolerovat neúplnou či chybějı́cı́ informaciv podobě odkazu na neexistujı́cı́ zdroj.

Sémantický web bude obsahovat nejen klasické (mediálnı́) zdroje (stránky, texty, obrázky, audio klipy), ale
mnohem vı́ce – bude obsahovat zdroje představujı́cı́ lidi, mı́sta, organizace a události. Navı́c přinese také
možnost specifikace typů zdrojů i typů odkazů. Bude obsahovat mnoho různých druhů vztahů mezi různými
typy zdrojů. Dı́ky tomu budou moci aplikace zjistit druh vztahu mezi daty.

2.2. Vyjádřenı́ datového obsahu

Důležitým požadavkem počı́tačově zpracovatelnéinformace jestrukturov́ańı dat. Na webu je hlavnı́ struk-
turovacı́ technikou značkovánı́ dokumentů pomocı́ tzv. tagů, což je určitá část textu, která obsahuje infor-
mace udávajı́cı́ role a vlastnosti obsahu dokumentu. V současné době je standardnı́m mechanizmem ke
strukturovánı́ dat jazyk XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [5]. Tento jazyk poskytuje datový formát pro
strukturované dokumenty a umožňuje běžnou syntaxi pro počı́tačově čitelná data.

Samo XML ovšem k popisu dat nestačı́. Pomocı́ tagů lze vytvářet strukturu, ale jejich použitı́ neřı́ká nic o
tom, co daná struktura znamená. Technologiı́ k určenı́ druhu a významu informace je základ pro zpracovánı́
metadat– RDF (Resource Description Framework) [6], který je mechanismem, jak řı́ci něco o datech.
Představuje jednoduchý mechanizmus reprezentace znalostı́ pro webové zdroje. Datový model RDF posky-
tuje abstraktnı́, konceptuálnı́ rámec pro definici a pouˇzitı́ metadat. Pro účely vytvářenı́ a výměny těchto
metadat je však třeba konkrétnı́ syntaxe. RDF k tomuto účelu použı́vá kódovánı́ pomocı́ XML [7].

Prostředkem k definici termı́nů použitých k vyjádřenı́ metadat jsou ontologie, které tak zajišt’ujı́ prostředek
pro sdı́lenı́ termı́nů při spolupráci aplikacı́. Myšlenka sémantického webu též zahrnuje přidánı́ logikyna
web - ve smyslu použı́vánı́ pravidel k tvořenı́ závěr˚u a podobně. Ontologie [8] označuje ucelenou kolekci
termı́nů, vztahů a vyvozovacı́ch pravidel. V kontextu webových technologiı́ je ontologiı́ dokument nebo
soubor, který formálně definuje vztahy mezi termı́ny. Slovnı́k ontologie lze chápat jako jakýsi výkladový
slovnı́k pojmů. Pomocı́ odvozovacı́ch pravidel můžemenad pojmy činit různé závěry a slovnı́k se tak může
dále vyvı́jet.

2.3. Provozov́anı́ aplikacı́

Skutečná sı́la sémantického webu se projevı́, jestliˇze lidé vytvořı́ mnoho programů, které budou
shromažd’ovat webový obsah z různých zdrojů, zpracovávat informace a vyměňovat si výsledky s ostatnı́mi
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programy. Efektivita takovýchto tzv.softwarov́ych agent̊u [9] se zvýšı́ tı́m vı́ce, čı́m vı́ce bude obsah webu
srozumitelnějšı́ pro počı́tače a čı́m přı́stupnějšı́ budou automatizované služby (zahrnujı́cı́ ostatn´ı agenty).

Sémantický web bude moci poskytovat základ a strukturu krealizovatelnosti dalšı́ch technologiı́ – kromě
něj budou někteřı́ agenti využı́vat umělé inteligence, napřı́klad při automatickém vytvářenı́ složit´ych kolekcı́
hodnot, kdy se na výsledku podı́lı́ celý soubor specializovaných agentů.

3. Integrace dat poch́azejı́cı́ch z webu

I když lze z webu zı́skat mnoho informacı́, nejsou všechnyinformace poskytovány jediným zdrojem –
jsou roztroušeny. K uspokojenı́ konkrétnı́ho požadavku je často třeba pracovat s daty z vı́ce zdrojů, které
jednotlivé dı́lčı́ části nabı́zejı́. Výsledkem je pak ovšem vı́ce oddělených částı́ a nikoli požadovanákompletnı́
informace. Data je proto potřeba integrovat, tzn. z několika původnı́ch zdrojových informacı́ vytvořit jediný
informačnı́ zdroj, at’ už materializovaný, či virtuálnı́.

Integrace informacı́ ze současného WWW je však velice obtı́žná. Na webu vznikajı́ jakési ostrovy sou-
visejı́cı́ch dat, každý pocházı́ od jiného poskytovatele. Poskytovatelé publikujı́ data nezávisle, což vede
k odlišnému užı́vánı́ termı́nů a k použı́vánı́ odlišných nebo dokonce žádných schémat. Jednou z motivacı́
tvorby sémantického webu je i usnadněnı́ takové operace, jako je integrace.

3.1. Relǎcnı́ databáze a XML

V rámci diplomové práce[10] jsem pracovala na vývoji systému integrujı́cı́ho zadané zdroje z webu. In-
tegračnı́ postup je založen na vstupnı́m formátu XML, který se na webu stává de facto standardem.
Formát zpracovávaných dat byl dále omezen na strukturu, kterou lze reprezentovat jako tabulku v relačnı́
databázi (viz následujı́cı́ obrázek). Jednı́m z důvodů je fakt, že integrace je dlouho uznávaným problémem
databázových systémů a existujı́ nástroje pro integraci databázových tabulek, je tedy možné oba přı́stupy
porovnávat.

3.2. Model integrace

Při návrhu integračnı́ho systému byl použit přı́stup pomocı́ modelu stromu. Hierarchii struktury vnořených
elementů v XML dokumentu lze skutečně nahlı́žet jako stromovou strukturu. Ze stromové struktury vycházı́
také DOM – standardnı́ API pro přı́stup k obsahu dokumentuXML.

DOM (Document Object Model) [11] je objektový model dokumentu. Dokument je prezentován jako stro-
mová hierarchická struktura. Každému elementu (textový element, komentář, instrukce pro zpracovánı́ atd.)
odpovı́dá jeden uzel stromu. DOM tvořı́ mnoho rozhranı́ obsahujı́cı́ch funkce, které umožňujı́ celý strom
dokumentu procházet a modifikovat jednotlivé uzly.

V návrhu je také použito označenı́ inspirované názvoslovı́m modelu stromu:

• Zdroje jsou očı́slovány a označeny:zdroj1a zdroj2.

• Uzel, který analogicky odpovı́dá řádku tabulky, je označeňrádek.
Uzel, který analogicky odpovı́dá sloupci tabulky, je označensloupec.
Jméno uzlu označujejméno.

• Počet uzlůřádekve zdroj1 označujepočet řádk̊u1 a počet řádk̊u2 označuje počet uzlǔ̊rádekve
zdroj2.
Počet uzlůsloupecvezdroj1označujepočet sloupc̊u1apočet sloupc̊u2označuje počet uzlůsloupec
ve zdroj2.
Jednotlivé uzly popořadě jsou očı́slovány a je použito označenı́̌rádek(1), řádek(2), . . ., resp.
sloupec(1), sloupec(2), . . ..

• Uzel, který je následovnı́kem uzlusloupec(je tedy typu text a obsahuje hodnotu), označujetext.
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Obrázek 2:Formát XML a databázová data

• V přı́stupu je použita tečková notace.

• Je-li dán jakýkoli konkrétnı́ uzel, je tı́m mı́něn uzelvčetně svých potomků, tedy celý podstrom.

3.3. Postup integrace

Schéma architektury navrhovaného systému a postupu úpravy a integrace datových zdrojů je patrné
z obrázku na následujı́cı́ straně. Systém by měl mı́t dvě hlavnı́ navazujı́cı́ části vykonávajı́cı́ jednak přı́pravu
dat (moduly wrapperů [12] pro každý zdroj), jednak vlastnı́ integraci. Přı́prava dat zahrnuje převod zdrojů
na DOM reprezentaci a práci s použitými termı́ny.

Mnoho aplikacı́ vycházı́ z předpokladu, že rozdı́lná jména označujı́ rozdı́lné věci. Na webu ovšem takový
předpoklad učinit nelze. Je totiž napřı́klad možné na jeden datový zdroj odkazovat několika různými
způsoby. V některých přı́padech je možné mezi rozdı́lnými pojmy použitými v datových zdrojı́ch najı́t
určitý vztah, dokonce i ekvivalenci. Použı́vánı́ ekvivalentnı́ch pojmů jako pojmů, které spolu nesouvisı́,
přitom vede v operaci integrace ke špatným výsledkům.Je proto výhodné před vlastnı́ integracı́ s termı́ny
pracovat.

Celý postup vlastnı́ integrace vycházı́ z integrace tzv.základnı́ situace (viz dále). Jejı́ použitı́ je z důvodů
požadavků na vstupnı́ data dosti omezeno. Proto jsou nejprve se zdroji provedeny některé úpravy: změna
pořadı́, odstraněnı́ či doplněnı́ jednotlivých částı́ struktur. Aby výsledek integrace neobsahoval duplicitnı́
informace, je nutné výskyt duplicit ošetřit.

Jednotlivé kroky následujı́cı́ho ”základnı́ho” algoritmu integrace budou podrobněji rozvedeny v dalšı́ch
odstavcı́ch 3.4 - 3.7.

Algoritmus integrace:
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Obrázek 3:Postup při integraci dat

Uprav {Aplikace zvolen ého postupu úpravy struktur}
Seřad ’ {Změna po řad ı́ ve struktur ách}
Odstra ň_duplicity {Eliminace duplicit}
Integruj {Integrace z ákladn ı́ situace}

3.4. Integrace źakladnı́ situace

Situace, kdy jsou schémata integrovaných XML dokumentůnaprosto stejná, je považována za základnı́. Při
analogii k databázové tabulce budou majı́ zdroje identické databázové schéma, tj. stejné sloupce – stejný
počet sloupců, jejich názvy a pořadı́. Integračnı́ operacı́ je sjednocenı́ obou zdrojů. Celý obsah elementu
dokumentu z prvnı́ho i z druhého zdroje je sloučen do jediného elementu dokumentu výsledku. Toto sjed-
nocenı́ lze přirovnat k operaci sjednocenı́ dvou databázových tabulek.

Algoritmus integrace základnı́ situace:

Vytvo ř ko řen_v ýsledku
for i=1,2,...,po čet_ ř ádk ů1

Zkop ı́ruj zdroj1. ř ádek(i) do v ýsledku a Napoj na ko řen
for j=1,2,...,po čet_ ř ádk ů2

Zkop ı́ruj zdroj2. ř ádek(j) do v ýsledku a Napoj na ko řen

3.5. Eliminace duplicit

Jestliže by bylo možné nějakou informaci zı́skat z obouzdrojů, ve výsledku by se objevila duplicitně. To
by nebyl dobrý výsledek integrace, a proto je nutné potencionálnı́ výskyt duplicit řešit. V návrhu je výskyt
násobných informacı́ eliminován ještě před integračnı́ operacı́.

Nejprve je nutné zjistit, které informace vedou na nežádoucı́ redundanci. Jeden ze zdrojů je označen
jako referenčnı́. Pro každou informaci z druhého zdrojeje pak nutné ověřit, jestli se nedá zı́skat již ze
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zdroje prvnı́ho – snahou vyhledat ji v referenčnı́m zdroji. Skončı́-li hledánı́ úspěšně, násobná data budou
odstraněna, a to z druhého (nereferenčnı́ho) zdroje.

V následujı́cı́m algoritmu je jako referenčnı́ zdrojzdroj1, duplicity jsou tedy odstraňoványzezdroj2. Použitá
metodaEquals je dvouhodnotová a porovnává dva stromy, zda jsou shodn´e.

Algoritmus odstraňovánı́ duplicit:

for i=1,2,...,po čet_ ř ádk ů1
for j=1,2,...,po čet_ ř ádk ů2

if zdroj1. ř ádek(i) Equals zdroj2. ř ádek(j)
then Odstra ň zdroj2. ř ádek(j)

3.6. Změna pǒradı́ ve struktur ách

Základnı́ situaci integrace je možné aplikovat i na zdroje, jejichž struktury jsou shodné až na pořadı́ uzlů
analogickým ke sloupcům tabulky. Přı́slušné pozice uzlů je pouze nutné změnit a vhodně seřadit. Prvnı́
zdroj je označen za referenčnı́ a dále se vycházı́ z jehostruktury. Ve druhém zdroji je (podle referenčnı́ho)
pořadı́ uzlů upraveno.

Algoritmus řazenı́ sloupců:

for i=1,2,...,po čet sloupc ů1
if zdroj1. ř ádek(1).sloupec(i).jm éno

6= zdroj2. ř ádek(1).sloupec(i).jm éno
then begin

j:= Najdi pozici zdroj1. ř ádek(1).sloupec(i) ve
zdroj2. ř ádek(1)

for k=1,2,...,po čet sloupc ů
Odpoj zdroj2. ř ádek(k).sloupec(j)
a Napoj ho na pozici i

end

3.7. Úpravy struktur

Integraci základnı́ situace nenı́ možné ihned použı́tv přı́padě rozdı́lných struktur zdrojových dat.
Jednoduchým přı́padem neodpovı́dajı́cı́ch si schématrelačnı́ch XML zdrojů je, lišı́-li se struktury pouze
v pořadı́ uzlů. Nabı́zı́ se pořadı́ uzlů vhodně upravit, to bylo ošetřeno v předchozı́ části. Spočı́vá-liovšem
rozdı́l struktur zdrojů v odlišných sadách uzlů odpovı́dajı́cı́ch sloupcům tabulky, je třeba většı́ch úprav.
Volba vhodné operace závisı́ na okolnostech, na datech, která chceme integrovat, a na jejich významu.

Nejjednoduššı́ možnostı́ je úprava struktur tak, že do výsledku budou zahrnuty pouze ty uzly sloupců,
které se vyskytujı́ ve všech zdrojı́ch zároveň. Integrace proběhne přes průnik uzlů. Jestliže bude každý ze
zdrojů nejprve upraven tak, že v něm budou nadbytečné sloupce odstraněny, všechny zdroje zı́skajı́ stejnou
strukturu, přı́padně bude třeba upravit pořadı́. Pak bude moci být aplikován základnı́ algoritmus integrace.

Algoritmus úpravy struktur na průnik:

A:= pr ůnik sloupc ů
for i=1,2,...,po čet_ ř ádk ů1

for j=1,2,...,po čet_sloupc ů1
if zdroj1. ř ádek(i).sloupec(j) not in A

then Odstra ň zdroj1. ř ádek(i).sloupec(j)
for i=1,2,...,po čet_ ř ádk ů2

for j=1,2,...,po čet_sloupc ů2
if zdroj2. ř ádek(i).sloupec(j) not in A

then Odstra ň zdroj2. ř ádek(i).sloupec(j)
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Obohacenı́ struktury dat bez dalšı́ kombinace datového obsahu je dalšı́ možnostı́, jak zpracovat zdroje
rozdı́lných struktur. Výsledek bude mı́t strukturu sestávajı́cı́ ze všech uzlů sloupců jež do integračnı́hopro-
cesu vstoupily, bez ohledu na původnı́ zdroj. Každý zdroj bude obohacen o přı́slušný nový sloupec, jehož
textová hodnota ale nebude z ostatnı́ch dat nijak odvozena. Nové textové hodnoty zůstanou bud’to prázdné,
nebo bude vložena speciálnı́ hodnota značı́cı́ nezadánı́ (např. hodnota NULL).

Algoritmus obohacenı́ struktury:

B:=sjednocen ı́ sloupc ů
∀ prvek z B

for i=1,2,..., po čet ř ádk ů1
if prvek not in zdroj1. ř ádek(i)

Vytvo ř zdroj1. ř ádek(i).prvek
zdroj1. ř ádek(i).prvek.text:=’NULL’

for i=1,2,...,po čet ř ádk ů2
if prvek not in zdroj2. ř ádek(i)

Vytvo ř zdroj2. ř ádek(i).prvek
zdroj2. ř ádek(i).prvek.text:=’NULL’

Při obohacenı́ struktury s kombinacı́ dat je obohacena struktura zdrojů o nové sloupce stejným způsobem,
jako v předchozı́m přı́padě. S datovým obsahem se ovšem dále pracuje a je snaha data vhodně zkombinovat.
K určenı́, jak data vzájemně souvisejı́ je možné využı́t průnik struktur zdrojů. Souvisejı́cı́ data majı́ v takto
určených uzlech stejné hodnoty. Analogii operace v takové situaci, kdy je nakombinována jak struktura, tak
samotná data, lze ve světě databázı́ spatřovat v operaci JOIN, tj. ve spojenı́ dvou tabulek.

K vytvořenı́ kombinace jsou využity kopie přı́slušných podstromů, vlastnı́ původnı́ podstrom zůstane beze
změny – tak ho lze využı́t k dalšı́m přı́padným kombinacı́m. Nakonec jsou všechny původnı́ podstromy,
které vedly ke vzniku kombinace odstraněny, nebot’ jsou nová data obsažena v kopiı́ch. Jak je ovšem
naloženo s podstromy, které nebylo možné s ničı́m skombinovat, záležı́ na tom, co by měl výsledek obsaho-
vat. Do výsledku je možné zahrnout pouze data, která vznikla kombinacı́ obsahů zdrojů. Takovýto postup
vede na výsledek integrace plně odpovı́dajı́cı́ databázové operaci spojenı́ tabulek (inner join). Při takové
situaci jsou ovšem ztracena data, která v druhém zdroji neměla odpovı́dajı́cı́ doplněnı́. Je-li požadováno
všechna data zachovat, lze obohatit data, která obohatitlze, a ve zbylých přı́padech doplnit strukturu o
sloupce s nezadanými hodnotami. Tato operace a následnáintegrace je analogická databázovému vnějšı́mu
spojenı́ (outer join).

Algoritmus obohacenı́ struktury a kombinace dat:

A := pr ůnik sloupc ů
B := sjednocen ı́ sloupc ů
used1(1,2,...,po čet ř ádk ů1):=false
used2(1,2,...,po čet ř ádk ů2):=false
for i=1,2,...,po čet ř ádk ů1

for j=1,2,...,po čet ř ádk ů2
if ∀ prvek z A

zdroj1. ř ádek(i).prvek.text =
zdroj2. ř ádek(j).prvek.text

then souvis ı́:=true
else souvis ı́:=false

if souvis ı́ = true then
new:=Zkop ı́ruj zdroj1. ř ádek(i) do zdroj1
∀ prvek z B

if prvek not in new then
Zkop ı́ruj zdroj2. ř ádek(j).prvek do new
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new:=Zkop ı́ruj zdroj2. ř ádek(j) do zdroj2
∀ prvek z B

if prvek not in new then
Zkop ı́ruj zdroj1. ř ádek(i).prvek do new

for i=1,2,...,po čet ř ádk ů1
if used1(i) then Odstra ň zdroj1. ř ádek(i)
else

if inner join
Odstra ň zdroj1. ř ádek(i)

if outer join
∀ prvek z B

if prvek not in zdroj1. ř ádek(i)
Vytvo ř zdroj1. ř ádek(i).prvek
zdroj1. ř ádek(i).prvek.text:=’NULL’

for i=1,2,...,po čet ř ádk ů2
if used2(i) then Odstra ň zdroj2. ř ádek(i)
else

if inner join
Odstra ň zdroj2. ř ádek(i)

if outer join
∀ prvek z B

if prvek not in zdroj2. ř ádek(i)
Vytvo ř zdroj2. ř ádek(i).prvek
zdroj2. ř ádek(i).prvek.text:=’NULL’

4. Závěr

Integrace obecných dat pocházejı́cı́ch z webu je obtı́žná. Předpoklad XML formátu a relačnı́ struktury
zdrojových dat však umožnil provést několik druhů integračnı́ch operacı́, z nich některé lze srovnávat s ob-
dobnými operacemi prováděnými v oblasti relačnı́ch databázı́. Nicméně problematika je značně rozsáhlá
- prezentovaný návrh pokrývá pouze část celého problému. Rozšiřovánı́ zpracovaného tématu je možné
napřı́klad v dalšı́m využitı́ existujı́cı́ch technik sémantického webu. Proto bych v tomto směru ve své práci
ráda pokračovala.
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Abstract

This paper1 describes an option to express our preferences in the framework of relational databases.
Preferences have usually a form of a partial ordering. Therefore the question is how to deliver the seman-
tics of ordering to a database system. The answer is quite straightforward.

1. Introduction

When retrieving data, it is difficult for a user of a classicalrelational database to express various levels of
preferences.

Example 1 (Preferences represented by an ordering)How could we express our intention to find an em-
ployee with a good command of English, or at least a good command of German, or at worst a good
command of Russian? At the same time, we may want the employeeto belong to the salesmen department
or with higher preference to the management department. To sum up, we have the following preferences:

A language:

1. English,

2. German,

3. Russian,

B department:

1. management department,

2. salesman department,

which can be formalized by an ordering, in general case by a partial ordering.

NAME LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
Petr English management
Patrik German management
Pavel Russian salesmen
Dan Czech clerk
Robert English president
Martin German management
Marek Hungarian clerk

1The work was partially supported by the project 1ET100300419 of the Program Information Society (of the Thematic Program II
of the National Research Program of the Czech Republic) “Intelligent Models, Algorithms, Methods and Tools for the Semantic Web
Realization”
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We can see that Petr is preferred to Pavel for instance. However, what we can say about Robert for example?
In this case, we need cartesian product operating on orderedrelations.

The aim of this paper is to incorporate semantics of partial ordering into all the primitive operations, i.e.
those that can not be expressed by means of others operations, of relational data model. The resulting data
model should be capable of providing users with the most, according to their preferences, relevant data.

2. Relational data model

The relational data model is based on the term of relation. A table of a relational database corresponds to
a relation and a row of that table is an element of the relation. However, the relational data model consists
not only of the relations themselves, but it contains also operations on relations.

As a relation is a set, we have all theset operationsplusaggregation functions, which are unary operations
on sets returning a number, plusarithmetic for performing all the usual operations on numbers. As for the
relational data model, Codd has introduced eight relational algebra operations:

1. Cartesian product×,

2. Union∪,

3. Intersection∩,

4. Difference\,

5. Restriction,

6. Projection,

7. Join,

8. Divide

These operations are, however, not primitive [1] – they can be defined in terms of the others. In fact, of the
set of eight, three (join, intersection and divide) can be defined in terms of the other five. Those other five
operations (restriction, projection, cartesian product,union, and difference), by contrast, can be regarded
as primitive, in the sense that none of them can be defined in terms of the other four. Thus, a minimal
set of operations would be the set consisting of the five primitives – theminimal set of relational algebra
operations.

3. Operations on Ordered Relations

Example 2 (Preferences of employees based on attribute values)

Relation scheme:
R(NAME,POSITION,LANGUAGE)

Dominik President English
Marie Manager English
David Manager German
Petr Manager Swedish

Adam Manager German
Filip Programmer Dutch

Martina Programmer English
Patrik Programmer French
Rudolf Programmer Italian
Ronald Programmer Spanish
Andrea Programmer Portuguese
Roman Programmer Russian

Dominik
Marie
Martina

David
Adam

Filip Petr

Patrik Ronald

Rudolf Andrea

Roman

We prefer employees speaking English to those speaking German, and at the same time we prefer German
speaking employees to those who speak other germanic language. Similarly, we prefer Spanish and French
to any other romanic language. We have no other preference.2

2The partial ordering is depicted using the standard Hasse diagram notation.
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The ordering represents an extra information. To handle this information, we need appropriate operations.
To maintain the same expressive power, we need operations corresponding to those that we have for the
traditional relational model. In the following, we consider an ordered pair

[R,≤R],

of a relationR with its preference relation≤R.

3.1. Relational algebra operations

Restriction R(φ) returns a relation consisting of the set{r ∈ R|φ(r)} all tuples from a specified relation
R that satisfy a special conditionφ.

In the case of ordered relation[R,≤R], we define:

[R;≤R](φ) = [R(φ);≤RR(φ)],

where
≤RR(φ)= R(φ)×R(φ) ∩ ≤R

Projection R[C] returns a relation consisting of all tuples that remain as (sub)tuples in a specified relation
R after specified attributes have been eliminated.

In the case of ordered relation[R,≤R], we define:

[R;≤R][C] = [R[C];≤R[C]],

where

≤R[C]= {(pi, pj)|
∃ri, rj ∈ R(ri[C] = pi ∧ rj [C] = pj) ∧ ∀ri, rj ∈ R(ri[C] = pi ∧ rj [C] = pj ⇒ ri ≤R rj)}

Example 3 (Ordering on a projection)

R[POSITION]
President
Manager
Programmer

Dominik
Marie
Martina

David
Adam

Filip Petr

P atrik Ronald

Rudolf Andrea

Roman

President

Manager

Programmer

W e prefer president to manager as all the presidents, which is in this case the only element, are pre-
ferred to all the managers in the input ordering. At the same time, we can say nothing about prefer-
ences of programmer and manager for instance as we can find incomparable couples of programmers
and managers or those with contradictory preferences in theinput relation.

Union R1 ∪ R2 returns a relation consisting of all tuples appearing in either or both of two specified
relationsR1, R2.

In the case of ordered relations[R1,≤R1 ], [R2,≤R2 ], we define:

[R1;≤R1 ]
⋃

[R2;≤R2 ] = [R1 ∪R2;≤R1∪R2 ]
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where

∀r1, r2 ∈ (R1 ∪R2)(r1 ≤R1∪R2 r2 ⇐⇒
(r1 ≤R1 r2 ∧ r1 ≤R2 r2) ∨
(r1 ≤R1 r2 ∧ r1, r2 6∈ R2) ∨
(r1 ≤R2 r2 ∧ r1, r2 6∈ R1) ∨

(∃r3 ∈ (R1 ∪R2)(r1 ≤R1 r3 ∧ r3 ≤R2 r2)) ∨
(r1 ∈ R1∩R2 ∧ r2 ∈ R1\R2 ∧ r1 ≤R1 r2 ∧ ∀r3 ∈ R1∩R2(r2 ≤R1 r3 ⇒ r1 ≤R2 r3)) ∨
(r2 ∈ R1∩R2 ∧ r1 ∈ R1\R2 ∧ r1 ≤R1 r2 ∧ ∀r3 ∈ R1∩R2(r3 ≤R1 r1 ⇒ r3 ≤R2 r2)) ∨
(r1 ∈ R1∩R2 ∧ r2 ∈ R2\R1 ∧ r1 ≤R2 r2 ∧ ∀r3 ∈ R1∩R2(r2 ≤R2 r3 ⇒ r1 ≤R1 r3)) ∨
(r2 ∈ R1∩R2 ∧ r1 ∈ R2\R1 ∧ r1 ≤R2 r2 ∧ ∀r3 ∈ R1∩R2(r3 ≤R2 r1 ⇒ r3 ≤R1 r2)))

Example 4 (Ordering on a union)

Roman

Dominik
Marie
Martina

David
Adam

Filip Petr

Dominik

P atrik Ronald

Rudolf Andrea

Roman Filip

David

Adam

Martina

Dominik

Filip

David

Adam

Martina

Roman

Marie

P etr

P atrik Ronald

Rudolf Andrea

W e can determine easily the ordering of the elements belonging to the intersection of the input rela-
tions and of the elements belonging to the symmetric difference of the input relations. Then we have
to determine the ordering between elements from intersection and symmetric difference of the input
relations. The possible contradictions following from thetransitivity property of ordering have to be
avoided.

Difference R1 \ R2 returns a relation consisting of all tuples appearing in thefirstR1 and not the second
R2 of two specified relations.

In the case of ordered relations[R,≤R1 ], [R2,≤R2 ], we define:

[R1;≤R1 ] \ [R2;≤R2 ] = [R1 \R2;≤R1\R2 ]

where

≤R1\R2=≤R1 ∩ R1 \R2 ×R1 \R2
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Example 5 (Ordering on a difference)

Dominik
Marie
Martina

David
Adam

Filip Petr

–

P atrik Ronald

Rudolf Andrea

David

Adam

=

Dominik
Marie
Martina

Filip P etr

The difference ordering is the restriction of the input ordering on the the difference of the input
relations.

Cartesian product R1 × R2 returns a relation consisting of all possible tuples that are a combination of
two tuples, one from each of two specified relationsR1, R2.

In the case of ordered relations[R,≤R1 ], [R2,≤R2 ], we define:

[R1;≤R1 ]× [R2;≤R2 ] = [R1 ×R2;≤R1×R2 ]

where
≤R1×R2= {((r1, r2), (r′1, r′2))|(r1, r′1) ∈≤R1 ∧(r2, r′2) ∈≤R2}

Example 6 (Ordering on a cartesian product)

traditional

great
excellent

bad poor

×
fast

slow
=

trad.,
fast

trad.,
slow

great, fast
excell., fast

bad,
fast

great, slow
excell., slow

poor,
fast

bad,
slow

poor ,
slow

The output ordering is defined as a ordering of ordered pairs.

3.2. Aggregation Functions

In this subsection, we will extend the database relationRwith a special element

r̂ = R(φ), where ∀r ∈ R (¬φ(r))

In the following, the symbolR stands for this extended relation.
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[R,≤R], ≤R is a relation of a preference on R,

≤R is generally no ordering onR because≤R ∩ (≤R)−1 6⊆ I = (≤R)0,

≤R ∩ (≤R)−1 ⊆ R×R,

[R;≡], ≡ = ≤R ∩ (≤R)−1, ≡ is a relation of equivalence

[R/≡;≤R/≡], ∀Ra, Rb ∈ R/≡ (Ra ≤R/≡ Rb ⇐⇒ a ≤R b),

where
a, b ∈ R, Ra = {r ∈ R|r ≡ a}, Rb = {r ∈ R|r ≡ b}

≤R/≡ is an ordering onR/≡

[Pmax(R/ ≡);≤Pmax(R/≡)]

P(R/≡) ⊇Pmax(R/ ≡) = {R̃ ⊆ R/ ≡ |
∀Ra ∈ R/≡ (∀Rb ∈ R/≡ (Ra ≤R/≡ Rb ⇒ Ra = Rb)⇒ Ra ∈ R̃) ∧

∀Ra ∈ R̃, ∀Rb ∈ R/≡ (Ra ≤R/≡ Rb ⇒ Rb ∈ R̃)}

∀R̃i, R̃j ∈Pmax(R/ ≡)(R̃i ≤Pmax(R/≡) R̃j ⇐⇒ R̃i ⊇ R̃j)

An aggregation functiong in the classical relational data model is a function:P(R)→ R operating on sets
and returning numbers. In the case of relational databases with ordered relations, we define it as:

g : P([R;≤R])→ [R;≤g(R)],

where
P([R;≤R]) = {[R′;≤R′

]|R′ ⊆ R ∧ ≤R′

= ≤RR′}

and

∀i, j ∈ R(i ≤g(R) j ⇐⇒
∃R̃j ∈Pmax(R/≡)(g(R̃j) = j ∧ ∀R̃i ∈Pmax(R/≡)(g(R̃i) = i⇒ R̃i ≤Pmax(R/≡) R̃j))),

whereg is defined with respect to the specific aggregation function as:
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Count
[|R|;≤|R|]

g : Pmax(R/≡)→ |R|, g(R̃) =
∑

Ra∈R̃

|Ra|

Example 7 (Count on an ordered relation)

Dominik

Marie,
Petr

David,
Adam,
Filip

Martina,
Roman

P atrik

Rudolf,
Andrea

Dominik, Patrik

Dom., Pat.,
Marie, Petr

Dom., Pat.,
Dav., Adam,
Filip

Dom., Pat.,
Rud., Andr.

Dom., Pat.,
Marie, Petr,
Dav., Adam,
Filip

Dom., Pat.,
Marie, Petr,
Rud., Andrea

Dom., Pat.,
Dav., Adam,
Filip, Rud.,
Andrea

Dom., Pat., Marie, Petr, Dav.,
Adam, Filip, Martina, Roman

Dom., Pat., Marie, Petr, Dav.,
Adam, Filip, Rud., Andrea

Dom., Pat., Marie, Petr, Dav., Adam,
Filip, Rud., Andrea, Martina, Roman

2

4 5 4

7 6 7

9 9

11
2

4 5

6 7
9

11

First we count the most preferred elements. Then the the lesspreferred elements are added. The rule is
that we never add the elements that are in the hierarchy of theinput ordering below the elements that
we have not counted yet. The rationale behind this rule is that one always chooses the best elements
possible. In this way, we get a lattice ordering of sets containing the maximal number of elements
with the preference higher or equal to certain level. Then the classical count operation is applied and
finally the resulting ordering determined.

The semantic of this final determination can be seen on the couple of 4 and 7 for instance: For any set
of 7 elements having been chosen as the most preferred ones, there is its subset containing 4, more
or equally preferred, elements. The elements with an equal preference are always taken into account
together.
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Max
[(−∞; max{r.A|r ∈ R}〉;≤(−∞;max{r.A|r∈R}〉]

g : Pmax(R/≡)→ (−∞; max{r.A|r ∈ R}〉, g(R̃) = max{r.A|∃Ra ∈ R/≡ (r.A ∈ Ra∧Ra ∈ R̃)}

Min
[〈min{r.A|r ∈ R};∞);≤〈min{r.A|r∈R};∞)]

g : Pmax(R/≡)→ 〈min{r.A|r ∈ R};∞), g(R̃) = min{r.A|∃Ra ∈ R/≡ (r.A ∈ Ra∧Ra ∈ R̃)}

Sum
[R;≤Sum(R)],

g : Pmax(R/≡)→ R, g(R̃) =
∑

∃Ra∈R/≡(r.A∈Ra∧Ra∈R̃)

r.A

Average

[R;≤Avg(R)],

g : Pmax(R/≡)→ R, g(R̃) =

∑
∃Ra∈R/≡(r.A∈Ra∧Ra∈R̃) r.A∑

Ra∈R̃ |Ra|

3.3. Arithmetic

We will consider a triplet of a relationR with a preference relation≤R and basic arithmetic operations –
denoted⊕:

[R;≤R;⊕]

⊕ : [R1;≤R1 ][A]× [R2;≤R2 ][B]→ [R;≤R1[A]⊕R2[B]]

where

∀i, j ∈ R

(
i ≤R1[A]⊕R2[B] j ⇔

∃rm ∈ R1, rn ∈ R2

(
rm.A⊕rn.B = j ∧ ∀rk ∈ R1, rl ∈ R2

(
rk.A⊕rl.B = i ⇒ (rk, rl) ≤R×R (rm, rn)

)))

Example 8 (Subtraction on an ordered relation) Let’s consider two input relations of programmers and
managers respectively. We are interested in their names andyears of practice only. The ordering reflects
the preference based on their, say, proficiency. The question is: “What is the difference of years of practice
between the most proficient programmers and managers?” We clearly need the arithmetic operation of
subtraction.
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Dominik, 20

Marie,19
David, 16
Adam, 15

Martina, 14

Patrik, 15

Rudolf, 22

–
Ronald, 6

Andrea, 11

=

20-6

19-6 20-11
16-6
15-6

19-11 14-6
16-11
15-11

14-1115-6

22-6 15-11

22-11

14
13 9 10

9

8 8 5
4

39
16 4

11

14 9

13 10 164

85 11

3

We have to consider all the possible couples of programmers and managers. The relation of these couples is
ordered as ordered pairs of numbers. After performing the subtraction, the resulting ordering is determined.

The semantic of this final determination can be seen on the couple of 9 and 8 for instance: For any couple
of a programmer and a manager having the difference of years of practise 8, there is another couple of a
programmer and a manager that is above this couple in the hierarchy of preference and whose difference
of years of practice is 9.

4. Conclusion

By means of redefinition of theminimal set of relational algebra operations, aggregation functions and
arithmetic, we get operations corresponding to all the operations that we have in the relational database
framework. Thus we maintain the expressive power of the classical relational model. As the new operations
operate on and return ordered relations, we are able to handle an extra information of preference represented
by an ordering. The result is the ability to retrieve more accurate data.

List of Symbols

[a, b] an ordered pair ofa andb
R(φ) a restriction of the relationR – the tuples satisfying a conditionφ
R[A] a projection of the relationR on the set of attributes A – subtuples of the relation R
≤A an ordering relation with an indexA (just a label)
≤A a restriction of the ordering relation≤ on the setA
≤AB a restriction of the ordering relation≤A on the setB
(≤)a a powera of the ordering relation≤
≡ an equivalence relation
R/ ≡ = {Ra|Ra ⊆ R ∧ a ∈ Ra ∧ ∀r ∈ R(r ∈ Ra ⇔ r ≡ a)}
P(A) = {B|B ⊆ A}
r.A the value that a tupler ∈ R acquires on an attributeA
⊕ the general arithmetic operation (+,−,×,÷, . . .)
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Precedence Operation Symbol
higher projection R[A]
↑ restriction R(φ)
↑ product ×
↑ difference \

lower union, intersection ∪, ∩

Table 1: Precedence of relation algebra operations
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Abstrakt

V tomto článku popisuji digitálnı́ knihovny, jejich vznik, definice, srovnánı́ s klasickými knihov-
nami a seznamuji s principy vytvářenı́ digitálnı́ch knihoven. Jelikož se ve své disertačnı́ práci specializuji
zejména na lékařské zprávy, soustřed’uji se v článku hlavně na digitálnı́ knihovny v medicı́ně. V druhé
části se zabývám problematikou strukturalizace digitálnı́ informace a systémy umožňujı́cı́ sjednocován´ı
elektronických zdravotnických dokumentů jako je např. SNOMED, slovnı́k MeSH nebo jazyk UMLS.

1. Úvod

Od poloviny devadesátých let minulého stoletı́ je pojemdigitálnı́ knihovny (digital libraries) velmi frekven-
tovaně použı́ván. Vyhledávacı́ nástroj Google při zadánı́ termı́nu ”digital library” našel v červnu 2004
přibližně 7 760 000 záznamů.

Termı́n ”digitálnı́ knihovna” je nejnovějšı́m označenı́m v dlouhé sérii názvů pro pojem, který byl popisov´an
skoro od samého vzniku vývoje prvnı́ch počı́tačů.

Už v roce 1975 psal V. Bush o ”memexu”, počı́tačové aplikaci pro zı́skávánı́ informacı́. I když šlo o me-
chanické zařı́zenı́ založené na technologii mikrofilmu, předjı́mal tento nástroj myšlenku hypertextů. Au-
tomatizace knihoven se začala rozvı́jet začátkem 50. let 20. stoletı́ pomocı́ děrovacı́ch štı́tků. V roce 1965 J.
C. R. Licklider poprvé použil spojenı́ ”knihovna budoucnosti”, která popisovala jeho vizi plně počı́tačové
knihovny. Skoro o 10 let později, v roce 1978 napsal F. W. Lancaster o blı́žı́cı́ se ”bezpapı́rové knihovně”.
Zhruba ve stejné době, v roce 1974, T. Nelson vynalezl a pojmenoval hypertext a hyperprostor. S postupem
času se ještě začaly objevovat termı́ny jako ”elektronická knihovna”, ”virtuálnı́ knihovna”, ”knihovna beze
stěn”, ”bionická knihovna” a dalšı́.

Relativně nové použitı́ termı́nu ”digitálnı́ knihovna” vzniklo z Iniciativy digitálnı́ch knihoven (Digital Li-
braries Initiative), která byla založena spolupracı́ National Science Foundation, Advanced Research Projects
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Agency a National Aeronautics and Space Administration v USA. Náhlý prudký nárůst internetu a rozvoj
grafických webových prohlı́žečů donutil v roce 1994 tyto nadace, aby vydaly 24,4 milionů dolarů šesti
americkým univerzitám na výzkum digitálnı́ch knihoven (Pool 1994). Tento termı́n se rychle uchytil mezi
informatiky, knihovnı́ky i v dalšı́ch profesı́ch.

Význam pojmu digitálnı́ knihovna ale nenı́ tak jasný, jak by se na prvnı́ pohled mohlo zdát. Nejprve si
uved’me několik definic, vymezujı́cı́ tento pojem:

Digitálnı́ knihovna je spravovaná sbı́rka informacı́ spolu s odpovı́dajı́cı́mi službami, přičemž informace jsou
uloženy v digitálnı́ podobě a jsou dostupné prostřednictvı́m sı́tě (Arms 2000). Tato definice zdůrazňuje, že
to nejsou pouze digitálnı́ informace, které tvořı́ digitálnı́ knihovny, ale hlavnı́mi aspekty je jejich struktural-
izace, kontext, správa, různé služby a to vše pomocı́ počı́tačové sı́tě.

I. H. Witten a D. Bainbridge popisujı́ digitálnı́ knihovnujako cı́lenou sbı́rku digitálnı́ch objektů, která
zahrnuje objekty textové, vizuálnı́ a zvukové, spolu s metodami pro jejich zpřı́stupněnı́ a zı́skávánı́, stejně
jako pro výběr, organizaci a uchovávánı́ (Witten, Bainbridge 2003).

Podle D. J. Waterse jsou digitálnı́ knihovny organizace, které poskytujı́ zdroje (včetně specializovaného
materiálu) umožňujı́cı́ provádět výběr, strukturovánı́ a zpřı́stupněnı́ sbı́rek digitálnı́ch pracı́,tyto práce dále
distribuovat, udržovat jejich integritu a dlouhodobě uchovávat - a to vše s ohledem na snadné a ekonomické
využitı́ určitou komunitou nebo množinou komunit uživatelů (Waters 1998). I v této definici je zdůrazněna
systematičnost uchovávánı́ digitálnı́ch sbı́rek a také připomı́ná, že digitálnı́ knihovna je vytvářenaa sloužı́
pro potřeby určité konkrétnı́ komunity uživatelů.

Digitálnı́ knihovny jsou tedy organizace, které využı́vajı́ a zobrazujı́ množstvı́ zdrojů, zejména in-
telektuálnı́ch zdrojů, které jsou zahrnuty ve specializovaných materiálech, ale nejsou organizovány stejným
stylem jako tradičnı́ knihovny. I přesto, že zdroje digitálnı́ch knihoven sloužı́ podobným funkcı́m jako
tradičnı́ knihovny, jsou to knihovny v mnoha směrech odlišné. Napřı́klad ukládánı́ a vyhledávánı́ je závislé
pouze a jenom na počı́tačı́ch a sı́t’ových systémech, na systémech vyžadujı́cı́ch spı́šetechnické dovednosti
než dovednosti pravého knihovnı́ka či člověka pracujı́cı́ho v kartotékách.

Jaké jsou tedy hlavnı́ znaky digitálnı́ch knihoven:

• Cı́lem je, aby měl uživatel jednotný přı́stup k relevantnı́m digitálnı́m informacı́m a to bez ohledu na
jejich formu, formát, způsob a mı́sto uloženı́.

• Hlavnı́m problémem nenı́ digitalizace fyzického materiálu, ale jeho organizace, strukturovánı́ a
správa.

• Digitálnı́ knihovna nenı́ chápána jako uzavřený objekt. V literatuře se proto častěji užı́vá množné
čı́slo - digitálnı́ knihovny.

• Digitálnı́ knihovny vyžadujı́ sı́t’ové technologie, kterou umožňujı́ propojenı́ informaˇcnı́ch zdrojů.

• Digitálnı́ knihovny nejsou vázány na dokumenty v tištˇené formě.

Vlastnosti digitálnı́ch knihoven

Jak uvádı́ S. Makulová ve svém článku, je potřeba se zamyslet nad tı́m, do jaké mı́ry by měly mı́t digitálnı́
knihovny vlastnosti tradičnı́ knihovny. Je zřejmé, žedigitálnı́ knihovny majı́ plno funkcı́, které nenajdeme
u tradičnı́ch knihoven. Na druhou stranu, digitálnı́m knihovnám chybı́ mnoho funkcı́ tradičnı́ knihovny a
proto je potřeba si položit otázku, které funkce tradiˇcnı́ch knihoven by měly zůstat zachované.

V následujı́cı́ tabulce jsou porovnávány vlastnosti digitálnı́ch knihoven v nejužšı́m chápánı́, které je
založené na tradičnı́ch knihovnách, až po nejvolnějšı́ chápánı́ digitálnı́ch knihoven, které je založeno na
současném internetu (Harter 1996).
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ÚZKÉ CHÁPÁNÍ (založené na
tradičnı́ch knihovnách)

ŠIRŠ́I CHÁPÁNÍ (střed mezi
oběma krajnı́mi možnostmi)

NEJŠIRŠ́I CHÁPÁNÍ (volně
založené na současném inter-
netu)

informačnı́mi zdroji jsou objekty informačnı́mi zdroji je většina
objektů

informačnı́mi zdroji může být
cokoli

objekty jsou vybı́rány podle
kvality

některé objekty jsou vybı́rány na
základě kvality

žádná kontrola kvality; žádné
překážky při ukládánı́ objektů

objekty jsou uloženy na fyz-
ickém mı́stě

objekty se nacházejı́ na logickém
mı́stě a mohou být distribuovány

objekty nejsou umı́stěny ani na
fyzickém ani na logickém mı́stě

objekty jsou organizované objekty nejsou organizované
objekty procházejı́ kontrolou
odbornı́ků

je zde částečná kontrola
odbornı́ky

žádná kontrola

objekty jsou fixnı́ (neměnı́ se) objekty se měnı́ standardizo-
vaným způsobem

objekty jsou nestabilnı́ (kdykoli
se mohou měnit )

objekty jsou trvalé (nezmizı́) zmizenı́ objektů je kontrolováno objekty jsou pomı́jivé (mohou
kdykoli zmizet)

důležitým pojmem je autorstvı́ pojem autorstvı́ je oslaben bez autora
přı́stup k objektům je limitován
pouze specifickým skupinám
uživatelů

přı́stup k některým objektům je
limitován specifickým skupinám
uživatelů

přı́stup k čemukoli je umožněn
komukoli

k dispozici jsou nabı́dnuty
služby, jako napřı́klad referenčnı́
asistence

jedinými službami jsou ty, které
umožňuje počı́tačový software
(umělá inteligence)

existujı́ lidštı́ specialisté (kni-
hovnı́ci)

neexistujı́ žádnı́ knihovnı́ci

existuje definovaná skupina
uživatelů

některé skupiny objektů majı́
sdružené skupiny uživatelů

nejsou definované žádné skupiny
uživatelů

Tabulka 1: Vlastnosti digitálnı́ch knihoven.

Principy vytv ářenı́ digit álnı́ch knihoven

Vytvořenı́ digitálnı́ knihovny je velmi nákladné. Neˇz se začne s vytvářenı́m takové knihovny,je potřeba m´ıt
na paměti několik základnı́ch principů, které představujı́ základ návrhu, implementacea spravovánı́ jak´ekoli
digitálnı́ knihovny. Podle A. T. McCray a M. E. Gallagher (2001) existuje 10 základnı́ch principů:

1.Předv́ıdat zm̌eny. Změna technologiı́ může přinést problémy. V současné době se technologie vyvı́jejı́ tak
rychle, že za nějakou dobu se může stát, že nemůžemeotevřı́t dokument uložen v nějakém staršı́m formátu.

2.Znát obsah. Pro uživatele je obsah tı́m nejdůležitějšı́m a nejhodnotnějšı́m aspektem digitálnı́ch knihoven.
Tvůrci digitálnı́ch knihoven proto musı́ rozhodnout o obsahu jejich digitálnı́ knihovny, což znamená, že
musı́ vybrat objekty, které zde budou obsaženy, digitalizovat položky, které jsou pouze v analogové formě,
označit položky standardizovaným jazykem jako je Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) a
přiřadit metadata, která budou popisovat obsah a dalš´ı atributy jednotlivých objektů.

3. Zapojit spŕavńe osoby. Ideálnı́ by bylo zahrnout osoby z různých prostředı́,které nabı́zejı́ množstvı́
odborných znalostı́ z různých oborů, které přispějı́ k budovánı́ digitálnı́ knihovny. Nejdůležitějš´ı jsou
samozřejmě dva obory: informatika a knihovnictvı́. Informatici si uvědomujı́ možnosti i omezenı́ tech-
nologie a jsou to vlastně oni, kdo vytvářı́ systém. Knihovnı́ci jsou ”strážci” informačnı́ch zdrojů, kteřı́
nejenom že rozumı́ potřebám různých skupin, ale takéotázkám vztahujı́cı́m se k uchovávánı́ materiálů pro
nepřetržitý přı́stup a použitı́.

4. Navrhnout poǔzitelńy syst́em. Většina digitálnı́ch knihoven je přı́stupná přes internet pomocı́ webových
technologiı́, i když to nenı́ nezbytný znak digitálnı́ch knihoven. Jelikož jsou ale výhody webu tak veliké,
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většina současných digitálnı́ch knihoven je tvořena tak, aby byla takto přı́stupná. Většina úspěšných tvůrců
webových stránek počı́tá s mnoha faktory, jako jsou napřı́klad technické odlišnosti mezi počı́tači a we-
bovými prohlı́žeči, což zahrnuje i rychlost přı́stupu, a také rozdı́ly mezi uživateli. Prohlı́žeče se liš´ı v tom,
jak zobrazujı́ informace, i když použı́vajı́ stejné základnı́ komunikačnı́ protokoly (např. http nebo FTP) a
standardnı́ značkovacı́ jazyky (jako jsou HTML nebo XML).Jelikož si uživatelé mohou změnit předem
nastavené prostředı́, čı́mž se rozumı́ velikost pı́sma a dalšı́ parametry, je lepšı́ vždy vytvářet jednoduchý
interface.

5.Zajistit otev̌rený přı́stup. Zajištěnı́ otevřeného přı́stupu je blı́zce spojenos otázkami využitelnosti. Jednı́m
způsobem, jak se dá tohoto docı́lit, je vyhnout se použitı́ chráněného hardwaru a softwaru. Je rozumné
vytvářet obsah za pomoci komerčně přı́stupných systémů a nástrojů a vyhnout se specializovanému soft-
waru a hardwaru, který by byl nutný k zı́skánı́ informac´ı.

6. Dávat si pozor na autorsḱa práva. Možnou hrozbou otevřenému přı́stupu k informacı́m semohou stát
problémy ohledně intelektuálnı́ho vlastnictvı́. Existujı́cı́ intelektuálnı́ vlastnictvı́ a autorská právaposkytujı́
ekonomickou a právnı́ ochranu vydavatelům. V současnédobě nejsou jasné odpovědi na otázky ohledně
uplatňovánı́ intelektuálnı́ho vlastnictvı́ na informace, které jsou v digitálnı́ podobě. Internet a web vyvinuly
skupiny, které věřily ve sdı́lenı́ informacı́ a ne v omezený přı́stup. To vedlo k dojmu, že cokoli je volně na
webu přı́stupné, může být dále distribuováno. Lid´e, vytvářejı́cı́ digitálnı́ knihovny, by měly mı́t povolenı́
majitele autorských práv k digitalizaci materiálů. V ideálnı́m přı́padě by měl tento majitel označit citlivé
informace a zanechat instrukce, jak s nimi má býti pracov´ano.

7.Automatizovat kdykoli to p̊ujde. Jelikož budovánı́ digitálnı́ knihovny klade velké n´aroky na ty, kteřı́ systém
vytvářejı́, čı́m automatizovanějšı́ nástroje se vybudujı́ a budou použı́vat, tı́m lépe se zužitkujı́ vložené lidské
zdroje. Tyto nástroje musı́ být jednoduché na použı́v´anı́.

8. Osvojit si a p̌ridr žovat se standard̊u. Použı́vánı́ standardů v systému má mnoho výhod. Aplikace jsou
přı́stupnějšı́ a schopné pracovat společně.

9.Zajistit kvalitu. Všechny části vytvářenı́ knihovny (výběr, vkládánı́ metadat, obrázků, využı́vánı́ systému)
by měly podléhat kvalitě. Nesprávná a nekompletnı́ data ovlivňujı́ kvalitu celé digitálnı́ knihovny. Tmavé,
zkreslené a necelé obrázky nejsou v digitálnı́ knihovně vı́tané. Digitalizovaná videa a audia musı́ být
pravidelně kontrolována, aby odpovı́dala současným audiovizuálnı́m nástrojům. Některé kroky kontroly
mohou být automatické, jiné vyžadujı́ zásah člověka.

10.Mějte na mysli p̌retrváváńı. V článku J. Rothenberga se dočteme o tom, že skupina 21 odbornı́ků zjistila,
že neexistuje žádný způsob, jak zaručit přetrváv´anı́ digitálnı́ch informacı́.

Při utvářenı́ digitálnı́ch knihoven, bychom měly přistupovat vážně k výše uvedeným bodům. S cenným
obsahem by se mělo zacházet s péčı́ a měl by být poskytován v nejvyššı́ možné kvalitě. Tento cenný obsah
by neměl zmizet. Měli bychom vědět, jak zacházet a chr´anit digitálnı́ materiál, aby se nestal zastaralým.
Mělo bychom se snažit o otevřený přı́stup ke všem znalostem.

Digit álnı́ knihovny v medicı́ně

Ve zdravotnickém prostředı́ potřebujı́ jak pacienti, tak i poskytovatelé zdravotnické péče rychlý a
jednoduchý přı́stup k široké škále webových zdroj˚u. Pacienti a jejich rodiny potřebujı́ informace, které
jim vysvětlı́ jejich osobnı́ situaci a lékaři potřebujı́ informace, které se vztahujı́ k jednotlivým pacientům.
Tyto informace mohou lékaři pomoci při výběru pouze efektivnı́ch zákroků a diagnostických testů, mo-
hou mu pomoci, aby nepřehlédnul nějakou diagnózu a aby minimalizoval možné komplikace. Nejnovějšı́
medicı́nské informace, pokud jsou popsány srozumiteln´ym jazykem, mohou zmocnit pacienty, aby převzali
kontrolu nad svým zdravı́m, aby se dozvěděli o prevenci astali se informovanějšı́mi při volbách týkajı́cı́ch
se jejich léčby.

Na webu je možno najı́t několik takovýchto medicı́nských digitálnı́ch knihoven. Jedná se napřı́klad Med-
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linePlus (http://medlineplus.gov/), což je největšı́medicı́nská knihovna vytvořená Národnı́ lékařskoukni-
hovnou v USA. Na informace v MedlinePlus se dá spolehnout, jsou ověřené a vždy aktualizované. V Med-
linePlus můžete najı́t informace o vı́ce než 650 nemocech. Nacházı́ se zde také seznam lékařů a nemocnic,
lékařská encyklopedie, lékařský slovnı́k, rozsáhlé informace o lécı́ch na předpis i bez předpisu a odkazyna
tisı́ce klinických experimentů.

ClinicalTrials.gov (http://clinicaltrials.gov/) poskytuje pravidelně aktualizované informace o klinických
výzkumech na lidských dobrovolnı́cı́ch, poskytuje informace a cı́lech experimentů, kdo se jich může
účastnit, mı́sta, kde se experimenty provádı́ a dalšı́informace.

Virtual Children’s Hospital (http://www.vh.org/pediatric/) je digitálnı́ knihovna shromažd’ujı́cı́ informace
z pediatrie a přı́buzných oborů. Cı́lem tohoto projektuje zpřı́stupňovánı́ těchto informacı́ v co největš´ı mı́ře
a hlavně v organizované podobě.

The Virtual Naval Hospital (http://www.dlib.org/dlib/may99/05dalessandro.html) je digitálnı́ knihovna
lékařských věd pro Námořnictvo Spojených států amerických.

Dalšı́ digitálnı́ knihovnou je PERSIVAL (PErsonalized Retrieval and Summarization of Image, Video and
Language) (http://persival.cs.columbia.edu/), jehož primárnı́m účelem je snadný přı́stup k lékařským infor-
macı́m i literatuře v digitálnı́ knihovně, a to jak pro poskytovatele zdravotnı́ péče, tak pro pacienty.

Problematika strukturalizace digit álnı́ informace

V této části bych se zaměřila na některé problémy, které souvisı́ s využitı́m textové informace uložené
v digitálnı́ podobě z pohledu jejı́ho využitı́ v biomedicı́nských oborech a ve zdravotnictvı́.

S každým dnem se svět zdravotnictvı́ stává o něco menˇsı́m dı́ky tomu, že medicı́nské znalosti a péče o pa-
cienty jsou sdı́leny bez ohledu na geografické hranice. Zároveň se ale navyšuje množstvı́ informacı́, které
musı́ lékaři skladovat, sdı́let a vyhledávat, aby mohliefektivně pokračovat ve své práci. Různé zdravotnické
záznamy se musı́ sjednocovat a to nejenom během pacientova života, ale i mezi různými skupinami pacientů
a mezi celými populacemi, aby se tak mohla zajistit ta nejlepšı́ a správná léčba, aby se mohli sledovat trendy
nemocı́, atd.

Aby došlo ke sjednocenı́ lékařské terminologie, vytvořili např. v Národnı́ lékařské knihovně v USA jazyk
UMLS (Unified Medical Language System). Cı́lem tohoto jazyka je umožnit rozvoj počı́tačových systémů,
které by se chovaly jakoby ”rozuměly” významu biomedic´ınského a zdravotnického jazyka. Národnı́
lékařská knihovna vytvářı́ a rozšiřuje znalostnı́zdroje UMLS (databáze) a přidružené softwarové nástroje
(programy), které využı́vajı́ vývojáři při budovánı́ a zlepšovánı́ elektronických informačnı́ch syst´emů, které
vytvářejı́, zpracovávajı́, vyhledávajı́, integruj´ı a shromažd’ujı́ biomedicı́nská a zdravotnická data a infor-
mace. Tyto UMLS databáze jsou také využı́vány v informatickém výzkumu. UMLS znalostnı́ zdroje
jsou univerzálnı́. Nejsou optimalizované pro jednotlivé aplikace, ale mohou být použı́vány v systémech,
které vykonávajı́ několik funkcı́ zahrnujı́cı́ch jeden nebo vı́ce druhů informacı́, např. v lékařských
zprávách, vědecké literatuře, doporučenı́ch, v datech veřejného zdravı́. Softwarové nástroje napomáhajı́
při přizpůsobovánı́ nebo využı́vánı́ UMLS znalostnı́ch zdrojů pro určité účely. Lexikálnı́ nástroje pracujı́
lépe v kombinaci s UMLS znalostnı́mi zdroji, ale mohou býtpoužı́vány i nezávisle.

Existujı́ tři UMLS znalostnı́ zdroje: Metathesaurus, Sémantická sı́t’ (Semantic Network) a Specializovaný
slovnı́k (SPECIALIST lexicon). Jsou rozšiřovány pomocı́ několika programů, které usnadňujı́ jejich

Metathesaurus je velice rozsáhlá, vı́ceúčelová a vı́cejazyčná lexikonová databáze, která zahrnuje informace
o biomedicı́nských, zdravotnických a jim přı́buzným pojmech. Dále obsahuje jejich různé názvy a vz-
tahy mezi nimi. Metathesaurus vznikl z elektronických verzı́ mnoha různých thesaurů, klasifikacı́, souborů
kódů a vyjmenovává regulované termı́ny, které se použı́vajı́ v péči o pacienta, při fakturaci zdravotnick´ych
služeb, ve veřejných zdravotnických statistikách, při indexovánı́ a katalogizaci biomedicı́nské literatury a
při základnı́m a klinickém výzkumu zdravotnických služeb. Hlavnı́m cı́lem Metathesauru je spojit alterna-
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tivnı́ názvy stejných pojmů a identifikovat užitečnévztahy mezi různými pojmy.

Cı́lem sémantické sı́tě je poskytovat konzistentnı́ kategorizaci všech pojmů zastoupených v UMLS Metathe-
sauru.

Specializovaný slovnı́k byl vytvořen za účelem poskytovánı́ lexikálnı́ch informacı́ potřebných pro speciali-
zovaný systém zpracovávajı́cı́ přirozený jazyk (SPECIALIST Natural Language Processing System - NLP).
Mělo by se jednat o veřejný anglický slovnı́k zahrnujı́cı́ mnoho biomedicı́nských termı́nů. Každý pojem
obsahuje syntaktické, morfologické a pravopisné informace, které jsou potřebné pro specializovaný NLP
systém.

Dalšı́ nástrojem pro zpracovávánı́ lékařských zpráv je SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of
Human and Veterinary Medicine). Jedná se o detailnı́ klinickou referenčnı́ terminologii, založenou na
kódovánı́, která se skládá z 344 549 pojmů vztahujı́cı́ch se ke zdravotnictvı́. Tato terminologie umožňuje
využı́vat zdravotnické informace kdykoli a kdekoli je topotřeba. SNOMED CT poskytuje ”společný jazyk”,
který umožňuje konzistentnı́ způsob zı́skávánı́, sdı́lenı́ a shromažd’ovánı́ zdravotnických dat od různých
klinických skupin mezi které patřı́ ošetřovatelstv´ı, medicı́na, laboratoře, lékárny i veterinárnı́ medicı́na.
Pojmy poskytujı́ společný jazyk pro komunikaci se zdravotnickými informacemi. SNOMED CT je dı́lem
rozsáhlé spolupráce mezi světovými znalci klinickéterminologie a je použı́ván ve vı́ce než 40 státech.

Diagnóza pomocı́ terminologie SNOMED může obsahovat topografický kód, morfologický kód, kód živého
organismu a funkčnı́ kód. Pokud existuje jasně definovaná diagnóza pro kombinaci těchto čtyř kódů, je
definován specializovaný diagnostický kód. Napřı́klad kód nemoci D-13510 (pneumokokový zánět plic) je
ekvivalentem pro kombinaci těchto kódů:

T-2800(topologický kód proplı́ce, nijak nespecifikované),

M-40000(morfologický kód prozánět, nijak nespecifikovaný) a

L-251166(prostreptokokov́y źanět plic) u živých organismů.

V souvislosti s medicı́nskou terminologiı́ bych ještě r´ada uvedla slovnı́k MeSH (Medical Subjekt Headings).
Jedná se o slovnı́k kontrolovaný opět Národnı́ lékařskou knihovnou v USA. Tvořı́ ho skupina pojmů, které
hierarchicky pojmenovávajı́ klı́čová slova a tato hierarchie napomáhá při vyhledávánı́ na různých úrovnı́ch
specifičnosti. Klı́čová slova v MeSH jsou uspořádánajak abecedně tak i hierarchicky. Na nejobecnějšı́
úrovni hierarchické struktury jsou široké pojmy jako např. ”anatomie” nebo ”mentálnı́ onemocněnı́”. Hier-
archie je jedenáctistupňová. Ve tomto tezauru se nacházı́ 22 568 klı́čových slov. Navı́c je zde ale vı́ce než
139 00 tak zvaných doplňkových záznamů, které jsou uloženy v odděleném tezauru. Národnı́ lékařská
knihovna využı́vá MeSH k indexovánı́ článků ze 4600 světových přednı́ch biomedicı́nských časopisů
pro MEDLINE/PubMED databázi. Využı́vá se také pro databázi katalogizujı́cı́ knihy, dokumenty a au-
diovizuálnı́ materiály, které Národnı́ lékařská knihovna potřebuje. Každý bibliografický odkaz je spojován
se skupinou termı́nů v MeSH a tyto termı́ny pak popisujı́ obsah položky. Podobně i vyhledávacı́ dotazy
použı́vajı́ slovnı́ zásobu z MeSH, aby našli články napožadované téma. Specialisté vytvářejı́cı́ MeSH
slovnı́k průběžně aktualizujı́ a kontrolujı́. Sbı́rajı́ nové pojmy, které se začı́najı́ objevovat ve vědecké lit-
eratuře nebo ve vznikajı́cı́ch oblastech výzkumu, definujı́ tyto pojmy v rámci obsahu existujı́cı́ho slovnı́ku
a doporučujı́ jejich přidánı́ do slovnı́ku MeSH.

Závěr

Ve zdravotnictvı́ je řada nástrojů pro strukturalizaciinformacı́, které jsou založené na anglickém jazyce a pro
český jazyk jsou tedy nepoužitelné. Z tohoto důvodu sesnažı́me o přı́stupy strukturalizace volného textu,
které jsou nezávislé na použitém jazyce. Pro český jazyk je předpokladem vytvořenı́ českého výkladového
terminologického slovnı́ku biomedicı́nských pojmů, který v současné době vytvářı́me v EuroMISE centru.
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Abstract

Piezoelectric resonator is the thin stick or wafer made of the piezoelectric material, with two or more
electrodes on its surface (see, e.g., [13]). In consequenceof harmonic electric loading, the resonator
oscillates. The most important parameters, describing thebehavior of the resonator, are itsresonance
frequencies- frequencies of the oscillations with maximal amplitudes in some characteristic directions.
Piezoelectric resonators are used, e.g., as stabilisatorsof frequencies of electric circuits, frequency filters,
sensors of nonelectric quantities. For piezoelectric materials, resonance frequencies are typically deter-
mined by experimental or analytical methods. Analytical methods are, however, applicable only for some
particular, simply posed problems and simply shaped resonators. The main disadvantage of the experi-
mental testing is its high cost.

In this paper the finite element (FEM) model of the piezoelectric resonator based on the physical
description of the piezoelectric material is described. Discretization of the problem then leads to a large
sparse linear algebraic system, which defines the generalized eigenvalue problem. Resonance frequencies
are subsequently found by solving this algebraic problem. Depending on the discretization parameters,
this problem may become large, which may complicate application of standard techniques known from
the literature. It should be pointed out, that typically we are not interested in all eigenvalues (resonance
frequencies). For determining of several of them it seems therefore appropriate to consider iterative meth-
ods. Based on the finite element discretization of the mathematical model, we wish to propose, implement
and test numerical algorithms for computing several resonance frequencies of piezoelectric resonators,
and compare our results with experimental measurements.

1. Physical description

A crystal made of piezoelectric material represents a structure in which the deformation and electric field
depend on each other. A deformation (impaction) of the crystal induces electric charge on the crystal’s
surface. On the other hand, subjecting a crystal to electricfield causes its deformation. In linear theory of
piezoelectrocity, derived by Tiersten in [11], this process is described by two constitutive equations - the
generalized Hook’s law(1) and theequation of the direct piezoelectric effect(2),

Tij = cijkl Skl − dkij Ek, i, j = 1, 2, 3, (1)

Dk = dkij Sij + εkj Ej, k = 1, 2, 3. (2)

Here, as in other similar terms troughout the thesis, we use the convention known as the Einstein’s additive
rule (aijbj =

∑3
j=1 aijbj , see e.g. [12]). The Hook’s law (1) describes dependence between thestress

tensorT, thestrain tensor S and thevector of intensity of electric fieldE,

Sij =
1

2

[
∂ũi
∂xj

+
∂ũj
∂xi

]
, i, j = 1, 2, 3, Ek = − ∂ϕ̃

∂xk
, k = 1, 2, 3,
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whereũ = (ũ1, ũ2, ũ3)
T is thedisplacement vectorandϕ̃ is theelectric potential. The strain tensorS

and the stress tensorT are symmetric [13]. The equation of the direct piezoelectric effect (2) describes the
dependence between thevector of electric displacementD, the strain and the intensity of electric field.
Quantitiescijkl, dkij andεij represent symmetric material tensors, playing role of the material constants.
From the conditions of the thermodynamic stability ([10], part II), tensorscijkl andεij have to be symmetric
and positive definite.

Computing of oscillation of the pureelastic continuumis solved by analytical methods or by discretization
of the continuum into lumped parameters, for which motion equations are solved. The finite element method
(FEM) represents nowadays one of the most important discretization method. It divides the continuum into
finite elements, where values of unknown functions in nodes of division are approximated with the help of
special basis functions. As a result a system of ordinary differential equations is obtained. For description
of widely used methods see e.g. in [3] or [4]. For piezoelectric continuum, oscillations of simply posed
problems are usually solved by analytical methods (a surveyof analytical methods is given in [13]). Exper-
imental measurements are in many cases too expensive and therefore impractical. Mathematical modelling
of more complicated settings require using of advanced numerical techniques. That is the motivation for
using FEM. Its basic formulation was published by Allik backin 1970 [1], but the rapid progress in FEM
modelling in piezoeletricity came in the last ten years.

1.1. Oscillation of the piezoelectric continuum

Consider resonator made of piezoelectric material with density ̺, characterized by material tensors. We
denote the volume of the resonator asΩ and its boundary asΓ. Behavior of the piezoelectric continuum
is governed, in some time range(0,T), by two differential equations: Newton’s law of motion (3)and the
quasistatic approximation of Maxwell’s equation (4) (see,e.g., [6]),

̺
∂2ũi
∂t2

=
∂Tij

∂xj
i = 1, 2, 3, x ∈ Ω, t ∈ (0,T), (3)

∇.D =
∂Dj

∂xj
= 0. (4)

Replacement ofT, resp.D in (3) and (4) with the expressions (1), resp. (2), gives

̺
∂2ũi
∂t2

=
∂

∂xj

(
cijkl

1

2

[
∂ũk
∂xl

+
∂ũl
∂xk

]
+dkij

∂ϕ̃

∂xk

)
i = 1, 2, 3, (5)

0 =
∂

∂xk

(
dkij

1

2

[
∂ũi
∂xj

+
∂ũj
∂xi

]
−εkj

∂ϕ̃

∂xj

)
. (6)

Initial conditions, Dirichlet boundary conditions and Neumann boundary conditions are added:

ũi(., 0) = ui, x ∈ Ω, (7)

ũi = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, x ∈ Γu,

Tijnj = fi, i = 1, 2, 3, x ∈ Γf ,

ϕ̃(., 0) = ϕ,

ϕ̃ = ϕD, x ∈ Γϕ

Dknk = q, x ∈ Γq,

where
Γu ∪ Γf = Γ, Γu ∩ Γf = ∅, Γϕ ∪ Γq = Γ, Γϕ ∩ Γq = ∅.

Right-hand sidefi represents mechanical excitation by external mechanical forces,q denotes electrical
excitation by imposing surface charge (in the case of free oscillations, they are both zero). Equations (5)-(6)
define the problem of harmonic oscillation of the piezoelectric continuum under given conditions (7). We
will discretize the problem using FEM.
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2. Weak formulation

Discretization of the problem (5)-(7) and the use of the finite element method is based on so calledweak
formulation. We briefly scetch the function spaces used in our weak formulation. We deal with the weak
formulation derived in [9], chapters 28-35. For more details we recommend the reader to this book. We
consider bounded domainΩ with Lipschitzian boundaryΓ. LetL2(Ω) be the Lebesgeue space of functions

square integrable inΩ. Sobolev spaceW (1)
2 (Ω) is made of functions fromL2(Ω), which have generalized

derivatives square integrable inΩ. To express values of functionu ∈W (1)
2 (Ω) on the boundaryΓ, thetrace

of functionu is established (see [9]; for function fromC(∞)(Ω), its trace is determined by its values on the
boundary).

Now, we establish

V (Ω) = {v|v ∈ W (1)
2 (Ω), v|Γ1 = 0 in the sence of traces},

the subspace ofW (1)
2 (Ω), made of functions, which traces fulfil the homogenous boundary conditions.

We derive the weak formulation in the standard way ([9], chapter 31). We multiply the equations (5) with
testing functionswi ∈ V (Ω), summarize and integrate them overΩ. As well, we multiply the equation
(6) with testing functionφ ∈ V (Ω) and integrate it overΩ. Using Green formula, we obtain the integral
equalities (boundary integrals are denoted with sharp brackets)

(
̺
∂2ũi
∂t2

, wi

)

Ω

+

(
cijkl

1

2

[
∂ũk
∂xl

+
∂ũl
∂xk

]
,
∂wi
∂xj

)

Ω

(8)

+

(
dkij

∂ϕ̃

∂xk
,
∂wi
∂xj

)

Ω

=

〈
fi, wi

〉

Γf

,

(
djik

1

2

[
∂ũi
∂xk

+
∂ũk
∂xi

]
,
∂φ

∂xj

)

Ω

−
(
εji

∂ϕ̃

∂xi
,
∂φ

∂xj

)

Ω

=

〈
q, φ

〉

Γq

. (9)

Let us denote

Rij =
1

2

[
∂wi
∂xj

+
∂wj
∂xi

]
, i, j = 1, 2, 3.

Due to the symmetry of material tensors, equations (8) and (9) are equivalent to simplified forms of integral
equalities, (

̺
∂2ũi
∂t2

, wi

)

Ω

+

(
cijkl Skl,Rij

)

Ω

+

(
dkij

∂ϕ̃

∂xk
,Rij

)

Ω

=

〈
fi, wi

〉

Γf

, (10)

(
djik Sik,

∂φ

∂xj

)

Ω

−
(
εji

∂ϕ̃

∂xi
,
∂φ

∂xj

)

Ω

=

〈
q, φ

〉

Γq

. (11)

Weak solution: Let

ũD ∈ ([W
(1)
2 (Ω)]3, C(2)(0,T)), ϕ̃D ∈ (W

(1)
2 (Ω), AC(0,T))

satisfy the Dirichlet boundary conditions (in the weak sence). Further, let

ũ0 ∈ ([W
(1)
2 (Ω)]3, C(2)(0,T)), ϕ0 ∈ (W

(1)
2 (Ω), AC(0,T))

be functions, for which equalities (10) and (11) are observed for all choices of testing functions

w = (w1, w2, w3) ∈ [V (Ω)]3, φ ∈ V (Ω).

Then we define theweak solutionof the problem (5)-(7) as

ũ = ũD + ũ0, ϕ̃ = ϕ̃D + ϕ̃0.

Weak solution, on the contrary to the classical solution, does not necesarilly have continuous spatial deriva-
tives of the 2nd order. The weak solution has generalized spatial derivatives and statisfies the integral iden-
tities (10), (11).
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3. Discretization of the problem

x

z

y

Figure 1: Division of a cubic crystal into layers and prizmatic elements

Figure 2: Division of a prizmatic element into three tetrahedrons 0125, 0153 a 1534

Finite element method constructs finite dimensional approximation of the weak solution. The domainΩ is
decomposed into a set offinite elements, where special basis functions are established. Then, weaksolution
as the linear combination of these basis functions is lookedfor. The partsuD, ϕD of the weak solution,
satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions, then can be explicitly expressed in the linear system, resulting
from discretization of the problem (10), (11), and are introduced in the paragraph 3.1.

In our case, we use the folowing FEM approximation. In two steps, we decompose the domainΩ (which is
the volume of the resonator) into the finite setEh of disjoint tetrahedral elements (the first step - shown in
the figure 1 - means the division into the layers and prizmaticelements, the second part the division of the
prizmatic elements into the tethrahedrons - figure 2). The domainΩ is approximated by the union of these
tethrahedrons,

Ω ∼ Ωh =
⋃

e∈Eh

e,
⋃

e∈Eh

e = Ω,

whereh denotes the discretization parameter (diam(e) < h ∀e ∈ Eh). The boundaryΓ is approximated as

Γh = ∂Ωh.

On the unionΩh, we construct the finite dimensional approximationV h(Ω) of the function spaceV (Ω).
Functions fromV h(Ω) are piecewise linear and continuous onΩh and are zero on the boundary. For each
tethrahedrone ∈ Eh, we define setΨh(e) of four linear multinomials,

ψei (x, y, z) = αe0i + αe1ix+ αe2iy + αe3iz. (12)

Consider an elemente = {s1, s2, s3, s4}. Its j-th nodesj has coordinates(xj , yj , zj). Basis functions can
be uniquely defined by its values at the nodessj of the element and have to satisfy

ψei (s
j) = δij , ψ

e
i |Ωh−e = 0 i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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The coefficientsα.i in (12) can be computed by inverting the matrix of node’s coordinates (see, e.g. [8]).
For each tethrahedron, the basis is made of four these linearmultinomials. They generate the function space
V h(e),

V h(e) = {ψh|supp(ψh) ⊂ e, ψh ∈W 1
2 (e), ψh|Ω−e = 0}.

The union

Ψh(Ω) =
⋃

e∈Eh

Ψh(e)

forms the basis of function space

V h(Ω) =
⋃

e∈Eh

V h(e),

which is the finite dimensional approximation of the spaceV (Ω)1. The global approximations of the electric
potential and displacement, lying in the spaceV h(Ω), are:

ũhi (x) =
∑

ψh
j ∈Ψh

uji (t)ψ
h
j (x), uji : (0,T)→ R, x ∈ Ω, i = 1, 2, 3, (13)

ϕ̃h(x) =
∑

ψh
j ∈Ψh

ϕj(t)ψhj (x), ϕj : (0,T)→ R, x ∈ Ω,

and for its derivatives holds

∂ũhi
∂xi

(x) =
∑

ψh
j ∈Ψh

uji (t)
∂ψhj
∂xi

(x),
ϕ̃h

∂xi
(x) =

∑

ψh
j ∈Ψh

ϕj(t)
∂ψhj
∂xi

(x). (14)

Let the nodes of the division and the global basis functions be numbered, (ψh1 , ..., ψ
h
r ). We denote

UT = (u1
1(t), u

1
2(t), u

1
3(t), u

2
1(t), u

2
2(t), u

2
3(t), ..., u

r
1(t), u

r
2(t), u

r
3(t)), (15)

ΦT = (ϕ1
1(t), ϕ

1
2(t), ϕ

1
3(t), ϕ

2
1(t), ϕ

2
2(t), ϕ

2
3(t), ..., ϕ

r
1(t), ϕ

r
2(t), ϕ

r
3(t)). (16)

U andΦ are values of displacement and electric potential at the nodes of division in timet. The approxima-
tions (13) are piecewise linear onΩh, approximations of derivatives are piecewise constant (inthe spatial
variable). We substitute approximations (13) and (14) intointegral equalities (10) and (11). We require to
them to be fulfiled for all basis functionsψhs , s ∈ r̂,

(
cijkl Sh

kl,R
h
ij

)

Ω

+

(
̺
∂2ũhi
∂t2

, ψhs

)

Ω

+

(
dkij

∂ϕ̃h

∂xk
,Rh

ij

)

Ω

=

〈
fi, ψ

h
s

〉

Γf

, (17)

(
djik Shik,

∂ψhs
∂xj

)

Ω

−
(
εji

∂ϕ̃h

∂xi
,
∂ψhs
∂xj

)

Ω

=

〈
q, ψhs

〉

Γq

. (18)

The system of ordinary differential equations for values ofdisplacement and potential in the nodes of
division results, having block structure

MÜ + KU + P
TΦ = F, (19)

PU + EΦ = Q. (20)

The submatrixK ∈ R3r,3r is the elastic matrix,M ∈ R3r,3r is the massmatrix,P ∈ Rr,3r is the piezoelec-
tric matrix andE ∈ Rr,r is the electric matrix. MatricesK,M,E are symmetric. VectorsF andQ represent

1The basis functions defined on nearby elements, which belongto the same nodei of division, form together one global basis
function. This function is normalized to have value one in the nodei.
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the mechanical and electrical excitation, respectively. Fare nodal forces, resp. Q nodal charges. Each matrix
has also the block structure (for definition, see [8]),

K =




K11 K12 ... K1r

K21 K22 ... K2r

... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...
Kr1 Kr2 ... Krr




, (21)

Kpq ∈ R3,3,

M =




M11 M12 ... M1r

M21 M22 ... M2r

... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...
Mr1 Mr2 ... Mrr




, (22)

Mpq ∈ R3,3,

P =




P11 P12 ... P1r

P21 P22 ... P2r

...
... s

...
...

... s
...

Pr1 Pr2 ... Prr



, (23)

Ppq ∈ R3,1,

E = −




E11 ... E1r

E21 ... E2r

...
...

Er1 ... Err


 , (24)

where
Epq ∈ R.

3.1. Boundary conditions

We deal with Dirichlet boundary conditions (7) for displacement and electric potential. The introduction
of the boundary conditions is sketched on the fig. 3. First case is the homogenous boundary condition for
displacementu2. Let there be in some nodes prescribed zero displacements (on the fig.3 marked with gray
color). Then proper columns of the matrix (marked with gray color) are multiplied by zeros and can be
eliminated. So can be eliminated the prescribed variables from the vector of unknowns. Now, the number
of equation is bigger than the number of unknows, thus the rows (marked with gray color) belonging to the
known variables can be eliminated. The resulting submatricesK andM are symmetric and positive definite
(due to the positive definiteness of material tensors, see e.g. [5], chapter 20).

The similar situation occurs, when zero electric potentialis prescribed3. Proper columns and rows can be
eliminated and submatrixE becomes positive definite.

2It is possible to prescribe here the nonhomogenous displacement, but in practice, the zero displacement is established, e.g. due to
resonator mounting.

3E.g. by the grounding of the resonator.
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In the case of nonhomogenous Dirichlet boundary conditionsfor electric potential, there are some differ-
ences. The part of the vector with prescribed values is marked with the grid. The proper columns of the
matrix are multiplied by prescribed values and the resulting vector can be set to the right-hand side of the
linear system. The rows (marked with the grid) belonging to the known variables can be eliminated. Re-
sulting matrixE is symmetric and positive definite. The linear system with different right-hand side results,
with deflated matrix,

M̂Ü + K̂U + P̂
TΦ = F + Fϕ, (25)

P̂U− ÊΦ = Q + Qϕ. (26)

Fϕ represents generated electric force,Qϕ generated surface charge.

Figure 3: Introduction of boundary conditions into the linear system

3.2. Input errors of the model

In the process of derivation of the model, we have made some simplifications on the physical reality. Further,
we must deal with other errors resulting from the used methods.

We use the linear approximationuh ∈ V h(Ω) of the weak solutionu ∈ W (1)
2 (Ωh). The theory of approxi-

mation error is introduced e.g. in [2], we only mention here,that for our problem the global approximation
estimate is propotional toh,

||u− uh||
W

(1)
2
∼ O(h).

The same holds for approximation error for weak solution of potentialϕ.

Using the numerical integration of constant, linear or quadratic functions on the tetrahedral elements, we
don’t generate other error.

First simplification was made in establishing the piezoelectric equations of state. In the Hook’s law, resp.
Maxwell’s equation, we used the linear dependance of the strain on the deformation - in the reality, this
dependance is nonlinear and material tensors of higher orders must be used (see e.g. [13]), multiplied by
the higher derivatives of displacement and potential. By this simplification, the error of orderO(h2) is
generated, which is less then the error made by linear approximation.

4. Dimension of the problem

The size of the matrices in (19) depends on the number of the nodes in division, sayr. From (21)-(24) can
be seen that the sizes of the submatrices are

K,M ∈ R3r,3r,E ∈ Rr,r,P ∈ Rr,3r.
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The submatrices are sparse. The blocksKpq,Mpq,Epq,Ppq (according to the terms (21)-(24)),p, q ∈ r̂,
are nonzero only ifp = q or if nodessp andsq have common edge. For our scheme of discretization, the
number of nonzero blocks in each submatrix is proportional to 12r (in the worst case).

When Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed, the dimension of the submatrices decreases,

K̂, M̂ ∈ R3r1,3r1 , Ê ∈ Rr2,r2 , P̂ ∈ Rr2,3r1 ,

wherer1 is number of the nodes, where no Dirichlet BC for the displacement are precribed,r2 is number
of the nodes with no prescribed Dirichlet BC for the potential.

4.1. Points of interest

Let us write the system (25), (26) with introduced boundary conditions as

MÜ + KU + P
TΦ = F̃, (27)

PU− EΦ = Q̃, (28)

where on the right-hand side are sums of external and generated forces, resp. charges. The submatrices
(here written without hats) have the properties described in paragraph 3.1. This system describes the general
oscillation of piezoelectric element, with mechanical or electrical excitation. There are several ways to deal
with this equation. Widely used method in is so calledstatic condensation: substituting the potential from
the second equation

Φ = E
−1(PU− Q̃)

into the first equation to get one equation for the displacement,

MÜ + K
⋆U = F̃ + P

T
E
−1Q̃,

where
K
⋆ = K− P

T
E
−1

P.

4.2. Free oscillation

The core of the behavior of oscillating the piezoelectric continuum lies in its free oscillation (when external
excitaion is zero). Free oscillations (and computed eigenfrequencies) tells, when the system under external
excitation can get to the resonance. Let us assume the harmonic oscillations, therefore

̺Ü = −ω2U,

whereω is the frequency of oscillation. There are two kinds of free oscillations of a piezoelectric system.

In the first case, the electrodes are open, and the eigenfrequencies of the system can be found by solving
eigenvalue problem, (

K− ω2M PT

P E

) (
U
Φ

)
=

(
0
0

)
. (29)

Static condensation gives
MÜ + K

⋆U = 0.

The equation is similar to pure elastic case, only elastic matrix K
⋆ contains the term representing the elec-

tromechanical coupling. Eigenfrequencies can be found by solving the eigenvalue problem

(K⋆ − ω2
M)U = 0.

These eigenfrequencies are calledantiresonance frequencies. In antiresonance frequency, the system oscil-
lates with maximal impedance.
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In the second case, electrodes are short-circuited, and forthin piezoelectric layers electric potential is zero
in the whole volume (Φ = 0). The problem reduces to the standard elastic oscillation case,

MÜ + KU = 0.

Eigenfrequencies of the system can be found by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem,

(K− ω2
M)U = 0.

Matrix M is positive definite (say of ordern), so the problem hasn eigenvalues and eigenvectors as solution.
Frequenciesω1, ..., ωn are calledresonance frequencies. In resonance frequency, the system oscillates with
minimal impedance.

4.3. Damped oscillation

We only mention here, that if we deal with structural dampingof the piezoelectric material, the first gov-
erning equation extends of damping term,

MÜ + HU̇ + KU + P
TΦ = F,

whereH is the structural damping matrix

H = αM + βK,

whereα andβ are positive numbers,α+ β = 1.

4.4. Static problem

For the static case, the problem reduces to solving the system of linear equations,

KU + P
TΦ = F, (30)

PU− EΦ = Q.

5. Numerical solution

For discretization and compilation of the global matrix, wehave developed our own code. For solving the
eigenvalue problem (29), we use the procedures from the Lapack++, resp. Arpack++ library, available on
the internet. From Lapack++ (see [3]), we use algorithm based on generalized Schur decomposition. These
algorithms solve the complete eigenvalue problem. From Arpack++ (see [4]), we use algorithm based on
shift-invert method combined with LU factorization. This algorithm, in contrast to Lapack++ code, solve
the partial eigenvalue problem and deal with the fact, that matrices are sparse.

6. Remarks

The mathematical model for computing the resonance frequencies of the piezoelectric resonator has been
built. The results of the described model approximate well the measured results for tested simply shaped
(rod or slide) resonators. It seems that our model can have real application, e.g. in desining shape of the
resonators vibrating with required frequencies. The testing results were presented at the last seminar. In last
year, the corrections of the physical formulation was made and typic problems were established. Nowadays,
the computer modules for computing with dense matrices workwell, but there are still problems with
including the modules for the sparse matrices (arpack++) tothe main module. We also wait for the measured
results of problem of oscillation of planconvex resonator.We propose to give some results at the seminar.
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to present main results from the year 2004 of my postgradual doctoral (PhD)
thesisEstimation of cardiovascular disease risk based on data from epidemiological studies. Framingham
risk functions published in 1991 and 1998 were validated in population of the Czech Republic, namely
in middle-aged men from Prague taking part in longitudinal study of risk atherosclerosis factors (STU-
LONG). In STULONG, the calibration ability of those risk functions was not good, the discrimination
ability was acceptable.

1. Introduction

The name of my postgradual doctoral (PhD) thesis isEstimation of cardiovascular disease risk based on
data from epidemiological studies. One of main goals of my thesis is to verify estimations of cardiovascular
disease risk used in the Czech Republic.

As you know from my presentation of the results in 2003 in Paseky nad Jizerou [7], cardiovascular diseases
(CVD) are the main cause of death in developed countries. Take an example the Czech Republic, trend in
age-standardized mortality in men shows Figure 1.
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year
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Figure 1: Directly age-standardized (world standard population, 1960) mortality from atherosclerosis CVD in men
from the Czech Republic

The main and modifiable risk factors of CVD are cigarette smoking, hypertension, high blood
fats, e.g. cholesterol, diabetes mellitus (DM), physical inactivity, obesity and overweight, see
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http://www.who.int/cardiovascular_diseases/prioriti es/en/ . The mentioned risk
factors can be controlled by changing lifestyle or pharmacologically treated. Therefore the aim is to identify
high-risk CVD persons and to intervene their risk factors ofCVD.

The statistical models are increasingly used to identify population at high risk. Based on epidemiological
studies, statistical models estimating a individual’s absolute risk for CHD event were derived [1], [2], [3],
[6], [8], [9], [10]. The absolute CHD risk is the probabilityof developing a new CHD event within a given
time period.

In the Czech Republic, one of the most used predictive modelsestimating the probability of developing
CHD is the model of the Framingham Heart Study investigators. The aim of this paper was to verify the
Framingham risk functions [1],[11] in 20-year lasting study of the risk factors of atherosclerosis (RFA)
started in Prague in the year 1975.

2. Materials and methods

The longitudinal study of the risk factors of atherosclerosis (STULONG)

The design of STULONG has been already described in my reportin 2003, see Figure 2 and read [7].
Briefly repeated, STULONG is the intervention prime preventive study with multiple risk factor interven-
tion. The study was conducted by 2nd Dep. of Internal Medicine, 1st Faculty of Medicine and General
Faculty Hospital, Charles University in Prague 2 in 1975–1999 (project leader prof. Boudı́k).

Study
(n=1417)

?
(n=113)

NGN
(n=236)

RG
(n=972)

NG
(n=276)

NGE
(n=40)

Sample
(n=2370)

20- YEAR

FOLLOW-UP

ENTRY
EXAMINATION
IN 1975-1979

RCG
(n=432)

PG
(n=114)

?
(n=55)

RIG
(n=427)

SINCE 1980
RG

NG - normal group, NGE - normal group examined, NGN - normal group unexamined, RG - risk group,
RIG - risk intervention group, RCG - risk control group, PG - pathological group, ? - unclassified men

Figure 2: Design of the intervene prime preventive study of atherosclerosis (STULONG)

In 1975 total 2370 men aged 38–49 living in the 2nd district inthe centre of Prague were randomly selected
from list of electors. Of 2370 invited men, 1417 (59.8 %) men answered the invitation and underwent entry
examination in 1975–1979. According to health status and occurrence of RFA (Table 1) at the entry into the
study, each man was classified into one of three groups (normal, risk and pathological) differing in way of
multiple risk factor intervention in the 20–year follow-up.

Normal Group(NG): men without any RFA, without CVD, without diabetes mellitus, without other serious
disease not enabling long term follow-up and without pathological finding on ECG curve at the entry into
the study.
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Risk group(RG): men with at least one of RFA, without CVD, diabetes mellitus and other serious disease
not enabling long term follow-up and without pathological finding on ECG curve at the entry into the study.

Pathological group(PG): men with CVD, diabetes mellitus or other serious disease not enabling long term
follow-up or with pathological finding on ECG curve at the entry into the study.

Positive family history death on the atherosclerotic diseases before the age of 65 years in the parents

Obesity Brocca index (BI)≥115 %, where BI=weight[kg]/(height[m]− 100) · 100 %

Smoking ≥15 cigarettes daily; or non-smoker less than one year and≥15 cigarettes daily before

Hypertension blood pressure≥160 and/or 95 mmHg in two of three measurements; or hypertension in
anamnesis

Hypercholesterolaemia total cholesterol≥260mg % (6.7 mmol/l)

Table 1: The risk factors of atherosclerosis at the entry into the study in1975–1979

The Framingham Heart study (FHS)

FHS is the prospective cohort study started in 1948 and continuing up to this day. The orig-
inal objective of FHS was to identify the risk factors of CVD.For more information see
http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/about/framingham/design.ht m.

Framingham risk function - 1991

In 1991, Weibull regression was used to develop the CHD risk function. The Framingham CHD risk function
was derived from 2 590 men at the age of 30 to 74 years, who were free of cardiovascular disease (stroke,
transient ischemia, CHD, congestive heart failure and intermittent claudication) at the time of examinations
in 1971-1974 [1]. The Framingham function of

age [years],

systolic blood pressure (SBD – average of two office measurements) [mm Hg],

cholesterol (total serum cholesterol) [mg/dl],

high density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL) [mg/dl],

smoking (1, cigarette smoking or quit within past year; 0, otherwise),

diabetes (1, diabetes; 0, otherwise) and

electrocardiography – left ventricular hypertrophy (ECG LVH) (1, definite; 0, otherwise)

was estimated to predict CHD includes angina pectoris, coronary insufficiency (unstable angina), myocar-
dial infarction and sudden coronary death) developing within 4–12 years. There are some differences in
the equation calculation of CHD risk for men and women. For men, the predicted probability (p) of CHD
within t years is

p = 1− exp (−eu), (1)

where

u =
log(t)− µ

σ
,

σ = exp (−0.3155− 0.2784 ·m),

µ = 4.41818 +m,

m = a− 1.4792 · log(age)− 0.1759 · diabetes,

a = 11.1122−0.9119 ·log(SBP)−0.2767 ·smoking−0.7181 · log(cholesterol/HDL)−0.5864 ·ECGLVH.

Framingham risk function - 1998
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In 1998, Cox proportional hazard regression model was used to derive the CHD risk function, see Table
2 [11], which estimates a 10-year individual’s absolute risk of CHD (defined as in the Framingham risk
function - 1991) for men. This model is based on 2489 men 30-74years old at the time of their FHS
examinations in 1971-1974. Similar model has been also published for women [11].

Variable Relative Risk 95% CI
Age (years) 1.05 3.6
Blood pressure (mm Hg)1

Normal including optimal(SBP<130, DBP<85) 1.00 Referent
High normal(SBP 130-139, DBP 85-89) 1.31 0.98-1.76
Hypertension stage I(SBP 140-159, DBP 90-99) 1.67 1.28-2.18
Hypertension stage II-IV(SBP≥ 160, DBP≥100) 1.84 1.37-2.49
Cigarette use 1.68 1.37-2.06
Diabetes (yes/no) 1.50 1.06-2.13
Total cholesterol (mg/dl)
<200 1.00 Referent
200-239 1.31 1.01-1.68
≥240 1.90 1.47-2.47
HDL-cholesterol (mg/dl)
<35 1.47 1.16-1.86
35-59 1.00 Referent
≥60 0.56 0.37-0.83

1When systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressures fell into different categories, a man was classified into the higher category.

Table 2: Multivariate-adjusted relative risks for CHD, men

Statistical methods

For men from NG and RG the risk of coronary heart diseases wereestimated according to the given Fram-
ingham risk functions from the year 1991 and 1998 (see above). The accuracy of the prediction of the
Framingham risk function (1991, 1998) was measured by testsof calibration and discrimination.

Calibration of a model measured the degree of correspondence between theobserved and predicted num-
bers of CHD events, and was tested by Hosmer-Lemeshow (H-L) chi-square goodness of the fit test.

Discrimination of a model measured the ability of model to distinguish observations with a positive or
a negative outcome (CHD events). Discrimination was expressed by Receiver Operating Characteristics
(ROC) curve. Area under ROC expresses how well the given model distinguishes between possible out-
comes. Values vary between 0.0 and 1.0 with an area under ROC =1.0 meaning that the model can perfectly
distinguish between possible outcomes (fallen down with CHD vs. not fallen down with CHD).

When validating Framingham risk function 1991, the risk of CHD was estimated on the assumption that
HDL is equal to 38.66 mg/dl (the level of HDL was not ascertained at the entry into the STULONG study).
The accuracy of risk to predict CHD within 10-year period wasevaluated by ROC curve and H-L chi-
square goodness of the fit test. We have already presented Paseky nad Jizerou (25.-26. September 2003) and
published the validation of the Framingham risk function - 1991 [7], in this work we precise our results.

When validating Framingham risk function 1998, the accuracy of risk to predict CHD within 10-year period
was evaluated by the ROC curve, and H-L chi-square goodness of the fit test. Moreover, we compared the
relative risks of CHD associated with the risk factors in FHSwith those in STULONG. The relative risks in
STULONG were estimated in the same way as in FHS, i.e. using the age-adjusted Cox proportional hazard
regression model [11]. The equality of the relative risks between STULONG and FHS was tested by z-test
[4]. Besides these methods, classification trees were used to analyze the association between the changes in
the risk of CHD and the number of CHD events in time.
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3. Results

First of all it is necessary to say, that we are going to publish the result of validation FHS risk function in
international medical journals. According to their instructions the results were not allowed to be publish
elsewhere. For this reason, in the lecture (in Paseky nad Jizerou, 29. September - 1. October 2004) we will
present an overview of the results in detail, and here the results will be only briefly described.

Briefly summarized, the Framingham risk function 1991 was validated on base of entry examinations, the
Framingham risk function 1998 on base of control examinations. The calibration ability of both Framing-
ham risk functions was not good, the discrimination abilitywas around 70 %. The changes in the CHD risk
(estimated according to Framingham risk function 1998) during the 5-year period influenced the number of
CHD events in the next 5-year period.

4. Discussion

Coronary prediction estimate derived from a given population may not hold for another population. The
Framigham risk function is based on subjects (almost all Caucasian, mostly Irish extraction) from the town
of Framingham (a suburb west of Boston, USA). Although the authors recommend the model to use for
individuals who resemble the study sample, the model is utilized for instance in European populations.
However, if CHD incidence is much lower or higher in a given population than in that in Framingham, the
Framingham risk model may be inappropriate [1]. Therefore,validation of CHD prediction models is the
aim of epidemiological studies.

In this work we validated the Framingham risk functions published in 1991 and 1998. The difference be-
tween the numbers observed and predicted according to the Framingham risk functions was highly sig-
nificant, the discrimination ability was acceptable. Our results may be influenced by the fact, that the risk
functions used to estimate the risk of CHD assume the risk factors at the baseline remain constant over
time. However, STULONG was a primary preventive study, and the risk profile of men taking part in our
study may vary differently than the general population without the primary prevention. Despite these facts
the number of CHD deaths in the 10-year period was significantly increasing with the risk score estimated
at the baseline.

The Framingham risk functions published in 1991 overestimated the absolute risk of CHD in populations
of Italian rural population, Western Europe, Israel and Germany. On the contrary the Framingham risk
function 1998 underestimates the actual risk of CHD in Northern Ireland and France. The Framingham risk
functions were recalibrated in some of those populations. After recalibrating for differing prevalence of risk
factors and underlying rates of CHD events, the Framingham risk function estimates the number of CHD
events close to those observed.

The study was supported by the project LN00B107 of the Ministry of Education of CR.
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Abstract

The paper contains an analysis of items of educational tests. The properties such as item difficulty,
item discrimination or probability of guessing are studiedwithin the framework of item response theory
(IRT). Three methods for parameter estimation based on maximum likelihood (joint maximum likeli-
hood (JML), marginal maximum likelihood (MML) and conditional maximum likelihood (CML)) are
described. The asymptotic properties of these three estimators are mentioned. The possible connection
with classical estimate of item difficulty is shown, using the Taylor approximation. Closeness of the clas-
sical estimates and the estimates based on logistic model isdemonstrated on real data of the ExaME
evaluation system, which is beeing developed by EuroMISE Center since 1998.

1. Introduction

Since 1998 the system ExaME for evaluation of a targeted knowledge is being developed [7]. The head-
stones of the ExaMe system are knowledge bases created for a specific target (mostly for knowledge covered
by a special course). Each knowledge base consists of generalized multiple-choice questions (not limited
number of answers, at least one answer is true, at least one isfalse).

The system is designed for two purposes:

1. for evaluation of a group of students in a computer classroom

2. for self-evaluation on remote places

For evaluation of a group of students, a teacher creates so-called fixed test by choosing appropriate ques-
tions and answers from the knowledge base. For student’s evaluation on remote places, the system ExaME
generates automatically so-called automated test.

The item analysis is important for both types of evaluation:When choosing the questions for the fixed
test, the teacher is usually interested in item qualities, such as item difficulty, item discrimination power or
probability of guessing the particular item. The teacher isalso often interested in the reliability of the entire
test (this was discussed in [5]). In remote-places evaluation, the system offers the student the possibility to
specify the required difficulty of the test. That is why it is necessary that the system has estimated at least
difficulties of all items.
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1.1. Logistic model – Item Response Theory

In last decades an extensive theory for evaluation of item properties, called Item Response Theory (IRT) has
been built. The theory is based on logistic regression and its fundamental component is the Rasch model,
introduced by Danish statistician Georg Rasch [4]. In this model the probability of a correct response of
personi on itemj is given by

P (Xij = xij ; ai, bj) =
exp[xij(ai − bj)]
1 + exp(ai − bj)

, (1)

wherexij = 1 if the response of personi on item j is correct, andxij = 0 otherwise. In the model,
ai describes the level of ability of personi (either as an unknown parameter or as a random effect) andbj is
an unknown parameter describing the difficulty of itemj.

A direct generalization of the Rasch model is the three parameter logistic model, where for each item
two additional parameters are introduced: a discrimination parametercj and a guessing parameterdj . The
probability of a correct response of personi on itemj is then given by

P (Xij = xij ; ai, bj , cj , dj) = dj + (1− dj)
exp[xijcj(ai − bj)]
1 + exp[cj(ai − bj)]

. (2)

Other extensions of the Rasch model are possible, too. Amongthese there are the extensions to polytomous
models, such as the partial credit model, rating scale model, binomial trials and Poisson counts model. The
majority of these models can be covered in generalized linear model. Other possible extensions are models
for items in which response time or number of successful attempts are recorded. A well-arranged overview
of extensions of the Rasch model can be found in [6].

An advantage of models containing more parameters is betterdescription of the situation. A disadvantage
is that with small sample sizes it may result in unstable estimates of item parameters.

1.2. Interpretation of item parameters

Another advantage of logistic models is a nice and clear graphical interpretation of parameters. Let’s study
the three parameter logistic model (2). If we define the item characteristic curve (ICC) of itemj asfj(a) =
P [Xij = 1|a, bj, cj , dj ], by further analysis of this function we can easily see, that:

• If cj > 0 thenfj(a) is increasing (so that the better students are more likely toanswer the item
correctly), which is a reasonable assumption for an item.

• If cj > 0, thendj = lima→−∞ fj(a), therefore it describes the probability that person without any
knowledge answers the item correctly.

• Difficulty parameterbj can be understood as a value on the ability scale: If a person has abilitya = bj ,
then the probability that the person answers itemj correctly is1+dj

2 , and so it is exactly in the middle
between 1 anddj .

• The first derivative of functionfj at pointbj is equal tocj
1−dj

4 , thus the discrimination parametercj
is described by the slope of ICC in pointbj, more precisely it is equal tof ′(bj)

4
1−dj

.

After estimating the parameters of an item, the item characteristic curve (see Figure 1) can be plotted out.
Item characteristic curve describes the properties of an item very clearly: we can read easily its difficulty,
the probability that persons with no knowledge answer it correctly. From ICC plotted on Figure 1 we can
easily see that the described item can very well distinguishbetween the students with ability level between
0 and 2. On the other hand this item does not distinguish very well between students with lower ability level
(nor between students with higher ability level).
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Figure 1: Item characteristic curve for an item with difficulty parameter bj = 1, discrimination parametercj = 2 and
guessing parameterdj = 0.1

2. Estimation of item parameters

For the dichotomous Rasch model (1), there are available three likelihood based methods for item parameter
estimation: joint maximum likelihood (JML), marginal maximum likelihood (MML) and conditional max-
imum likelihood (CML). The disadvantage of the logistic regression models is the fact that the estimation
procedures for item parameters are hard to explain for non-statisticians. All the three algorithms based on
maximum likelihood described in the next three subsectionsdo use the iterative procedures. Connection of
the classical estimator of item difficulty with the estimator based on logistic model is studied in the last,
fourth subsection.

2.1. Joint maximum likelihood

Joint likelihood function for one-parameter Rasch model (1) is given by

p(x; ω) =

n∏

i=1

k∏

j=1

P (Xij = xij ; ai, bj), (3)

with ω = (bT ,aT ), a = (a1, . . . , an) representing the vector of abilities,b = (b1, . . . , bk) representing
the vector of difficulties of items and withP (Xij = xij ; ai, bj) given by (1).

In the first method, the item parameters are estimated by maximizing (3) with respect toω given the data
x. As it was discussed already in [3], when keeping the number ofitem parameters and increasing the
number of tested persons, this method leads to inconsistentestimators. This is caused by the fact that
we have a problem in which a limited number of parameters of interest (item difficultiesb) are to be
estimated in the presence of many nuisance parameters (abilities a). Eliminating the nuisance parameters
gives the solution for this problem. This elimination can beaccomplished by the marginal or the conditional
maximum likelihood method.

2.2. Marginal maximum likelihood

When estimating the item parameters using marginal maximumlikelihood (MML) method, we usually
assume that the abilitiesA constitute a random sample from an ability distribution with densityh(A; ξ),
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with ξ the parameters of the ability distribution. The joint probability can be then written as

p(x; b, ξ) =

n∏

i=1

∞∫

−∞

k∏

j=1

P (Xij = xij |Ai; bj)h(Ai; ξ)dAi, (4)

with P (Xij = xij |Ai; bj) again given by (1). Above mentioned so called marginal likelihood function
is maximized with respect tob andξ. The nuisance parameters are eliminated by integrating them out.
Often, the ability distribution is considered to be normal with unknown parametersµA andσ2

A, which are
estimated together withb. Main problem of this method is the correct specification of ability distribution.
If the distribution is not specified correctly, the method can lead to biased estimators of item parameters.
The MML method can be used also without specifying a parametric form of the ability distribution. This
nonparametric distribution is then estimated together with the item parameters. EM algorithm and MCMC
method can be used for estimation.

2.3. Conditional maximum likelihood

The last approach to item parameter estimation is conditional maximum likelihood (CML) method. It results
from the fact that if there exist sufficient statistics for the nuisance parameters, the model can be separated
in a conditional part dependent only on the parameters of interest and a part which models the sufficient
statistics. Since in the Rasch model (1) the total scoreTi =

∑k
j=1Xij = Xi• is a sufficient statistics for

ai, i = 1, . . . , n, the likelihood function (3) can be rewritten as:

p(x; ω) =
n∏

i=1

f(xi|ti; b)
n∏

i=1

g(ti; b; ai), (5)

with Xi = (Xi1, . . . , Xik) the response vector of personi. Maximization of the conditional likelihood

n∏

i=1

f(xi|ti; b) (6)

with respect tob leads under mild conditions to consistent and asymptotically normally distributed estimates
(see [1]).

An interesting topic in CML estimates is their efficiency. The problem is that when estimating the item
parameters, only the conditional likelihood (6) is used andthe second part of the full likelihood (5), that
is the marginal distribution ofT , is neglected. Nevertheless, this second part could possibly contain some
information on the item parameters. For evaluating the lossof information due to using the CML method,
the F-information can be defined. This is a generalization ofFisher information matrix for the case when
a part of the parameters is nuisance. The properties of F-information and the loss of information in CML
estimation is in detail studied in [2].

2.4. Taylor approximation

When one is asked to estimate a difficulty of an item, probablythe simplest thing he/she can think of is
the proportion of correct responses to that item. In this section we would like to show that this classical
estimator is justified and that it approximates the estimators mentioned above.

By maximizing the corresponding likelihood function, one can easily show, that the proportion of correct
responses (more precisely−x̄•j) is the maximum likelihood estimator (using any of the threeabove men-
tioned methods: JML, MML or CML) when considering the two-way ANOVA model

Xij = ai − bj + eij , (7)

with ai ability level of personi, bj difficulty of item j andeij ∼ N(0, σ2
e) a random error. The normality

assumption is of course arguable, nevertheless, it is the item difficulty estimate that is of our interest, not
the model itself.
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Moreover, let’s make a slight reparametrization of the Rasch model (1)

P [X = 1|ai, bj] =
eai−bj

1 + eai−bj
=

eµ+αi−βj

1 + eµ+αi−βj
= f(µ+ αi − βj), (8)

with
∑
αi =

∑
βj = 0. Let’s consider the Taylor approximation

f(µ+ αi − βj) .
= f(µ) + f ′(µ)(αi − βj) = f(µ) + f(µ)(1− f(µ))(αi − βj) (9)

Let’s defineη = f(µ) = eµ

1+eµ and

f(µ+ αi − βj) .
= η + η(1 − η)(αi − βj) def= Tij , (10)

then the new joint likelihood function can be written as

L =
n∏

i=1

k∏

j=1

T
xij

ij (1 − Tij)(1−xij). (11)

Maximizing the new joint likelihood function with respect to η, αi andβj leads forβj to the linear trans-
formation of the classical estimator of item difficulty:

β̂j = − x̄•j − x̄••
x̄••(1− x̄••)

, (12)

In this sense the classical estimator of item difficulty can be understand as a justified approximation of the
estimator based on logistic regression.

3. Numerical example

The test on biomedical statistics of the ExaME system contains 12 items and it was given to 114 students,
during the last three years. For each item we were interestedwhether the student answered fully correctly
to that item (xij = 1) or not (xij = 0). When setting the item, the teacher had the possibility to evaluate
subjectively its difficulty. The teacher assigned to each item a number from 1 (very easy item) to 3 (very
difficult item). Besides the subjective estimates of difficulties, we estimated the difficulties using conditional
maximum likelihood in the Rasch model and using the classical estimation (both of which were transformed
using the linear transformation into the interval〈1.00, 3.99〉 so that the comparison with the subjective
estimate was possible). For estimation,clogit andlm procedures of the softwareRwere used. The95%
confidence intervals for estimates are given, too, the confidence intervals for item 25 are missing, because
the estimates were considered fixed zero due to reparametrization conditions. For a better illustration, all
the information was plotted in Figure 2.

item 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
subjective estimate 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 3.00

classical estimate 2.25 1.50 1.15 2.10 2.35 3.49 2.54 3.24 1.00 3.99 1.05 3.79
CI 95% lower 0.86 0.51 1.46 1.70 2.85 1.90 2.60 0.36 3.35 0.41 3.15
CI 95% upper 2.14 1.79 2.74 2.99 4.13 3.19 3.88 1.64 4.63 1.69 4.43

IRT estimate 2.19 1.50 1.16 2.05 2.28 3.38 2.46 3.12 1.00 3.99 1.05 3.72
CI 95% lower 0.88 0.52 1.45 1.67 2.73 1.85 2.49 0.36 3.29 0.42 3.06
CI 95% upper 2.12 1.80 2.66 2.89 4.02 3.07 3.74 1.64 4.69 1.69 4.39

Table 1: Estimates of item difficulties for 12 items of the test on biomedical statistics

As we can see, the subjective estimate often differs a lot from the other two estimates and thus it is worth
estimating the item difficulty from the data. On the other hand, there is not a big difference between the clas-
sical estimate and the estimate based on logistic regression. The confidence intervals are very similar, too.
Thus the classical estimate seems to be a good approximationof the estimate based on logistic regression.
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Figure 2: Estimates of item difficulties for 12 items of the test on biomedical statistics.
Left: classical estimate, middle: subjective estimate, right: IRT estimate.

4. Discussion

The item response theory (IRT) based on logistic regressionfor item analysis of educational test was pre-
sented in this article. The three possible methods for item parameter estimation based on maximum likeli-
hood were described: joint maximum likelihood, marginal maximum likelihood and conditional maximum
likelihood. The asymptotic properties of these estimates were mentioned, which are, together with com-
putational aspects of the three mentioned methods going to be a focus of a future author’s research. The
connection between the classical item difficulty estimatorwith the estimator based on logistic regression
was given using the Taylor approximation, which gave a justification of the classical model.

Acknowledgement:The work was supported by the grant number LN00B107 of the Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic.
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Abstrakt

Přı́spěvek1 popisuje provedenou studii proveditelnosti databázověorientované části systému
zajišt’ujı́cı́m automatickou extrakci dat z webových zdrojů (formáty XHTML, XML, CSV). Úkolem této
části je transformace dat do automaticky vygenerovaného relačnı́ho modelu, který může být následně užit
pro realizaci myšlenek sémantického webu.

V úvodnı́ části je uvedena motivace pro implementaci takového nástroje. Součástı́ přı́spěvku je
i částečné ohlédnutı́ za již implementovanými metodami, které autor v současné době zpracovává.
V poslednı́ části je nastı́něna fuzzyfikace problematiky.

1. Motivace

Tak jako kola větrných mlýnů se nebudou točit bez větru, tak koncepce sémantického webu nebude přijata
širokou veřejnostı́ bez relevantně využitelných informacı́ v takovém rozsahu, jaký dnes nabı́zejı́ webové
servery jak v podobě XHTML stránek, tak v podobě stažitelných dokumentů rozličných aplikacı́ nebo
různých webových služeb. Z toho důvodu je vhodné se zabývat nástrojem, který by pokud možno automa-
ticky data z webových serverů zı́skával a konvertoval jedo strojově dále zpracovatelné podoby (např. relačn´ı
databáze, XML, RDF). Součástı́ zı́skávánı́ dat může být i zahrnutı́ jejich dostupné sémantiky, zpravidla
v rámci stránky vyjádřené pomocı́ formátovánı́ dokumentu.

Tato práce navazuje na diplomovou práci doktoranda [1], která se zabývala mapovánı́m obecných we-
bových prezentacı́. Základnı́ mapovacı́ jednotkou je webová stránka, výstupem algoritmu pak uspořádánı́
stránek do stromové struktury. Jediným předpokladem tohoto algoritmu je strukturovanost webové prezen-
tace. Současné úsilı́ hledá odpověd’ na otázku, zda-li lze efektivně mapovat i na nižšı́ úrovni, než-li je
webová stránka, tedy na úrovni strukturovaného obsahustránky. Současné vyhledávacı́ služby vracejı́ od-
kazy na stránky, které hledanou informaci obsahujı́. Je ale možné najı́t požadovanou informaci samu? Tı́m
se dostáváme zpět k sémantickému webu. Lze tedy implementovat automatický nástroj, který by dokázal
data najı́t, extrahovat a dále je prezentovat v kontextu jiných informacı́?

Praktickou motivacı́ pro tuto úlohu je sledovánı́ časově proměnných veličin, např. cen různých počı́tačových
komponent nebo vývoj devizových kurzů měn. Na základˇe takto zı́skaných informacı́ se můžeme ptát,
který prodejce má nejvýhodnějšı́ služby, jaké jsoualternativy výrobků, jaké jsou trendy. A to bez striktn´ı
podmı́nky publikovánı́ informacı́ jejich poskytovatelem ve formátu podporujı́cı́m paradigma sémantického
webu. Nástroje využı́vajı́cı́ myšlenek sémantického webu navrhovanou metodikou mohou zı́skat informace
a dokážı́ prezentovat svoje přednosti. To může vést kvšeobecnému přijetı́ této koncepce a budoucı́ modern´ı
webové prezentace již budou ”samozřejmě” zahrnovat i sémantiku prezentovaných dat.

1Práce byla částečně podpořena projektem 1ET100300419 programu Informačnı́ společnost (Tematického programu II Národnı́ho
programu výzkumu v̌CR): Inteligentnı́ modely, algoritmy, metody a nástroje pro vytvářenı́ sémantického webu.
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2. Soǔcasný stav problematiky

Tento přı́spěvek se zaměřuje na tu část problematiky, která se zabývá rekonstrukcı́ databázového modelu
na základě vstupnı́ch dat. Tato úloha je v různých souvislostech řešena od zavedenı́ relačnı́ch databázı́, prvnı́
dı́lčı́ výsledky jsou publikovány od roku 1975 [2].

Poměrně velká pozornost byla v počátcı́ch věnovánasledovánı́ dotazů (přı́p. transakcı́) [2, 3]. Na základě
množin atributů, ke kterým bylo přistupováno v rámcijedné operace, byla statisticky vyhodnocována
přı́buznost atributů. Podle různých kritériı́ch na hodnotu vzájemné přı́buznosti atributů pak byly generovány
množiny atributů, které byly sdružovány do relacı́. Tento způsob nezaručuje žádnou z normálnı́ch forem,
spı́še je využitelný pro fyzický návrh databáze a předzpracovánı́ (předpřipravenı́) dotazů.

Pro logický návrh jsou vhodnějšı́ metody analyzujı́c´ı závislosti mezi atributy. Jednotlivé závislosti
mezi atributy mohou být znázorňovány pomocı́ hypergrafů [4]. Úkolem algoritmu je rozdělit relaci ob-
sahujı́cı́ všechny atributy schématu do subrelacı́ tak,aby tyto subrelace byly v požadované normálnı́ formě
nebo splňovaly jiná kritéria. Metody lze rozdělit podle přı́stupu, bud’ přistupujı́ shora dolů nebo zdola na-
horu.

Přı́stup shora dolů spočı́vá vdekompozici sch ématu . V principu se algoritmus inicializuje jedi-
nou relacı́ obsahujı́cı́ všechny atributy schématu a tuto relaci testuje na podmı́nky specifikované normálnı́
formy [5] nebo na množiny různých druhů závislostı́ [6]. Pokud relace těmto podmı́nkám nevyhovuje,
je rozdělena. Na dekomponované schéma jsou kladeny různé požadavky jako minimálnı́ redundance,
reprezentativnost a separace [7].

Naopak přı́stup zdola nahoru vycházı́ z funkčnı́ch závislostı́ a postupněodstra ňuje redundantn ı́
závislosti vznikajı́cı́ dı́ky jejich tranzitivitě (popsána dále). Odstraňovánı́ může být provedeno
na základě analýz uzávěrů množiny atributů [8, 9] nebo při uvažovánı́ prvků těchto uzávěrů jako
vzájemných podmnožin atributů [10].

3. Navrhovaná metodika

V současné době autor přı́spěvku analyzuje již navrˇzené algoritmy v chronologickém pořadı́ a konfrontuje
je s vlastnı́ intuitivně navrženou metodikou, ke které byla provedena nı́že popsaná studie proveditelnosti.
Cı́lem je najı́t algoritmus s přı́stupem zdola nahoru, který by bylo možné fuzzyfikovat a při rekonstrukci
modelu uvažovat fuzzy-závislosti mı́sto klasických z´avislostı́.

Jako nevýhodu všech výše popsaných algoritmů můžeme označit fakt, že pracujı́ se striktnı́ definicı́
funkčnı́ch (přı́p. i jiných) závislostı́, kterou některé závislosti v obecném přı́padě na reálných datech nemusı́
splňovat. Předpokládejme tedy, že malé procento záznamů těchto dat danou funkčnı́ závislost nevykazuje.
Výše uvedené algoritmy použı́vajı́ nefuzzy vstupy, tedy toto procento záznamů ignorujı́ (čı́mž prak-
ticky provedou defuzzyfikaci hned na svém vstupu) nebo docházejı́ k situaci neodpovı́dajı́cı́m schématům
(uvažuje se pouze podmnožina skutečných závislostı́). Alternativnı́ přı́stup, kterým se autor hodlá zabývat,
uvažuje fuzzy závislosti po celou dobu dekompozice a defuzzyfikace je provedena až na výsledném dekom-
ponovaném schématu.

Podobně jako většina výše uvedených algoritmů omezme vstupnı́ informace následovně:

• Data budou interně uložena formou stromu atributů a jejich hodnot, která umožňuje uložit v databázı́
data, jejichž strukturu apriori neznáme. Tato reprezentace dat bude sloužit jako zdroj informacı́
pro vygenerovánı́ relačnı́ho schématu.

• Data ve svém relačnı́m schématu neobsahujı́ cykly. Vylučujeme tak relace mezi stejnými entitnı́mi
typy, např. relaci potomek. Tato podmı́nka vede na zjednodušenı́ úlohy, některé úlohy vykazujı́
pouze polynomiálnı́ složitost při acyklicitě [4].

• Žádné dalšı́ informace nejsou k dispozici.
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• Hodnoty atributů pro jednoduchost předpokládejme diskrétnı́.

• Jednoatributové primárnı́ klı́če každé subrelace.

4. Integrace dat

Pro účely studie proveditelnosti byla použita podstatně zjednodušená verze grafového modelu sloužı́cı́ho
původně k integraci dat XML dokumentů [11].

• Uzly stromu jsou dvojı́ho druhu, bud’ představujı́ jméno atributuattri nebo jeho hodnotuvalij .

• Dvojice uzlů(attri, valij) je propojena orientovanou hranou.

• Všechny takové dvojice jednoho záznamu jsou hierarchicky propojeny tak, aby graf vykazoval stro-
movou strukturu.

Obrázek 1:Přı́klad struktury integrovaných dat

Kvalita integrace je dána počtem hran grafu vztaženou napočet uložených záznamů. Poměrně snadno lze
ukázat, že počet hran je minimálnı́, pokud posloupnostatributů{Ak} je hierarchicky uspořádána tak, že

|D(Ai)| < |D(Aj)| ⇒ i < j . (1)

Symbol|D(Ak)| označuje počet prvků (diskrétnı́ch hodnot) doményk–tého atributu.

Takto provedené uspořádánı́ atributů však nic neř´ıká o vztazı́ch mezi atributy, přı́p. o dekompozici atributů
do databázového schématu a je tudı́ž pro zı́skávánı́sémantických informacı́ na základě dat nepoužiteln´e.

5. Závislosti atributů

Pro dekompozici relacı́ mezi atributy použijeme definici funkčnı́ závislosti a využijeme některé vlastnosti
těchto závislostı́. Je užito značenı́ podle [12]. Pro stanovenı́ funkčnı́ závislosti použı́váme intenzivn´ıho
přı́stupu.

5.1. Výklad základnı́ch pojmů

Definujmefunk čn ı́ z ávislost dvou atributůX aY téhož entitnı́ho typuE s instancemiR = {rk}.
Řı́káme, že atributY je závislý na atributuX (značı́meX → Y ) právě tehdy, když

∀ri, rj ∈ R : y(ri) 6= y(rj)⇒ x(ri) 6= x(rj) . (2)

V zobecněném přı́padě pak můžeme hovořit o závislostech množin atributů.

∀ri, rj ∈ R : y(ri) 6= y(rj)⇒ x(ri) 6= x(rj) , (3)

což v atomickém zápisu znamená

∀ri, rj ∈ R : y0(ri) 6= y0(rj)∧· · · ∧ym(ri) 6= ym(rj)⇒ x0(ri) 6= x0(rj)∨· · · ∨xn(ri) 6= xn(rj) . (4)
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Naopak atributy označı́me za nezávislé (značı́meX 9 Y ), pokud

∃ri, rj ∈ R, i 6= j : y(ri) 6= y(rj) ∧ x(ri) = x(rj) . (5)

Atributy X aY označı́me jako vzájemně závislé (značı́meX ↔ Y ), pokud

X ↔ Y ⇔ X → Y ∧ Y → X . (6)

Pro naše účely doplňme k těmto definicı́m ještě následujı́cı́ 2 tvrzenı́:

Transivita Necht’ X,Y, Z jsou atributy entitnı́ho typuE. Pak

X → Z ∧ Z → Y ⇒ X → Y . (7)

Hierarchie Necht’ X,Y , Z jsou neprázdné množiny atributů. Pak

Z ⊂ X : Z → Y ⇒ X → Y . (8)

5.2. Testov́anı́ funkčnı́ch źavislostı́

Předpokládejme, že ve výše popsané stromové struktuře máme uloženo celkem (C) záznamů a testujeme
funkčnı́ závislostX → Y . Z této struktury extrahujme všechny hodnoty atributuY a po větvı́ch stromu
k nim nalezneme odpovı́dajı́cı́ hodnoty atributuX . Nenı́–li odpovı́dajı́cı́ hodnota atributuX nalezena,
uvažujeme, že atribut nabývá hodnoty NULL. Seřad’me nynı́ extrahované atributy podle hodnot atributuX
a sekundárně pomocı́ atributuY .

Označmeei extrahované dvojice atributů. Pak přı́pad, kdy je poruˇsena funkčnı́ závislost, lze detekovat
pomocı́

x(ei) = x(ei−1) ∧ y(ei) 6= y(ei−1) . (9)

Počet takových záznamů označı́me jakoc. Abychom zı́skali nefuzzy funkčnı́ závislost, defuzzyfikujeme
takto otestovanou závislost, např. pomocı́ prahovánı́počtu c záznamů (např. ve významu maximálnı́
přı́pustné chybyf ):

c
C < f ⇒ X → Y
c
C > f ⇒ X 9 Y

f ∈< 0, 1 > . (10)

Diskutujme výpočetnı́ složitost testu. MějmeN atributů. Přijmeme zjednodušujı́cı́ předpoklad, ževšechny
záznamy popisujı́ jednu relaci (majı́ shodné atributy).Pak extrakce hodnot atributů je složitostio(NC).
Efektivnı́ složitost je nižšı́ dı́ky stromovému uspoˇrádánı́.

Druhou složkou je seřazenı́ hodnot, uvažujmeo(C log(C)).

Poslednı́ složkou je samotný test spočı́vajı́cı́ v průchodu všech záznamů a porovnánı́ se záznamem
předcházejı́cı́m, tj. složitosto(C). Efektivnı́ složitost může být podstatně nižšı́ d´ıky možnosti agregace
shodných záznamů.

Celková složitost je dána součtem dı́lčı́ch složitostı́:

o(NC) + o(C log(C)) + o(C) . (11)

Jak je patrno, nejsložitějšı́ operacı́ je extrakce hodnot. Proto je vhodné provést extrakci pouze jednou ale
pro všechny dvojice atributů. Složitost testu všech dvojic:

o(NC) +N(N − 1)(o(C log(C)) + o(C)) = o(NC) + o(N2C log(C)) + o(N2C) = o(N2C log(C)) .
(12)
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5.3. Matice źavislostı́

Při provedené studii se ukázalo vhodné zavést pojemmatice z ávislost ı́ . Necht’ model obsahuje
N atributů. Pak matice závislostı́ prvnı́ho řádu

M1 = {mij},mij =




−1 Ai → Aj
1 Aj → Ai
0 jinak

i, j = 1..N . (13)

Matice závislostı́ prvnı́ho řádu umožňuje dekompozici nı́že uvedených modelů závislostı́.

5.3.1 Model hierarchické źavislosti: Tato závislost řı́ká, že primárnı́ klı́č je cizı́m klı́čem
předchozı́ relace, přičemž relaci tvořı́ dvojice (primárnı́, cizı́) klı́č. Pro model formálně platı́:

∀i = 2..N : Ai → Ai−1 . (14)

Pak dı́ky transitivitě (7) platı́, že ∑

k

mik >
∑

k

mjk ⇔ i < j . (15)

Pokud vstupnı́ data (s libovolným uspořádánı́m atributů) lze popsat pomocı́ modelu (14), pak tento model
lze jednoznačně ze vstupnı́ch dat rekonstruovat na základě uspořádánı́ atributů podle kritéria (15).

Obrázek 2:Přı́klad hierarchické závislosti

5.3.2 Model hierarchické źavislosti se źavislými atributy: Tento model vycházı́ z předchozı́ho
modelu (14), avšak každý primárnı́ klı́č je vzájemnˇe závislý s jiným jednı́m atributem, který nenı́ závislý
na žádném ze svých následnı́ků. Model formálně popı́šeme:

∀i = 1..N/3 ∀k > 3i− 2 : A3i → A3i−1 ↔ A3i−2 ∧Ak 9 A3i−1 . (16)

Opět na základě transitivity (7) dokážeme, že

∑

k

mik >
∑

k

mjk ⇒ i < j . (17)

Dı́ky faktu, že

∀s = 1..N/3 :
∑

k

mik =
∑

k

mjk ⇔ i = 3s− 1 ∧ j = 3s− 2 (18)

platı́ implikace (17) pouze jednı́m směrem.

Určenı́ primárnı́ho klı́če nenı́ jednoznačné, protože k cizı́ch klı́čů nadřazené subrelace je navzájem
závislých. Všechny cizı́ klı́če nadřazené subrelace jsou rovnocennými kandidáty na primárnı́ klı́č subrelace.
Rekonstruovaný model je tedy jednoznačný až na určen´ı primárnı́ho klı́če podřı́zené subrelace.
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Obrázek 3:Přı́klad hierarchické závislosti se závislými atributy

5.4. Modely s vı́cearitnı́mi źavislostmi

Na základě předchozı́ho odstavce se můžeme domnı́vat, že použitı́m podobných kritériı́ bude možné pos-
tupně rozšiřovat množinu modelů závislostı́. Uvažme, že libovolná z relacı́ má navzájem nezávislé ciz´ı klı́če.
Pak sice selhává postup z minulého odstavce, kritériumvšak můžeme rozšı́řit o matice závislostı́ vyššı́ch
řádů (řád odpovı́dá aritě závislosti) a toto krit´erium bude využı́vat vlastnosti hierarchických závislostı́ po-
dle (8).

Obrázek 4:Přı́klad vı́cearitnı́ závislosti

Selhánı́ modelovánı́ se v tomto přı́padě projevuje porušenı́m podmı́nky

Ai → Aj ⇔ i > j . (19)

Tato podmı́nka platila ve všech předchozı́ch modelech, avšak neplatı́ v přı́padě, že relace obsahuje vı́ce
nežli jeden cizı́ klı́č.

5.5. Studie proveditelnosti

Na základě intuitivnı́ myšlenky autora byla provedena studie proveditelnosti. Pro úplnost byla nastı́něna
i zcela původnı́ myšlenka (čistě grafový přı́stup, odvozenı́ na základě počtu prvků domén jednotlivých
atributů, odvozený z (1)), která však byla slepá, avšak poznatky z tohoto řešenı́ lze parciálně využı́t
pro snı́ženı́ výpočetnı́ složitosti a pamět’ových nároků na uloženı́ ”surových” dat. Studie proveditelnosti
poukázala na směr dalšı́ho řešenı́ problematiky.

Metodice můžeme vytýkat kombinatorickou explozi při testovánı́ vı́cearitnı́ch funkčnı́ch závislostı́, avˇsak
v tomto kontextu lze argumentovat podstatnou redukcı́ prohledávaného stavového prostoru. Navı́c při
použitı́ fuzzy–závislostı́ je možné vı́cearitnı́ funkčnı́ závislosti pouze odhadovat a testovat teprve v př´ıpadě
použitı́ takové závislosti ve výsledném databázov´em schématu.

Z uvedených dı́lčı́ch výsledků můžeme usuzovat, žeřešenı́ této úlohy pomocı́ nastı́něné metodiky má smysl.
Při následné rešerži literatury se jevı́ perspektivnı́ použitı́ některých myšlenek jiných algoritmů, např. [10].
Zajı́mavým v tomto kontextu může být i nasazenı́ genetických algoritmů na matici závislostı́ (13) při vhodně
definovaném kritériu tak, aby nebylo nutné procházet NP–úplné testy na normálnı́ formu subrelace [5].

Během studie byly některé části implementovány na databázovém serveru PostGres, což přinášı́ ve-
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dle ověřenı́ teoretických odvozenı́ i možnost testov´anı́ na reálných datech. Tyto výsledky je možné
zpřı́stupnit v rámci osobnı́ch stránek autora [13].

6. Budoucı́ práce

Během studie proveditelnosti bylo rovněž i experimentováno přı́mo s fuzzy závislostmi atributů, tedy
bez provedenı́ defuzzyfikace (10). Ty lépe vystihujı́ závislosti mezi vstupnı́mi daty, která mohou být zatı́žena
chybami nebo mohou být vı́ceznačná.

Fuzzy mı́ru přı́slušnosti můžeme formálně zavést jako procentuálnı́ vyjádřenı́ počtu záznamů (podle (9)),
které splňujı́ testovanou funkčnı́ závislost, tedy

µij =
1− c
M

, kdeM je počet všech záznamů, z nichž1− c splňujeAi → Aj . (20)

Matici závislostı́ pak modifikuje

M̃1 = {µij − µji} ∀i, j = 1..N . (21)

Tato modifikace umožňuje pracovat po celou dobu dekompozice z fuzzy–závislostmi. To vede
k přesnějšı́mu popisu ze vstupnı́ch dat extrahované s´emantiky, obzvláště vzhledem k intenzivnı́mu, daty
orientovanému, přı́stupu ke generovanému schématu.

7. Závěr

Doktorand si klade za cı́l provést detailnı́ rozbor podobných metod a některou z metod fuzzyfiko-
vat, přı́padně použı́t metodiku novou (vyplývajı́cı́ze studie proveditelnosti). Zajı́mavá bude konfrontace
výsledků těchto metod právě s ohledem na extrahovanousémantiku dat.

Tato metoda by měla korespondovat s rámcem sémantického webu. Předpokládá se, že bude implementován
celý nástroj na zı́skávánı́ informacı́ z webových stránek, přı́p. z jiných, veřejně přı́stupných, internetových
zdrojů. Teoretické aspekty práce pak budou součástı́disertačnı́ práce doktoranda.

Mı́ra rozpracovanosti tématu odpovı́dá době necelých3 měsı́ců, po kterou se autor danou problematikou de-
tailně zabývá. Autor se snažı́ zohledňovat předevšı́m praktickou část problematiky, o čemž svědčı́ i částečná
implementace nástroje na základě dı́lčı́ch teoretických výsledků.
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Abstract

This paper offers an overview of alternative target functions for multilayer neural networks, in partic-
ular biquadratic functions, relief error networks, genetically trained task-tailored functions and entropy-
based functions. The alternative functions are described,suitable training algorithms are derived and the
alternative functions are compared mutually and with the frequently used least square error function, us-
ing the problem of stock price prediction as the testing problem. This comparison shows that the proposed
functions show better results and generalization abilities than the least square error function.

1. Motivation

This work deals with the model ofmultilayer neural networks. The model is widely known; the definition
can be found for example in [5]. Multilayer neural networks employ supervised training, using a finite
training setT = {(~xi, ~di)} of pairs of input vectors and desired output vectors. The aimof training is
to find such parameters of the network (weights, thresholds)that minimize atarget functionE(dij , yij),
summed over all the output neurons and all the training patterns, whereyij stands for the actual output of
the network’sj-th output neuron for thei-th training pattern. Because we will work with networks with a
single output neuron, we will, for the sake of simplicity, omit the indices in the following text and used and
y when speaking about the desired and actual output of the output neuron for the particular training pattern.
The theory can however be easily and intuitively extended tothe case with more output neurons.

Rummelhart [5] proposed least square error function

E(d, y) = (y − d)2 (1)

as the target function for multilayer neural networks and ithas been widely used till today. Its advantages
include the fact that it is simple and natural. The fact that it penalizes the distance between the desired
and the actual output makes it applicable, with a better or worse success, on all kinds of problems without
requiring a specific knowledge about the character of the problem. Its graphs is shown in Figure 1.

This strong point of the least square error function is however also its weakness. The price for being so
generally usable is that it cannot represent special knowledge we might have about the problem we are to
solve.
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Figure 1: The least-square error function

The motivation for the first three alternative target functions therefore was to allow use of as non-restricted
target function as possible, so that a function expressing the known specific features of the problem could
be used. Three gradual steps towards this goal are presentedin the following sections.

The motivation for the fourth proposed target function is different. The aim was to find and analyze an
alternative to the least square error function sharing its advantage of general usability. Such an alternative
was found, based on the cross-entropy function.

2. Biquadratic target functions

As we have said in the previous section, our aim is to use a target function that describes specific knowledge
we have about the problem we are trying to solve. In the mentioned problem of stock price prediction, a
suitable target function might be based on the profit a brokerabiding by our prediction would achieve on
the market, or rather on a model of this profit. A simple, yet rather realistic model follows:

P = d− c iff y > c, (price rise prediction, recommendation to buy)

P = −d− c iff y < −c, (price fall prediction, recommendation to sell)

P = 0 otherwise, (stagnation or small change prediction, no action recommended),

wherey is the price growth/fall predicted by our system,d is the real growth/fall achieved on the stock
exchange andc represents the transaction costs. A suitable target function would then be

E(d, y) = −P. (2)

It is also natural as well, being based on the principle ”the higher is the profit, the smaller is the target (error)
function”. Its graph is shown by the circled crosses in Figure 3. A problem of such a function is that it is non-
continuous and therefore non-differentiable, while the most widely used training algorithms for multilayer
neural networks (for example, the Back-Propagation) require the target function to be differentiable iny.

The first approach to solve this problem is to approximate thedesired target function by a function that has
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the required property. We have chosenbiquadratic functionof the form

E(d, y) = A2d
2 +A1d+B2y

2 +B1y + Cdy +D, (3)

whereA2,...,D are constants. It is a natural generalization of the least-square error function (1). It is also
easily differentiable, being a polynomial in both of its variables (any in particular). It is therefore easy to
derive and use the BP-training algorithm.

The values of the constantsA2,...,D can be determined by any interpolation method that fits a biquadratic
function through the points ofP for a selected grid of pairs(d, y). The graph of the resulting biquadratic
target function for our testing problem of stock price prediction is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The biquadratic target function

3. Relief error networks

This section describes another approach to the solution of the problem mentioned in the previous section. It
was developed in cooperation with Iveta Mrázová, for details see [4].

In order to avoid restraining ourselves to a single type of the approximating function, we will use another
neural network, calledrelief error network(REN), to approximate the desired target function, for example
(2). The relief error network will treat the actual and desired outputs of the main network as its inputs and
the corresponding error values as its desired output. It canbe then trained in a standard way, using e.g. the
BP-training algorithm. It is necessary to pay proper care tothe approximation and generalization abilities of
the relief error network, because it will be then used for training of the main neural network. Figure 3 shows
the graph of the target function produced by the relief errornetwork trained to approximate the profit-model
function (2).

The trained REN is then added modularly to the main neural network. For each training pattern of the main
network, the REN uses the main network’s actual output and desired output for this pattern as its inputs,
and computes its own output, i.e. the main network’s target function value for this pattern.

A problem that remains to be solved is training of the main neural network. It is however simplified by
the fact that the target function produced by the REN is analytical - continuous and differentiable - under
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Figure 3: The target function, computed by the trained relief error network. The crosses represent the grid of the
training patterns, their height then the desired error value

the condition that such transfer functions are used in the REN. That is fulfilled for example the standard
sigmoid transfer function (6). Moreover, if the standard sigmoid is used also for the REN’s output neuron,
the REN’s values (target function values for the main network) are bounded in(0, 1) and have their minima
close to0, which can be useful during the training of the main network.

In order to train the main network using the REN, we can apply the idea of the Back-Propagation, derived
in [5]. The computing of the error terms begins in the highestlayer of the relief error network, and con-
tinues downwards, through both the REN and the main network,in accordance with the Back-Propagation
principle. The weights and thresholds are adapted only in the main network; the REN is already trained and
its parameters remain unchanged.

4. Arbitrary target functions

The logical final step in the effort to make the target function as unrestricted as possible is to use the desired
function itself (in our testing problem of stock price prediction for example the profit-modelling target
function (2)) rather than any of its approximation. The problem is that such a function may generally be
non-differentiable. The gradient training methods, such as the Back-Propagation, therefore cannot be used.

A solution to this problem is to use training methods that do not pose such (and preferably any) requirements
on the target function. One of these methods is the use of genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms (see for
example [3] for more detailed information) perform distributed cooperating search in the solution space.
Each prospective solution is coded in the form of a chromosome, a string of one-bit, two-bit or real values.
Each chromosome is assigned afitness, reflecting how suitable the corresponding solution is. TheGA
maximizes the fitness using genetic operators on a population of chromosomes.Selectionensures the overall
improvement of the fitness,crossovercombines schemes in existing individuals in order to createnew
patterns in new individuals andmutationmakes random modifications, helping the system to produce new
schemes and avoid local minima.

When training neural networks using GAs, the chromosome canconsist of real-valued genes, each repre-
senting a single parameter of the network — a weight or a threshold. The fitness of such chromosome-
network is the negative value (because GAs maximize fitness)of the target function applied on the network
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and the training set, divided by the size of the training set,i.e. the average target function value per training
pattern.

Genetic training of neural networks usually has several drawbacks compared to gradient methods — it tends
to be slower and its results are worse. On the other hand, it does not suffer from the local minima problem so
much. However, the main benefit genetic training has for our task is that it allows usage of unrestricted target
functions, which with a suitable use of the target function can balance or even outperform the drawbacks of
genetic training.

5. Entropy-based target function

The last proposed alternative function represents a different way of research. It is an alternative to the
least square error function (1) that is also usable generally, without a prior problem-specific knowledge. To
propose such a function, we have used the notion of entropy.

Entropy is a quantity originating in thermodynamics, describing the measure of disorder in a system. In
other words, it therefore means that it describes also the measure of information contained within a system.
We will use this fact when applying an entropy-based function as a target function for neural networks.

The target function we propose is based on thecross-entropy function:

Ec =

(
d ln

d

y
+ (1− d) ln

1− d
1− y

)
, d, y ∈ (0, 1). (4)

In order to be able to use this function as a target function for neural networks trained by the Back-
Propagation training algorithm, we need to compute its derivative according toy:

∂Ec
∂y

= d · y
d
· −d
y2

+ (1− d) · 1− y
1 − d ·

1− d
(1− d)2 =

1− d
1− y −

d

y
. (5)

We can see thatEc = 0 if and only if d = y; the minimum ofE is located in these points. For the graph of
Ec, see Figure 4.

6. Stock-price prediction

We have compared the performance of the proposed target functions with the least-square error function on
the problem of stock price prediction. The aim was to predictthe stock price change on the following trading
day, knowing a history of (five) previous price changes, plusadditional information about the previous day’s
trading, such as the volume of trade, the position of the latest known price in the long-term history, the
supply/demand ratio etc. The raw data from the stock exchange were subject to extensive pre-processing.
It was for example necessary to transform the outputs of the network, which represent the expected price
change, i.e. generally a real number, into the interval(0, 1), because it is required by the target function (4).
This was achieved by transformation using the sigmoidal function

ȳ = f(y) =
1

1 + e−y
. (6)

Among other pre-processing methods there was e.g. application of the Principal Component Analysis (see
[2]) on the data, which normalizes them and therefore increases the performance of training.

We used Matlab as the platform for programming the experiments. Matlab’s Neural Network toolbox was
used, together with the author’s implementation of the alternative target functions. In order to implement
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Figure 4: The cross-entropy target function

genetic training, we have interconnected this toolbox witha GA toolbox developed by Houck, Joines and
Kay ([1]). Series of experiments were carried out, in order to determine and tune the parameters of the
tested methods. We used the same architecture (9-15-1) for the standard least-square error function and for
each of the alternative target functions, in order to keep the conditions of the compared models as similar
as possible.

The networks using the least square error function (1) and the biquadratic target function (3) were trained
using the Back-Propagation training algorithm, using the learning rate0.01. The number of the training
cycles was limited to 1,000 unless a chosen target function value was reached earlier. The maximum number
of training cycles was however rarely needed; the target function limit was usually reached sooner.

A series of examples was used also to determine the best architecture, training set and training parameters
of the relief error network. A set of 121 training patters forming a 10x10 grid in the desired/actual output
space, architecture 2-5-1 and a learning rate of0.1 have produced the best results. The learning rate for the
main network was again0.01.

For the genetic training of the profit-based target function(2) we achieved the best results with a population
of 1000 chromosomes, using the normalized geometric ranking, simple one-point crossover and uniform
mutation as the genetic operators. Using normalized geometric ranking, the probability of selecting thei-th
individual from the population equals

Pi =
q

1− (1− q)P (1 − q)r−1,

wherer is the rank of thei-th individual according to the fitness,q is the probability of selecting the best
individual andP is the population size. The parameterq was set to0.08. Simple crossover just randomly
selects a point in the chromosomes of the parents and createsthe offspring by exchanging the parents’ genes
located rightwards of the position. Uniform mutation randomly selects one gene and assigns it a uniform
random number from the permitted space of values (interval(−10, 10) was used as the permitted space for
the gene values).1 The probabilities of crossover and mutation were0.5 and0.2, respectively. The evolution
continued until the best individual reached the fitness of0.43 or for 200 generations.

1For detailed definition of the mentioned genetic operators,see [1].
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Finally, let us deal with the cross-entropy target function(4), trained using the Back-Propagation training
algorithm. This target function has shown to be very sensitive on the learning rate. The reason is that
limy→0

∂EC

∂y = −∞ andlimy→1
∂EC

∂y =∞ (see (5)), which causes extreme and possibly diverging changes
of the network’s parameters in these cases. Valuesy = 0 andy = 1 after pre-processing of the data represent
infinite slump and growth of the stock price, respectively, (see (6)) and similar extreme values therefore
should not appear in a trained network. They may however appear in a ”newborn“ network that has been
created randomly and has not undergone much training yet. This problem may be solved by applying a very
low learning rateα. This however makes the training process very slow and increases the risk of getting
stuck in a (very) local minimum. Therefore, we have chosen a method of variable learning rate. At the
beginning of the training, when the chance of extreme valuesof y is larger,α is low (2.5 · 10−4). It is then
doubled twice, after 100th and 200th iteration of the Back-Propagation, when it thus reaches1 · 10−3.

In order to estimate and compare generalization abilities of the methods, we divided the known data into
a training set, which was used during the training period, and thetest set, unseen by the networks during
training and used for measuring their performance on unknown data. The training set contained 75% of the
data; the test set contained the remaining 25%.

We compared the proposed methods by carrying out 100 experiments. During each of them, five networks
were trained - one using the standard least-square error function and one using each of the proposed alter-
native target functions. Table 6 describes the averaged results both on the training set and on the test set.
The division into the training/test set was carried out randomly for each of the 100 experiments; in each
experiment it was however the same for all five target functions tested.

Target function Set Square error Dir. corr. Profit
LSE Train 0.033 81.8% 0.472%

Test 0.050 73.1% 0.164%
BIQ Train 0.069 78.3% 0.377%

Test 0.087 73.7% 0.211%
REN Train 0.159 79.1% 0.331%

Test 0.178 72.7% 0.177%
PROFIT Train 0.167 79.9% 0.353%

Test 0.190 72.6% 0.175%
ENTR Train 0.041 76.4% 0.322%

Test 0.049 72.7% 0.184%

Table 1: Comparison of performance of the least-square error function and of the proposed alternative target functions
on the problem of stock price prediction, separately for thetraining set and the test set. Several measures of
success are presented - the summed-square error, the direction correctness (the percentage of correct predic-
tion of price rise/decrease) and the modelled daily profit.

The test set results suggest that the proposed alternative target functions have outperformed the standard
least-square error function in terms of the most decisive criterion - the model of the achieved profit. The
direction correctness (i.e. the success rate showing how often they predict the trend correctly) is roughly
the same for all the target functions used. Finally, measured by the summed square error, the standard error
function is better than the profit-based target functions, which is however not surprising - minimizing the
square error was not their task. What is interesting is that the cross-entropy target function outperformed
the standard least-square error function even in this criterion, even though it was not its task, either.

The comparison between the training and test set results says that their difference is smaller in the case
of the alternative target functions, which suggest that their generalization ability might be better and their
tendencies to get overtrained lower. This is most visible inthe case of the cross-entropy and biquadratic
target functions, which outperformed the standard error function in two out of the three used measures of
success on the test set, even though their results on the training set were worse.

Let us say a few words also with the speed of the training process. The cross-entropy target function and
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the biquadratic error function were fastest — they needed a low number of training cycles (144 and 170
in average, respectively) and each cycle was rather quick, thanks to the simplicity of the target functions,
resulting in quick and simple computation of the weight/threshold changes. The standard error function
was placed third; its training cycles were quick, too, but the training needed a higher number of the cycles
(570). The use of the relief error network was slower, because computation of the target function during
presentation of each training pattern requires to run a neural network. This caused that despite the not so
high number of required training cycles (246 in average), the training time was longer. The training of
the non-approximated profit function was the slowest, because of the character of genetic training — the
target function summed over the whole training set must be computed for each network/individual in each
generation, and the number of the individuals and of the populations was rather high.

7. Conclusion

Out of four proposed alternative target functions for the multilayer neural networks, two have achieved
better results than the standard least-square error function in a shorter training time and the other two have
outperformed the standard function, too, even though theirtraining was slower.

The profit-based target functions suggested that it is possible to incorporate problem-specific knowledge
into the training process using the target function. On the other hand, the cross-entropy target function
proposes an alternative to the least-square error functionthat does not require such knowledge and yet
speeds up and improves the training process. The proposed alternative target functions also seem to have
better generalization abilities.

The results presented in this article show that studying target functions of neural networks and proposing
alternatives can improve the results of their training. Twopaths were suggested. The first one leads towards
problem-tailored target functions, which may often have non-analytic forms and will require approximation
or special training algorithms, but which are capable of expressing the specific knowledge we may have
about the problem. The second path leads towards generally usable target functions that will possibly have
better properties that the standard error function and yet are applicable on most of the problems that are
being solved using multilayer neural networks. Both paths seem to be passable.
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Abstract

We survey parts of bioinformatics theory with respect to DNAchip microarray data analysis. First,
we outline information structures and bioinformatics itself. Next to it, we describe so called fuzziness and
we show generalized logical connectives which are usable for data preprocessing and structuring. Finally,
we describe several classes of aggregative operators.

1. Introduction

There are three main structural states of physical matter with respect to its organization: solid, liquid and
gas phases. Their classical representants are ideal crystal, ideal fluid and ideal gas respectively. They are
depicted at Figure 1. While crystal has fixed and regular structure, gas has random and dynamical structure.
Organization of fluids lies between the too extremes. In caseof solid state, we deduce all the structural
properties of the matter from just one point of it. In case of liquid state, our deduction is limited to a
bounded region. We can not deduce anything on distinct partsof matter in case of gas state.

Solid state Fluid state Gas state

Figure 1: Organizational states of matter

Sometimes, live matter (i.e. organisms) is put in line with fluids. It seems to be rational, since both structures
are partially regular. However, there are some controversies. First, organisms are not just spread fluid matter.
Second, there are several patterns for the ”middle” setting. We sketch three possible structures at Figure 2.
The case A is for partially sublimated matter - if we are lucky, we can deduce investigated properties to
large part of the matter. However, in adverse situation, we can not deduce at all. The case B is for fluids and
they were mentioned above. The case C is for so called organismal matter. We can deduce just small amount
of matter properties from one point knowledge. However, as we investigate more points in the matter, we
can deduce much more - not just on bounded surroundings of theinvestigated points. It is usually the case
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A form B form C form

Figure 2: Fluid-like forms of organization

we assume to be the interesting one. And we believe, it is the case for organisms. Nevertheless, we do not
say that it is specific property for living organisms.

Features being dashed at Figure 2, case C, are covered insideinvestigated matter. They characterize particu-
lar objects, but we do not know the features a priori. The taskis to unravel the features. Since the features are
too complex and diversed to be covered by a few formulas, we try to spring them by data mining methods.
Usually, our work is separated into three parts. First, theoretical algorithms have to be invented. Second, we
have to implement the algorithms into software. Third, programs are used on biological data. We focus to
the first part in this survey. Especially, we concentrate on use of Hájek’s observational calculus and fuzzy
logic.

2. Fuzzy logic and bioinformatics

Fuzzy logic [2] is fruitful of structures which can be used for data mining. Unfortunately, the word of
”fuzzy” is used for many different ideas [6]. First, we use the notion of fuzzy as is formalized in mathemat-
ical fuzzy logic: i.e. logic of comparable truth values. Second, bioinformatical data [1] we focus on, have
their values in real intervals. It means that value e.g. 0.5 is for actual half-large variable. For example, one
variable can be age: people can range from very young (value≈ 0.1), somewhat young (value≈ 0.3) to
very old (value≈ 1.0) ones, see example at Figure 3.

Age / years

F
uz

zy
 v

al
ue

 [0
, 1

]

Age / years Win / yes−no

YoungYoung

Old Old

Hopeless

Hopeful

Figure 3: Different meanings of fuzziness

It is not necessary to have linear dependence of a fuzzy valueon the real quantity. In case of bioinfor-
matical data, the dependence frequently contains logarithmical transformation. One reason for it is gaining
distribution of data which is more symmetrical and normal like.

Contrary to the above case of real continuous data, there aresituations with crisp (i.e. two valued - yes/no)
data when the meaning of fuzziness is used too. For example, the crisp variable can be a win in a future with
its fuzzy value expressing the chance or our hope to win, see at Figure 3. Fuzzy variables which are used for
description of such situations, are just measures of probability or believe that investigated crisp data occur.
It is notable to say that we do not use fuzziness for such two valued data since one just expresses value of
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uncertainty there.

We develop methods for biological data that can usually havetheir values greater or lesser than a middle
value. This is motivated by gene expressions. Values of expression are by default viewed as either being in
a middle region or altered ones. In case of alteration, the values can be greater (i.e. activated expression) or
lesser (i.e. inhibited expression).

Some common examples can be temperature or favor of cup of tea. In case of cup temperature, the tea can
have middle temperature - it is neither warm nor cold, it can be cold, it can be warm. Likewise, the tea favor
can be as negative (dislikes), neutral or positive (likes).It is shown at Figure 4.
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 1
]

Gene expression Tea temperature

Inhibited

Activated Warm

Cold

Figure 4: Twofold value alteration

It is natural to use interval of[−1, 1] to express such values. In fact, we use pairs of values for it.It can be
gained by usage of generalized logical connectives. The newconnectives, say plications, are extension to
implication and coimplication as uninorms are extension tot-norms and conorms. It means that in case of
a plication, sayP (x, y), it generally holds neitherP (x, y) = 1 for x ≤ y norP (x, y) = 0 for x ≥ y. The
new connectives can be used not only for pairs of values on single properties, but they can be reused for
general pairs. In such a case, they can express time changes.It is useful tool for time series data and it plays
role of time differentials.

Together with it, we reuse principles invented as monadic observational predicate calculus [3, 4]. It has two
subsequent parts. Particular measured properties are usedas logical formulas and they are combined by
logical connectives. Next to it, generalized forms of quantifiers are evaluated on pairs of formulas to check
their connections. It can be viewed as counting on a relational table:

var 1 var 2 ... var M
obj 1 0.3 0.8 0.2
obj 2 0.5 0.7 0.9

...
obj N 0.1 0.5 0.4

The exemplary table above shows starting point for observational calculus (on fuzzy data) computing. Sep-
arate columns are for particular variables, for example genes or cups of teas. Separate rows are for particular
objects, we measure the variables on. They can be patients ordrinkers. Filled values (set into interval[0, 1])
can express amount of gene activation / inhibition or tea positive / negative favor, respectively. We look for
rules that say e.g. ”who likes tea of kind 1, dislikes tea of kind 2”, ”when both genes 1 and 2 are activated
then gene 3 is activated too”.

Combination of variables is done by connectives of fuzzy logic. Since amount of variables in bioinformatics
(i.e. genes) is rather big, it is necessary to cluster them during computations. It is not disadvantage. It
is known that groups of genes behave similarly and to find the groups is one of tasks of bioinformatics.
Evaluations are done by so called generalized quantifiers. They combine ideas of classical quantifiers and
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ideas of statistical estimators and tests [5]. They can be, for example, estimates of quantiles (of holding
a formula) or tests for e.g. 0.9 value of them on a value of significance.

3. Feature aggregation

When we have found and enumerated relevant rules we may want them to combine to express a final value
which describe investigated system. The value of the objectin the interest can be similarity to another
(complex) object, inclination of a relevant gene to be activated or inhibited, or favor of the prepared tea.

We generally have pieces of evidence for both greater final values and lesser final values. Their combination
should behave as uninorms. It means that combination of two positive values should tend to be greater,
combination of two negative values should be lesser, and combination of one positive and one negative
value should lie between them. We can describe such behavioras acting of individual rules on the final
value that is glued onto one end of a spring, the second end of the spring is glued to zero value. We call
such an operator a dinorm, an example is at Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Dinorm example

We need continuity, rather uniform one, to have stable aggregative operators. However, it is impossible for
uninorms. In fact, uninorms have unnatural behavior on combination of two opposite extreme values: it
must be an extreme too. It can be overwhelmed by abandoning associativity, either weak or strong. It is not
so bad since e.g. (arithmetical) mean is not associative too. We just can not separate the final operator into
recursive action of one (associative) binary operator.

Still, we can state less conditions (than recursiveness) onreducibility of the operator. The operator may be,
for example, separable into two (several) associative operators. In such a case, we say that the operator obey
weak non-associativity. This imitates double values in preprocessing and formula combination steps: first,
we combine separately positive and negative values by conorms, and second, we combine the two result
values by coimplication (of the lesser one to the greater one). Generally, we do not suffer from lack of
associativity since it is not required for aggregation operators - we do not use them as logical connectives.

We usually want to have evaluated the power of our result fromstatistical point of view. Since we have an
amount of both objects and rules, we can use some multidimensional methods, e.g. bootstrapping. It yields
strength and plausibility of localization of the final valueon whole [-1, 1] interval. It means that we can state
e.g. that the final result value is greater than or equal to 0.5with a value of significance, and it is greater
than or equal to 0.3 with a greater value of significance.
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Abstract

We study approximation problems formulated as regularizedminimization with kernel-based stabiliz-
ers. These approximation schemas exhibit easy derivation of solution to the problem in the shape of linear
combination of kernel functions (one-hidden layer feed-forward neural network). We prove uniqueness of
such a solution if one exists and discuss existence in special cases. We exploit the article by N. Aronszajn
[1] on reproducing kernels and use his formulation of product of kernels and resulting kernel spaces to
show possible use of such a construction in practical applications.
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1. Preliminaries

A normed linear spaceW is any vector space overR or C with a norm‖.‖, where for allx, y ∈W , λ ∈ R

(or C).

1. ‖x‖ ≥ 0 and‖x‖ = 0 only if x = 0

2. ‖λx‖ = λ‖x‖, and

3. ‖x+ y‖ ≤ ‖x‖+ ‖y‖.

Banach space(B, ‖.‖) is any normed linear space that is complete in its norm. AHilbert spaceis a Banach
space in which the norm is given by an inner product〈., .〉, that is‖x‖ = 〈x, x〉1/2.

Let d, k be positive integers,Ω ⊆ R
d. We let (C(Ω), ‖.‖C) denote the space of continuous functions

on Ω with maximum norm. Next,Ck will denote all functions with continuous Fréchet derivative up
to orderk andC∞ all infinitely differentiable functions. We say thatf ∈ C∞ belongs to theSchwartz
spaceS(Rd) if p · Dαf is a bounded function for any multiindexα = (α1, . . . , αd) and any polynomial

p =
∑
i cβi

x
βi1

1 . . . x
βid

d on Rd (whereDα(f) =
(

∂
∂x1

)α1

. . .
(

∂
∂xd

)αd

). For convenience let us define

(following [9]) thenormalized Lebesgue measuremd onRd asdmd(x) = (2π)−d/2dx.

The Lebesgue space(Lp(Ω), ‖.‖p) of functions onΩ with integrablep-th power will be renormed:‖f‖p ={∫
Ω |f |pdmd

}1/p
. This will simplify the use ofFourier transformf̂ of the functionf ∈ L1(Rd): f̂(t) =∫

Rd f(x)e−it·xdmd, wheret ∈ Rd andt · x = t1x1 + · · ·+ tdxd.
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LetB be a Banach space,Ω ⊆ B and letf : Ω×Ω→ R be a symmetric function (that isf(x, y) = f(y, x)).
Thenf is positive definiteif for any a1, . . . , an ∈ C andt1, . . . , tn ∈ Ω

n∑

i,j=1

aiajf(ti, tj) ≥ 0,

wherea is complex adjoint ofa. We call the functionstrictly positive definiteif the inequality is strict.

Let V andW be vector spaces over the same body. ThenL : W → V is a linear mappingif and only if
L(λx + µy) = λLx + µLy for all x, y ∈ W andλ, µ ∈ F (whereF = R or C). If V = W , we callL an
operator, if V = F we call it alinear formor a functionalonW .

For a functionalF : X → (−∞,+∞] we write domF = {f ∈ X : F(f) < +∞} and call this set
the domainof F . Continuityof F in f ∈ domF is defined as usual. A functional issequentially lower
semicontinuousif and only if the convergence of{fn} to f impliesF(f) ≤ lim infn→∞F(fn). Functional
F is weakly sequentially lower semicontinuousif and only if fn ⇀ f impliesF(f) ≤ lim infn→∞F(fn).

A functionalF is convexon a convex setE ⊆ domF if for all f, g ∈ E and allλ ∈ [0, 1], F(λf + (1 −
λ)g) ≤ λF(f) + (1 − λ)F(g). FunctionalF is (strongly) quasi-convexif for all f, g ∈ E, f 6= g it holds:
F

(
1
2f + 1

2g
)

(<) ≤ max{F(f),F(g)}.

2. Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces

Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (shortly RKHS) was definedby Aronszajn, 1950 ([1]) as Hilbert space
H of functions (real or complex) defined overΩ ⊆ Rd with the property, that for eachx ∈ Ω the evaluation
functional onH given byFx : f 7→ f(x) is bounded. This implies existence of a positive definite symmetric
functionk : Ω× Ω→ R (the so calledreproducing kernel) corresponding toH such that

1. for anyf ∈ H andy ∈ Ω the following reproducing property holds

f(y) = 〈f(x), k(x, y)〉 ,

where〈., .〉 is scalar product inH and

2. for everyy ∈ Ω, the functionky(x) = k(x, y) is an element ofH.

Note that the reproducing kernel is unique for a givenH. On the other hand, every positive definite
symmetric function is a reproducing kernel for exactly one Hilbert space, that can be described as
comp{∑n

i=1 aikxi
;xi ∈ Ω, ai ∈ R}, wherecomp means completion of the set. See paragraph 2.1 for

sketch of proofs.

Next we will consider product of Reproducing Kernel HilbertSpaces, for potential applications of this
construction see the discussion below Theorem 2.1. Fori = 1, 2 let Fi be an RKHS of functions onΩi, let
ki be the corresponding kernel. Consider the following set of functions onΩ = Ω1 × Ω2

F ′ = {
n∑

i=1

f1,i(x1)f2,i(x2) | n ∈ N, f1,i ∈ F1, f2,i ∈ F2} .

Clearly,F ′ is a vector space, it is not complete though. For its completion, we first define a scalar prod-
uct onF ′. Let f , g be elements ofF ′ expressed asf(x1, x2) =

∑n
i=1 f1,i(x1)f2,i(x2), g(x1, x2) =∑m

j=1 g1,j(x1)g2,j(x2). We define

〈f, g〉 =
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

〈f1,i, g1,j〉1〈f2,i, g2,j〉2 ,
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where〈·, ·〉i denotes the scalar product inFi. It is a routine to check that this definition does not depend on
the particular form in whichf andg are expressed and that the properties of scalar product are satisfied. We
define norm onF ′ by ‖f‖ =

√
〈f, f〉. Finally, letF be the completion ofF ′. It can be shown ([1]) that the

completion exists not only as an abstract Hilbert space but thatF is in fact a space of functions onΩ. We
call F the product ofF1 andF2 and writeF = F1 ⊗ F2.

Theorem 2.1 ([1]) For i = 1, 2 let Fi be an RKHS onΩi with kernelki. Then the product spaceF =
F1 ⊗ F2 onΩ1 × Ω2 is an RKHS with kernel given by

k((x1, x2), (y1, y2)) = k1(x1, y1)k2(x2, y2) ,

wherex1, y1 ∈ Ω1, x2, y2 ∈ Ω2.

2.1. Proofs

All the proofs presented here have been sketched in [1].

Lemma 2.2 LetK(Ω) be a real valued RKHS withk as kernel. ThenKC := {f1 + if2; f1, f2 ∈ K} with
‖f1 + if2‖2 = ‖f1‖2 + ‖f2‖2 is a complex RKHS with the samek as kernel.

Proof: KC is clearly a Hilbert space. Evaluation functionals remain linear and bounded, i.e.KC is RKHS.
And for anyf ∈ K it holds:if(y) = 〈if(x), k(x, y)〉.

We see that it is sufficient to consider only complex RKHS.

Lemma 2.3 LetK(Ω) be a Hilbert space with a reproducing kernelk. Thenk is unique.

Proof: Suppose we have two reproducing kernelsk, k′ and k 6= k′. Then for somex, y we have
0 < ‖k(x, y) − k′(x, y)‖2 = 〈(k − k′)(x, y), (k − k′)(x, y)〉 = 〈(k − k′)(x, y), k(x, y)〉 − 〈(k −
k′)(x, y), k′(x, y)〉 = (k − k′)(y, y)− (k − k′)(y, y) = 0, which is a contradiction.

Lemma 2.4 LetK(Ω) be a Hilbert space with the property that all evaluation functionalsFx are linear and
bounded. Then there exists a reproducing kernelk satisfying properties (i) and (ii) that is positive definite.
On the other hand from (i) and (ii) we obtain linear bounded (continuous) evaluation functionals.

Proof: Fy is a linear bounded (i.e. continuous) functional on HilbertspaceK(Ω). Thus by Fréchet-Riesz
Theorem [6, p. 19] we haveay ∈ K such thatFy(f) = 〈f(x), ay(x)〉. We putay(x) = k(x, y) obtaining
the reproducing kernel.

To check the desired properties (symmetry and positive definiteness) we use the reproducing property:∑n
i,j=1 aiajk(xi, xj) = 〈∑n

j=1 ajk(y, xj),
∑n

i=1 aik(y, xi)〉 = ‖∑n
j=1 ajk(y, xj)‖2 ≥ 0 andk(x, y) =

〈k(z, y), k(z, x)〉 = 〈k(z, x), k(z, y)〉 = k(y, x).

To prove the last statement it is sufficient to observe, that:|f(y)| = |〈f(x), k(x, y)〉| ≤
‖f‖〈k(x, y), k(x, y)〉1/2 = ‖f‖k(y, y)1/2.

Lemma 2.5 To everyk(x, y) satisfying the properties (i) and (ii) there corresponds one and only one
Hilbert spaceH admittingk as a reproducing kernel.
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Proof: Let us take the class of all functions of the form
∑
αkk(x, yk) with the norm

‖∑n
k=1 αkk(x, yk)‖2 =

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=1 ᾱiαjk(xi, xj). To complete the space we add limits of all Cauchy

sequences (relative to the above norm - gives point-wise convergence).

Theorem 2.6 LetF be a linear class of functions with scalar product defined onΩ satisfying all the prop-
erties of a Hilbert space with the exception of completeness(an incomplete Hilbert space). The class can
be completed if and only if

1. for every fixedy ∈ Ω the linear functionalFy(f) is bounded inF

2. for a Cauchy sequence{fm} ⊂ F the conditionfm(y)→ 0 for everyy implies‖fm‖ → 0.

If the completion is possible, it is unique.

Proof: See [1, p. 347].

3. Learning from data as minimization of functionals

Learning from data usually means to fit a function to a set of dataz = {(ui, vi); i = 1, . . . , N} ⊆ Rd × R.
The problem is what type of functions will we use for the fitting, because there are infinitely many ways
to go through the given points. And even if we have a reasonable set of functions (admissible set) to pick
from, there is no guarantee that the problem will have a solution and that the solution will be unique.

Typically it is not necessary that the function fits the data exactly, we approximate. Thus nice functions
(smooth, continuous) come into question and the solution generalizes better (see [5]). Some of these prop-
erties are easily expressed by the set of admissible functions, but we might have more complicated (global)
external information (a-priori knowledge) about the problem and want to add it, too.

Mathematical expression of these ideas lies in formulatinga functional that would among admissible func-
tions pick the one, that is reasonably close to the data and also agrees with global property assumptions ([2],
[4], [8], [10], [12]). Existence and uniqueness of such a solution can be secured by minimizing a functional
over a corresponding set of functions.

The task to find an optimal solution to the setting of approximating a data setz = {(ui, vi)}Ni=1 ⊆ Rd×R by
a function from a general function spaceX (minimizing the error) is ill-posed. Thus we impose additional
(regularization) conditions on the solution ([5]). These are typically things like a-priori knowledge, or some
smoothness constraints. The solutionf0 has to minimize a functionalF : Ω → R that is composed of the
error part and the “smoothness” part:

F(f) = Ez(f) + γΦ(f),

whereEz is the error functional depending on the dataz = {(ui, vi)}Ni=1 ⊆ Rd×R and penalizing distance
from the data,Φ is the regularization part — the so called stabilizer — penalizing ”distance from the global
property” andγ is the regularization parameter giving the trade-off between the two terms of the functional
to be minimized.

To prove existence and uniqueness of solution to such a problem we will use some results from mathematical
analysis. Uniqueness of solution to the minimization problem can be secured by strong quasi-convexity of
the minimized functional (see Lemma 3.2). The error functionals are naturally convex and to have quasi-
convexity we need the other part of the minimization functional to do the job. In fact if the second part was
quasi-convex, we would succeed. So we are searching for regularization parts that are quasi-convex. A wide
range of such functionals are second powers of norms of Hilbert spaces (for example RKHS).
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Here we start using Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces to obtain existence and uniqueness of solution and
derive the form of the solution easily. We build an RKHS that fits to our problem and obtain a unique well
defined solution to the problem. The idea is to minimize our functional over this RKHS (using advantages
of Hilbert spaces) and having the regularization part in theform of a norm on this RKHS. Then we obtain
existence and uniqueness easily and by reproducing property of the kernel also the form of the solution.

LetH be an RKHS overΩ ⊆ Rd with kernelk and norm‖.‖k. We construct the minimization functional
composing of error partEz(f) based on dataz = {(ui, vi); i = 1, . . . , N} ⊆ Rd × R and let the regular-
ization part beΦ(f) = ‖f‖2k formingF(f) = Ez(f) + γΦ(f) with γ ∈ R+. Now uniqueness of solution
to such a problem comes clearly from strong quasi-convexityof the functionalF (see Lemma 3.2, 3.3).

To show existence of solution many authors consider sufficient to derive the shape of a solution (without
explicitly showing that it is a solution). We don’t regard this approach convincing (there may be no solution
at all); however we are able to prove existence in special cases only, see for example [11].

Derivation of the shape of the solution to the regularized minimization problem has been shown already
in [5] but without taking advantage of RKHS, in [4], [8] and others known as Representer theorem, for a
concrete case see [11]. All the proofs are based on a theorem from mathematical analysis.

Theorem 3.1 Let the functionalF defined on a setE in a Banach spaceX be minimized at a pointf0 ∈ E,
with f0 an interior point in the norm topology. IfF has a derivativeDFf0 at f0, thenDFf0 = 0.

Employing this theorem we obtain solution to the kernel-based minimization problem in the form of

f0(x) =

N∑

i=1

cik(x, ui),

wherexi are the data points andk(·, ·) the corresponding kernel.

3.1. Examples of minimization functionals and RKHS

An error functional is usually of the formEz(f) =
∑N
i=1 V (f(ui), vi). A typical example of the empirical

error functional is the classical mean square error:

Ez(f) =
1

N

N∑

i=1

(f(ui)− vi)2.

In [5] a special stabilizer based on the Fourier Transform was proposed:

ΦG(f) =

∫

Rd

|f̂(s)|2
Ĝ(s)

dmd(s),

whereĜ : R
d → R+ is symmetric (̂G(s) = Ĝ(−s)) function tending to zero as‖s‖ → ∞ (the last holds

for anyG ∈ L1). That means1/Ĝ is a low-pass filter.

Thus the functionalFG to be minimized is of the form:

FG(f) = Ez(f) + ΦG(f) =
1

N

N∑

i=1

(f(ui)− vi)2 + γ

∫

Rd

|f̂(s)|2
Ĝ(s)

dmd(s),

whereγ ∈ R+. Now we show how to build an RKHS corresponding to the regularization part of our
functional:
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Let us define

g(x, y) = G(x − y) =

∫

Rd

Ĝ(t)eit.xe−it.ydmd(t).

For g ∈ S(R2d) symmetric positive definite we obtain an RKHSH (using the classical construction, see

[4], [10],[12]). We put〈f, g〉H =
∫

Rd

f̂(s)ĝ∗(s)

Ĝ(s)
dmd(s) and obtain the norm‖f‖2H =

∫
Rd

|f̂(s)|2
Ĝ(s)

dmd(s), for

H = comp span{G†(x, .), x ∈ Rd}, wherecomp{. . . } denotes completion of the set{. . . } anda∗ means
complex conjugate ofa. It is easy to check the reproducing property ofG onH, that is〈f(x), G(x−y)〉H =
f(y).

Special types of reproducing kernels and following RKHS arethe well known Gaussian kernelk(x, y) =

e−‖x−y‖2

with Fourier transformk̂(s) = e−
‖w‖2

2 or in one dimension, the kernel given byk(x, y) =

e−|x−y| with Fourier transformk̂(s) = (1 + s2)−1. The norm for this RKHS is of the form‖f‖k =∫ |f̂|2
(1+s2)−1 = ‖f‖2L2

+ ‖f ′‖2L2
. So we see we obtain a Sobolev spaceW 1

2 .

As a more general example we will consider the product of kernels introduced in Section 2. Suppose that
apriori knowledge of our data suggests to look for the solution as a member of product of two functional
spaces. In one dimension the data may be clustered thus beingsuitable for approximation via Gaussian
kernels. In the other dimension we have only information on smoothness of the data, hence we will use
kernel resulting in Sobolev norm. Employing Theorem 2.1 we obtain a kernel for the product space of the
form:

k((x1, x2), (y1, y2)) = e−‖x1−y1‖2 · e−|x2−y2| ,

wherex1, y1 ∈ Ω1, x2, y2 ∈ Ω2. Taking advantage of this being an RKHS we have the form of thesolution
to such a type of minimization:

f0(x1, x2) =

N∑

i=1

cie
−‖x1−ui,1‖2 · e−|x2−ui,2| .

We expect this approximation scheme to exhibit nicer approximation properties since it can be better fitted
to special types of data.

3.2. Proofs

Lemma 3.2 (Da71)A strongly quasi-convex functionalG can achieve its minimum over a convex setC at
no more than one point.

Proof: Let G attain its minimum atf1 andf2 (i.e.,G(f1) = G(f2) = inff∈C f(x)) andf1 6= f2. Then
1
2f1 + 1

2f2 ∈ C, butG(1
2f1 + 1

2f2) < max{G(f1),G(f2)} = inff∈C G(f), which is a contradiction.

Lemma 3.3 FunctionalEz is convex and functionalΦG is strongly quasi-convex on RKHSH. Hence, also
F is strongly quasi-convex onK.

Proof: For the first part,Ez(f) as an error functional is convex. (See for example 3.1. The sum of N
elements, each of which is a convex functional, as (real) functionw 7→ 1

N (w − vi)2 is convex.)

To deal with the other functional, we will prove that in any Hilbert space the norm‖.‖ is strongly quasi-
convex, that is‖ 1

2x+ 1
2y‖ < max{‖x‖, ‖y‖} for any distinctx, y in the space. We will use the parallelogram

law to show the fact. In any Hilbert space it holds that‖x+ y‖2 + ‖x− y‖2 = 2(‖x‖2 + ‖y‖2) and so we
get:

1

4
‖x+ y‖2 =

2

4
(‖x‖2 + ‖y‖2)− 1

4
‖x− y‖2 .

Hence‖ 1
2x + 1

2y‖2 ≤ 1
2 (2 max{‖x‖2, ‖y‖2})− 1

4‖x− y‖2. As forx 6= y we have‖x− y‖2 > 0, we get
the desired claim. (Observe thatΦG(f) = ‖f‖2k in Section 3.1.)
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So we haveFG a sum of a convex and a strongly quasi-convex functional and so clearlyFG is strongly
quasi-convex as claimed.

4. Conclusion

We have shown how to employ RKHS in approximation theory and stressed advantages of this approach. In-
spired by the article [1] we introduce kernel-product basedapproximation and try to show possible practical
usage.

Further work shall be concentrated on the product issue comparing it to standard approximation methods.
We also want to see to the question of existence of the solution of minimization problem in a more general
scope.
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Abstrakt

Současné metodiky pro analýzu a návrh programových systémů kladou značné nároky na znalosti a
zkušenosti analytiků. Kvalitně provedená analýza a návrh vyžaduje značné mentálnı́ úsilı́ podpořené navı́c
dostatkem zkušenostı́. To se odrážı́ ve vysokých nákladech na vyškolenı́ a udrženı́ kvalitnı́ch analytiků,
ale i na jejich nedostatku na pracovnı́m trhu.

Disertačnı́ práce se snažı́ poukázat na možnost využitı́ některých metod umělé inteligence pro au-
tomatizaci procesu analýzy programového systému popsaného pomocı́ zadánı́ ve volném textu. Zautom-
atizovánı́ této činnosti nebo i pouhé přiblı́ženı́ analyzované oblasti by přineslo nemalé finančnı́ úspory a
ušetřilo i čas nutný pro vyškolenı́ kvalitnı́ch analytiků.

Řešenı́ prezentované v disertačnı́ práci je založenona použitı́ evolučnı́ch algoritmů a mobilnı́ch
agentů. Evolučnı́ algoritmy umožňujı́ zjednodušit celou úlohu nahrazenı́m obtı́žné transformace text na
analytický popis transformacı́ k nı́ opačnou – analytický popis na text, která je výrazně jednodušeji algo-
ritmizovatelná. Mobilnı́ agenti se použı́vajı́ pro rychlé a přesné vyhledánı́ pojmů v rozsáhlé bázi znalostı́.

Tato práce je myšlena jako jeden z prvnı́ch pokusů o automatizaci procesů softwarového inženýrstvı́
s využitı́m přı́stupů a prvků z oboru umělé inteligence.

Klı́ čová slova:

anaĺyza a ńavrh IS, evolǔcńı algoritmy, reprezentace znalostı́, vyhled́aváńı znalost́ı

1. Charakteristika současńeho stavu

Současné metodiky pro analýzu a návrh programových systémů kladou značné nároky na znalosti a
zkušenosti analytiků. Kvalitně provedená analýza a návrh vyžaduje značné mentálnı́ úsilı́ podpořené navı́c
dostatkem zkušenostı́. To se odrážı́ ve vysokých nákladech na vyškolenı́ a udrženı́ kvalitnı́ch analytiků, ale
i na jejich nedostatku na pracovnı́m trhu.

V současné době lze pozorovat velmi nı́zkou mı́ru spolupráce mezi obory softwarového a znalostnı́ho
inženýrstvı́. Přestože se jedná o velmi blı́zké obory, nedocházı́ k podstatné výměně informacı́, postup˚u a
metod, které se ukázaly v praxi jako přı́nosné.

Nabı́zı́ se otázka, zda by nešlo využı́t současných poznatků v oblasti umělé inteligence a automatického
zpracovánı́ znalostı́ k řešenı́ nedostatku volných analytiků na trhu. Konečným cı́lem by mohla být snaha
o vytvořenı́ systému, který může do jisté mı́ry zastupovat zkušeného analytika při analýze a návrhu pro-
gramového systému. Začı́najı́cı́ analytik se na systém bude moci obrátit jako na kolegu-experta s žádostı́
o radu. I pro zkušené analytiky by byl systém přı́nosem,protože by jej mohli použı́vat v přı́padech, kdy
by si s vlastnı́m řešenı́m nebyli jisti. Systém doporučı́ řešenı́, které bude moci být iteračně doplňováno
pomocı́ změn v zadánı́. Nakonec může být bud’ zcela přijato jako výsledné řešenı́ nebo bráno pouzejako
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inspirace pro vlastnı́ řešenı́ vytvořené člověkem-analytikem. Bude tak docházet k výrazným úsporám v čase
potřebným na řešenı́ zcela bez pomoci a zároveň i ke snižovánı́ nákladů, které by jinak byly třeba pro zapla-
cenı́ rozsáhlejšı́ho týmu analytiků.

2. Vymezenı́ cı́le pŕace

Základnı́m cı́lem práce je v prvé řadě poukázat na moˇznost interdisciplinárnı́ho přı́stupu k analýze a návrhu
a zejména na možnost využitı́ metod a algoritmů z oblasti umělé inteligence.

Vlastnı́ obsah práce má potom za hlavnı́ cı́l navrhnout z´akladnı́ postup tvorby analytického popisu a speci-
fikovat jeho jednotlivé etapy a datové struktury, které jsou v nich použı́vány. Přitom je kladen důraz na
netradičnı́ přı́stupy, které byly prozatı́m opomı́jeny a které nabı́zejı́ oproti klasickým metodám potenciálně
velmi dobré výsledky. Pro vybrané etapy je potom cı́lem navrhnout konkrétnı́ algoritmy zpracovánı́.

K dosaženı́ hlavnı́ho cı́le bylo nejprve navrženo vyřeˇsit tři dı́lčı́ cı́le, které jsou v práci detailně speci-
fikovány. Jedná se o tyto kroky:

• vytvořenı́ minimodelu z textového zadánı́;

• porovnánı́ minimodelu s analytickým popisem;

• vytvořenı́ analytického popisu IS podle zadánı́.

Kde textové zadánı́ je vstupem popisujı́cı́m programov´y systém v textové podobě; minimodel je speciálnı́
datová struktura sloužı́cı́ pro krátkodobé uchován´ı znalostı́ o aktuálně zpracovávané předmětné oblasti; a
analytický popis je výstup tvořený množinou analytický modelů v grafické podobě a k nim doprovodných
textů s doplňujı́cı́mi informacemi a omezenı́mi.

Dı́lčı́ kroky ve formě jednotlivých transformacı́ vid´ıme i na následujı́cı́m obrázku.

Minimodel
Zadání ve

volném textu

Báze
znalostí

BZ

Analytický
popis

� �

��

Základńı typy dat a transformace

Prvnı́m krokem je zpracovánı́ textového zadánı́ a vytvořenı́ internı́ reprezentace v zadánı́ obsažených
znalostı́ – minimodelu (MM). Druhým krokem je potom vytvoˇrenı́ analytického popisu z minimodelu.
Samostatnou úlohu, která bude využita v druhém kroku jeporovnánı́ minimodelu a existujı́cı́ho analyt-
ického popisu.

Na vstupu zpracovánı́ se objevuje zadánı́ ve formě voln´eho textu. Tato forma reprezentace znalostı́ je pro
dalšı́ strojové zpracovánı́ nevhodná a je třeba transformovat znalosti obsažené v textu (pokud možno beze
ztráty věcného významu) do jiné, strojově lépe zpracovatelné formy.
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Při snaze porozumět volnému textu budeme využı́vat znalosti uložené v bázi znalostı́. Minimodel je jakousi
krátkodobou pamětı́ obsahujı́cı́ podmnožinu znalost´ı z BZ vybranou s ohledem na věcnou oblast, které se
týká zpracovávaný text. Reprezentace znalostı́ v minimodelu vycházı́ z formátu, ve kterém jsou uloženy
znalosti v bázi znalostı́. Vzhledem k předpokládanémumenšı́mu rozsahu minimodelu oproti BZ si však
můžeme dovolit ukládat do minimodelu i některé duplicitnı́ informace. Tı́m zjednodušı́me a zrychlı́me
zpracovánı́ textu a umožnı́me odhalenı́ i dalšı́ch souvislostı́.

Zjištěnı́ shody mezi zadánı́m a již existujı́cı́m analytickým popisem je dı́lčı́ úlohou, která nám (jak si
ukážeme) pomůže při samotné tvorbě analytického popisu. Při porovnávánı́ předpokládáme, že analytický
popis byl již vytvořen (at’ již ručně nebo automaticky) a našı́m úkolem je zjistit, zda si navzájem zadánı́ a
analytický popis odpovı́dajı́.

Přestože porovnánı́ AP je evidentně jednoduššı́ úloha než vytvořenı́ AP, setkáváme se i při porovnávánı́
s celou řadou problémů. Jako největšı́ z nich se jevı́ již pouhá definice shody nebo podobnosti. Musı́me
přesně definovat, kdy jsou dva popisy (textový v zadánı́a analytický) shodné, kdy jsou ,,velmi podobné“,
kdy ,,méně podobné“ a kdy zcela odlišné. Dále musı́menalézt společný popis (jazyk), do kterého převedeme
jak textové zadánı́, tak i informace z analytického popisu, abychom mohli zavést nějakou mı́ru shody a
definovaným způsobem ji zjišt’ovat.

3. Obsah a struktura práce

Tato práce popisuje jeden z prvnı́ch pokusů o syntézu postupů a metod znalostnı́ho inženýrstvı́ (umělé
inteligence a automatického zı́skávánı́ znalostı́) s postupy a metodami použı́vanými v softwarovém
inženýrstvı́ při objektově orientované analýze a n´avrhu (OOAD) informačnı́ch systémů.

4. Navržený způsob̌rešenı́

V zásadě existujı́ dva možné různé postupy zı́skán´ı analytického popisu z textového zadánı́. Prvnı́ z nich,
který můžeme označit jako přı́mý, sleduje myšlenkový proces v mozku člověka–analytika, který má za cı́l
vytvořit analytický popis k systému definovanému textových zadánı́m. Po přečtenı́ a pochopenı́ textu je
postupně v iteračnı́ch krocı́ch tvořen a zpřesňovánanalytický popis a jeho jednotlivé modely. Druhý, v této
práci preferovaný, postup obracı́ obvyklou posloupnostkroků a s využitı́m evolučnı́ch algoritmů se snažı́
postupovat opačně – od analytického popisu směrem k textovému zadánı́.

4.1. Klasický přı́mý postup

V přı́mém postupu procházı́me očekávanou sekvencı́ kroků od syntaktické a sémantické analýzy přes
vytvořenı́ jednotlivých analytických modelů až konečně k porovnánı́ původnı́ho zadánı́ s dosaženým
výsledkem. Během jednotlivých fázı́ se upravuje aktivnı́ kontext v bázi znalostı́ a zvyšuje se tak
pravděpodobnost nalezenı́ správných pojmů k použit´ym termı́nům, a tı́m i upřesněnı́ celého popisu. Celý
postup se opakuje tak dlouho, až je dosaženo požadovanémı́ry shody mezi zadánı́m a výsledkem (po-
drobněji viz [41]). Základnı́ postup vypadá takto:

1. Vytvořenı́ minimodelu z textového zadánı́

• + úprava aktivnı́ch kontextů v BZ

2. Vytvořenı́ analytického popisu (analytických modelů a doprovodných textů)

• tento bod je asi hlavnı́ ḱamen úrazu, protože je obtı́žný i pročlověka–analytika a velmi
špatně se algoritmizuje!

3. Porovnánı́ zadánı́ s analytickým popisem

4. Je-li dosaženo požadované mı́ry shody mezi zadánı́ma analytickým popisem, takKONEC
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5. Zpět k bodu 1)

• v následujı́cı́ch krocı́ch může být dosaženo odlišných výsledků v důsledku změny aktivnı́ch
kontextů v BZ a tı́m pádem i nalezenı́ jiných pojmů k hledaným termı́nům

Už práce [41] ukázala, že proces porozuměnı́ volnémutextu je iteračnı́, tj. opakujı́cı́ se tak dlouho, až
je dosaženo požadované kvality/přesnosti výsledku.Kvalitu výsledků zjišt’ujeme porovnánı́m textového
zadánı́ s analytickým popisem.

Přı́mý postup se hodı́ v přı́padech, kdy je cesta od zadánı́ k řešenı́ relativně přı́má a nehrozı́ ,,uvı́znut´ı“
v některé slepé uličce. V opačném přı́padě může být velmi těžké navrhnout algoritmy, které uvı́znutı́rozpoz-
najı́ a vrátı́ postup zpět na správnou cestu.

4.2. Hrubá sı́la s ú̌celovou funkcı́

Druhá možná cesta k vytvořenı́ analytického popisu jedo jisté mı́ry opakem předchozı́ a může se zdát
na prvnı́ pohled poněkud krkolomná. Jejı́ výhody však spočı́vajı́ v překonánı́ některých potı́žı́, které
omezujı́ konvenčnı́ postup a jeho použitelnost. V tomto přı́stupu je kladen důraz na dobře zvládnutou úlohu
porovnánı́ zadánı́ s analytickým popisem a evolučnı́ algoritmy, které umožňujı́ v přijatelném čase řešit
s dostatečně dobrými výsledky i exponenciálně složité úlohy.

Velkou výhodou obráceného postupu je fakt, že přı́mácesta od textového zadánı́ k analytickému popisu je
opravdu velmi obtı́žná. Mnoho metodik (viz např. [39] sesnažı́ tuto cestu popsat a nabı́zı́ různé pomůcky
a mezikroky, jak vytvořit správný analytický popis. Naproti tomu cesta od analytického popisu k tex-
tovému zadánı́ se zdá být jednoduššı́. Máme-li dostatečně výkonný počı́tač, můžeme si dovolit vytvářet
velké množstvı́ analytických popisů a doufat, že se n´am podařı́ ,,náhodou“ vytvořit takový, který bude
odpovı́dat zadánı́. Je zřejmé, že tento postup je možné použı́t pouze při úplné automatizaci celého pro-
cesu, protože bude nutné prověřit statisı́ce a možnámilióny analytických popisů. V žádném přı́padě nesmı́
být kdekoliv vyžadovaná reakce člověka. Zároveň musı́ být ,,náhodné“ vytvářenı́ usměrňováno tak, aby se
zvyšovala pravděpodobnost nalezenı́ vhodného řešenı́.

Pro tento účel se jevı́ jako vhodné použı́t evolučnı́ algoritmy. Pro evolučnı́ algoritmy je klı́čová vhodná
datová reprezentace a dále účelová funkce (fitness-function), podle které vybı́ráme nejúspěšnějšı́ jedince.
V našem přı́padě bude účelová funkce vyjadřovat shodu mezi analytickým popisem na jedné straně a tex-
tovým zadánı́m na straně druhé. Jak analytický popis tak i textové zadánı́ budeme muset převést na min-
imodel. Čı́m podobnějšı́ oba minimodely budou, tı́m lépe. Jedinci populace budou reprezentovat možné
analytické popisy a evolucı́ se budou blı́žit hledanémupopisu odpovı́dajı́cı́mu co nejvı́ce textovému zadánı́.
Celý postup šlechtěnı́ populace analytických popisůvypadá takto:

1. Vytvořenı́ minimodelu z textového zadánı́

• + úprava aktivnı́ch kontextů v BZ

2. Vytvořenı́ prvotnı́ populace analytických popisů

• s využitı́m slov v textu zadánı́ a pojmů v MM

3. Ohodnocenı́ každého analytického popisu z populace na základě účelové funkce

• převod na minimodel a porovnánı́ s minimodelem textového zadánı́

4. Je-li dosaženo požadované mı́ry shody mezi zadánı́ma analytickým popisem, takKONEC

5. Vytvořenı́ nové populace analytických popisů

• odstraněnı́ nejhoršı́ch jedinců

• vytvořenı́ nových jedinců
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– zejména jako potomků úspěšných jedinců aktuálnı́populace

– mutace a křı́ženı́

6. Zpět k bodu 3)

Z uvedeného postupu je patrné, že mı́sto velmi obtı́žn´e transformaceMinimodel→ Analyticḱy popisstačı́
zvládnout ne tak obtı́žnou transformaciAnalyticḱy popis→ Minimodela následné porovnánı́ dvou mini-
modelů.

Je však třeba zdůraznit zásadnı́ omezenı́ evolučnı́ch algoritmů a to je zı́skánı́ pouze sub-optimálnı́ho řešenı́.
Nikdy nemáme jistotu, že zı́skané řešenı́ je jediné správné a dokonce ani, že neexistuje ještě lepšı́ řeˇsenı́
(algoritmus neuvı́zl v lokálnı́m optimu). Přesto považuji tento postup za prakticky použitelný. Vždyt’ i
pouhý nástin možného řešenı́ velmi pomůže člověku–analytikovi, který jej může dále upravovat a rozšiřovat.

5. Metody dosaženı́ cı́lů

Pro dosaženı́ cı́lů byly použity zejména metody a algoritmy použı́vané v oblasti umělé inteligence (AI) a
dále vlastnı́ zkušenosti s analýzou a návrhem programových systémů pomocı́ objektových metodik. Metody
a algoritmy AI byly potom v souladu se zkušenostmi aplikov´any na tvorbu analytického popisu. Kromě
možných různých způsobů reprezentacı́ znalostı́ jsou v této práci použity zejména evolučnı́ algoritmy, prin-
cipy distribuované umělé inteligence afuzzylogiky.

6. Naplněnı́ cı́lů práce

Cı́le stanovené pro disertačnı́ práci se podařilo splnit. K základnı́mu cı́li (poukázánı́ na možnost interdis-
ciplinárnı́ho přı́stupu) byl splněn i hlavnı́ cı́l – navržen základnı́ postup tvorby analytického popisu. Zde
navržený původnı́ postup obracı́ s využitı́m evolučnı́ch algoritmů klasickou přı́mou cestu na ,,zpátečnı́“ ve
směru od analytického popisu k textovému zadánı́.

Dı́lčı́ cı́le byly splněny navrženı́m podrobných postupů pro jednotlivé fáze transformace od textového zad´anı́
přes minimodel až k analytickému popisu, včetně schopnosti porovnat existujı́cı́ analytický popis s mini-
modelem (resp. textových zadánı́m) a poskytnout tak metriku pro selekčnı́ funkci evolučnı́ch algoritmů. Pro
navrhovaný postup je klı́čovou datovou strukturou bázeznalostı́, ve které jsou uloženy všechny dostupné
znalosti o okolnı́m světě. Pro jejich ukládánı́ byl vytvořen vhodný způsob reprezentace znalostı́ umožňuj´ıcı́
rychlé vyhledánı́ správného pojmu k termı́nu v textu a také odvozovánı́ znalostı́.

Zároveň byly navrženy i některé detailnı́ metody a algoritmy:

• Pro vyhledávánı́ nejlepšı́ho odpovı́dajı́cı́ho pojmuv BZ podle termı́nu v textu byl navržen speciálnı́
algoritmus využı́vajı́cı́ mobilnı́ch agentů (,,neuronových vzruchů“) volně se pohybujı́cı́ch po bázi
znalostı́. Podobně jako v lidském mozku jsou v aktuálnı́ch centrech aktivity vzruchy nejčetnějšı́ a
vzrůstá tak pravděpodobnost rychlého nalezenı́ významově správného pojmu k termı́nu.

• S odvozovánı́m znalostı́ úzce souvisı́ i neméně důleˇzitá schopnostfuzzyporovnávánı́ dvou znalostı́
pomocı́ mı́ry v intervalu<0;1>. To umožňuje rozpoznat určitou mı́ru podobnosti i mezi vzdáleně
podobnými modely a výrazným způsobem tak urychlit evolučnı́ výběr.

7. Přı́nosy k řešenı́ zvoleńe oblasti

Z hlediska vědeckého přı́stupu se tato práce zabývá aplikacı́ obecných algoritmů na vybranou oblast. Na
základě problémů, které se objevujı́ při snaze o algoritmizaci přı́mého postupu obvyklého při analýze a
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návrhu systémů, se tato práce pokoušı́ ukázat možnost obráceného postupu pokus-omyl a jeho imple-
mentaci pomocı́ evolučnı́ch algoritmů, které se jevı́ jako velmi perspektivnı́. Neméně důležitá je i schopnost
přesného uchovávánı́ znalostı́ o okolnı́m světě a rychlé nalezenı́ požadované informace.

Za hlavnı́ přı́nos této práce považuji právě interdisciplinárnı́ přı́stup, který použı́vá evolučnı́ algoritmy pro
překlenutı́ potı́žı́, které se obvykle vyskytujı́ přisnaze o přı́mý postup tvorby analytických modelů IS, a to
jak při strojovém zpracovánı́, tak i při návrhu samotným člověkem-analytikem. Zároveň jsou využı́vány a
dále rozvı́jené poznatky z diplomové práce.

Dalšı́ podstatný přı́nos vidı́m v obecném chápánı́ znalostı́, definici rolı́ pojmů vystupujı́cı́ch ve vztahu
pomocı́ dalšı́ch pojmů z BZ a připuštěnı́ nejednoznaˇcnosti ve vyjadřovacı́ schopnosti BZ. Vı́ceznačné
možnosti vyjadřovánı́ zásadnı́m způsobem rozšiřujı́ možnosti uchovávánı́ znalostı́ v BZ. Na druhou stranu
neovlivňujı́ kvalitu výsledku, protože v navrženém postupu nepotřebujeme znalosti interpretovat, ale naopak
jak textové zadánı́, tak i analytický popis do strukturypodobné BZ převádı́me. Nejblı́že jsou tomuto chápánı́
znalostı́ konceptuálnı́ grafy – [45] nebo http://www.jfsowa.com/cg/. Ty jsou navı́c rozšı́řené o kvantifikátory
a dalšı́ prvky, které umožňujı́ popsat i komplikovanějšı́ výroky typu existence, ,,věřit v něco“ apod. Možnost
využitı́ konceptuálnı́ch grafů pro dokonalejšı́ anotaci informačnı́ch zdrojů popisuje článek [34].

Kvalitnı́mi zpracovánı́ textu zadánı́ i analytického popisu napomáhá nedeterministické vyhledávánı́
správného pojmu k termı́nu v textu pomocı́ agentů, kteřı́ se volně pohybujı́ po BZ. Inspiracı́ pro ně byly
neuronové vzruchy, které probı́hajı́ v lidském mozku. Agenti nepomáhajı́ pouze v rychlém a přesném vyh-
ledávánı́ správných pojmů, ale i k udržovánı́ aktivnı́ho kontextu a v neposlednı́ řadě i při úklidu báze
znalostı́.

Kvalitu porovnávánı́ znalostı́ zvyšuje ifuzzypřı́stup, protože nerozlišujeme pouze dva přı́pady – shodné
× odlišné, ale celou spojitou škálu podobnosti vyjádřenou jako čı́slo v intervalu<0;1>. Pro porovnávánı́
znalostı́ byla navržena schopnost substituce mezi přı́buznými pojmy, která umožňuje rozpoznánı́ i vzdálenˇe
podobných struktur.

V neposlednı́ řadě otevı́rá navržený postup relativně snadnou cestu k paralelizaci, která je u tohoto typu
úloh velmi důležitá.

Protože se jedná o interdisciplinárnı́ problém, je pr´ace určena jak odbornı́kům na softwarové, tak i na
znalostnı́ inženýrstvı́. Nabı́zı́ netradičnı́ pohled, který oběma skupinám může poskytnou inspiraci pro jejich
práci.

Zde navržený postup může sloužit jako základ pro dalˇsı́ rozvoj uvedené problematiky. Nenı́ totiž v silách
jednoho jedince navrhnout a implementovat celý systém.
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Abstract

Advances in cellular mobile technology have engendered a new paradigm of computing, called mobile
computing. New challenges have arisen and solutions are proposed based on various approaches. One of
the most important challenges is security which has been found nowadays ubiquitous in computing as
a whole. The paper1 presents a quick survey emphasizing security paradigm and also ad hoc networks are
kept in mind and briefly discussed.

1. Introduction

Several challenges exist in the mobile environment which isgenerally divided into a collection of cells
operated by base stations (BS) located in the center of each cell. A mobile database system is depicted on
Figure 1 on the next page. One or more BSs is connected with a Base Station Controller (BSC), which
coordinates BSs using locally stored software and commanded by the Mobile Switching Center (MSC).
A fixed host is a set of general purpose computers connected with BSs through a high-speed wired network.
Database Servers (DBS) realize data processing without affecting the mobile network. DBS communicate
with Mobile Units (MU) only through a BS. Every MSC contains Home Location Register (HLR) which
keeps user profiles and the real-time client location. MSC, in addition, contains also Visitor Location Reg-
ister (VLR) with information about users who are actually within the MSC cells. When a MU moves out
from current cell to another which is operated by different MSC, a new tuple is added into the VLR registry
and the HLR is also updated accordingly. This is calledtwo-tier architecture and makes user’s location
transparent to MSCs and therefore MUs. Through the MSCs mobile units can communicate to the Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 summarizes main issues in the mobile computing and
some possible solutions are also briefly sketched. Section 3is dedicated to the proposed security algorithm
and personalization is also mentioned as our next research direction. The ad hoc network and related prob-
lems are mentioned in section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper and a brief overview on our future research
is presented.

1The work was partially supported by the project 1ET100300419 of the Program Information Society (of the Thematic Program II
of the National Research Program of the Czech Republic) “Intelligent Models, Algorithms, Methods and Tools for the Semantic Web
Realisation”.
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Figure 1: Mobile database system architecture

2. Main issues in mobile computing

2.1. Handoff

For a MU freely moving through the cellular network when crossing a cell boundary the corresponding
signal level decline under minimum threshold and network disconnection consequently occurs. Therefore
the MU has to switch the BS (this is calledHandoff).

Three handoff strategies have been proposed:

• Mobile-controlled handoff(the MU continuously monitors the signal level and when it decreases
under predefined threshold the handoff procedure is initiated);

• Network-controlled handoff(BSs measure the signal level and issue handoff process);

• Mobile-assisted handoff(the MU is responsible for measuring signal level but MSs areresponsible
to issue handoff procedure).

When the MU’s signal level decreases under minimum acceptable level, the BS disconnects the MU from
the network and sends messages to BSs in way to found one whichwill be able to serve the MU in move-
ment. The selected BS establishes a new communication channel and the MU continues in the new cell with
the new BS serving its requests. This approach is calledHARD HANDOFFbecause the MU is disconnected
from the mobile network for a while. In spite of the precedentdisadvantage this kind of handoff is broadly
used in the cellular networks all over the world.
The different approach, calledSOFT HANDOFF, uses the different schema how a new link between a MU
and a BS can be established. When handoff occurs the MU is in short time connected to the both BSs, to
one to which it has been connected and to one to which it is being connected. In this approach the MU is
all the time connected with a BS and is able to continuously broadcast.
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2.2. Throughput

The limited wireless line throughput is a very strict constraint which is usually mentioned by all proposals.
Proposals have to take into account also MUs’ restricted battery power, quite unstable wireless lines with
unpredictable handoffs and network disconnections so thatmost load and network conduct ought to be
served by wired lines and powered BSs. Wired lines between BSs can be treated as sufficiently efficient and
via those lines ought be sent messages without causing any obstacles to the mobile network.

2.3. Channel reusing

Amount of channels is obviously limited to a quite small number. Because of this limitation a channel
reusing is used. The adjacent BSs use different channels so that no interference can occur. Those channels
are reused by BSs located within the sufficient radius so the interference is under acceptable threshold.
This schema suffers with inefficient channel utilization because the BSs under heavy traffic require more
channels then the idle BSs. To cope with this limitation the Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA) has
been proposed [1], [2]. No channels are initially assigned to the cells and the channels are allocated on
a BS’s demand when necessary. Some additional schemas, based on the DCA, have been proposed like
i.e. the Scheduled Channel Assignment (SCA). The SCA estimates traffic’s and movement’s peaks and the
channels are allocated with respect to these peaks.

Quite different approach has been proposed in [3]-[6]. In this approach each BS has assigned finite number
of channels. When BS is becominghot (has only few free available channels) the channel borrowing algo-
rithm is triggered. This algorithm takes into account information about the adjacenthot BSs and transfers
free channels fromcold (having plenty of available channels) BS.

2.4. Data management and location dependent data

The mobile data management as whole presents many challenges. Some of them will be addressed in the
next lines.

When a MU issues a request for a data stored on a wired server, the BS sends it to the wired network and
also receives the reply. But the MU location may be changed sothat handoff would occur. Furthermore MU
would have been disconnected from the mobile network (e.g. battery failure, line failure, i.e.). Therefore the
requested data have to be sent to appropriate BS if MU has changed location or will have to be processed
in different way if the MU has been disconnected from the network.

The location dependent data are frequently addressed in themobile computing.
Common query like: “City of bird”, “Mother’s maiden name”, etc. usually fetches the same data, indepen-
dent on the location where it has been issued.
On the other hand query issued by user through its phone: “Where is the nearest hospital?” fetches different
data with respect to the MU’s location. This type is referredas “Location Dependent Data (LDD)” and the
previous one as “Location Free Data (LFD)”. The LDD gives rise toLocation Dependent Query (LDQ)and
Location Aware Query (LAQ).MU location is therefore required to be transparent to data source handling
the requested (hospital in our example) information.

This is usually addressed asLocation management. The different approaches can be used to locate MU in
the mobile network and message consuming has to be considered again. The first one is called theDeter-
ministic approachand the MU location is periodically updated by sending the location message. Choosing
the interval and the condition for the location message issuing can be found as the main differences be-
tween the approaches. TheProbabilistic approachon the other hand uses MU’s movement patterns and
likelihood’s algorithms to manage MU’s location. The location management belongs to one of the most
important paradigms in the mobile databases.

2.5. Transaction management

Transaction management in the mobile computing is quite similar with distributed database systems. Each
transaction is divided intoFragmentsusually executed on different places and also being location depen-
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dent.Location Mappingis consequently used to choose the geographic location where the requested data
are stored. A mobile transaction definition follows.

A Mobile Transaction is a triple〈Fi, Li, FLMi〉 whereFi is a set of execution fragments,Li a set of
location, andFLMi is a set of fragment location mappings.

Due to handoff and low wireless line throughput in the mobileenvironment it is very difficult to support
transactions with the traditional two or three phase commitprotocols broadly in use in stationary (database)
systems. Thereby new transaction methods have been found. One solution has been proposed by V. Kumar
in [7], solving problem of unstable wireless line with unpredictable handoffs and limited throughput by
a time stamp. The time stamp is used, the transaction’s participants wait until the time stamp exceeds and
only if all transaction’s participants have replied commitmessage the transaction is committed (otherwise
is aborted). So the time stamp has to be set very carefully. Too large may cause an unnecessary delay, but
too short may cause aborting transaction despite of its correctness.

2.6. Ad hoc network

A network without BSs and stationary units is referred to as an Ad hoc network. The network structure
without fixed infrastructure is built on freely moving MUs, which communicate with their neighbors (MUs
in transmission range), and act also as routers for packageswhich are not addressed for them. In such an
environment security problems are greater due to absence ofany authority (like a BS in the cellular network)
responsible for management of packets and authentication procedures.

2.7. Security

Security problems can be found in almost all environments and are common for mobile and traditional
computing. The mobile environment face us with new obstacles and questions. Sharing information inside
a selected group of users in a simple form with respect to the bandwidth utilization is one of the most
important. A security scheme based on the grouping algorithm has been proposed in [8]. Grouping and
personalization are more precisely described in the next section.

3. Grouping and personalization

Some proposals have addressed the security problem and someof them employed the grouping algorithms.
Sharing secure information is very difficult to achieve in such unstable environment (as the mobile one)
with a permanent threat of a tap. Tapping can be partially solved by cryptography algorithms with public
key encryption.

3.1. Grouping algorithm

A grouping algorithm has been proposed in [9] but with a limited number of members. A different solution
has been mentioned in [8]. Author started with a group as a base unit for the whole human society and
employs the Hyper Graph theory. The Hyper graphs are used because of semantics which can provide
solution for groups with huge amount of users, where it is inefficient to store complete data about each user
by each user. In this approach user storessecure cookie(SC) [10] for holding information. The SCs are
used instead of the traditional cookies because of enhancedsecurity. In contrast to the traditional cookies
which stored in a simple text format and can be easily stolen by malicious users, the SC includes necessary
user’s information:Group Name, User Name, Cookie Time Stamp, User Trustiness Value, User Group ID,
User Password, User IP Address and Seal Cookiewhich is made as digital signature of all precedent values
using the public key encryption and prevent malicious usersinto change the SC. The SC is subsequently
used for user authentication to the group of which he is a member. The semantics given by the hyper graphs
has power to store and manage a large groups in a simple way.

Figure 2 shows a hyper graph structure. Mu1 is the vertex representing particular mobile unit;r1 is its role
in the group anda1 is the association which is responsible for interconnecting MUs from the same group.
Vertex representing MU’srank (Mu1)is linked through themeta-incidence(i1), themeta-edge(m1) and
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Figure 2: Hyper graph representing the group structure, MU’s role andrank in the group

the lift-incidence(L1) with connected component built from the vertices N1, N2, N3;the roles r3, r4, r5
and the association a2 which is again used as interconnection for common vertices.Assume that N1 has the
“Sale Manager” value, N2 has the “IT Manager” and their common type N3 has therefore the “Manager”
value. Roles for the mentioned vertices can be left blank or can be connected to a connected component.
The MU’s roles r1, r2 have to be linked in a similar way with connected components so that appropriate
semantic is given. The semantics can be easily revealed and reads as follows: The Mobile unit 1 has the
nexus “Sale Manager” and its role in the group is “Trusted Member” (note that the value “Trusted member”
has been assumed for the role r1 and has been achieved through link with a connected component). In a
similar way the role and the nexus of the Mu2 can be achieved. Users simply ask the system if the user
demanding data is either trusted or not. This information isderived from the hyper graph structure. So the
user issues only yes/no query and system replies with minimum wireless messages optimally including
yes/no value. Relations between users are therefore transparent to each.

Meta-incidences and meta-edges are used for interconnecting different connected components. Lift-
incidences are also used for interconnection as well but have act as a direction manager, so that a server
managing a group can easy distinguish which is either vertexrepresents a MU or vertex represents a nexus.

When a MU is about to built a group, the basic connected component represents basic roles (e.g. “Admin-
istrator”) and nexuses (e.g. “Group Creator”) have to be built. After the precedent step users are allowed to
join the group by connecting its roles and nexuses. User can join a group on invitation issued by the trusted
user or after completing the group’s prerequisites (e.g. publishing on valuable conference). Note that the
similar process can be found in the human society.

Each group user has its own trustiness value which is used forthe user behavior validation. The trustiness
value can be under evolution. When a user behavior is very valued its trustiness value is increased and with
respect to this value the user’s group nexus and rank can be enhanced. When a new user join the group its
trustiness value is set to default (it is usually quite small) value. With respect to the user’s behavior and its
group assets it is either increased or decreased. Users withsufficient authority (derivate from its nexuses
and roles) can make connected components for their own purposes, manage roles and nexuses of other
participants and they can invite a new user.

Important aspect of proposed approach is that the whole structure is built on the hyper graph theory and no
additional tools are required.

3.2. Personalization

Personalization is the very important research stream. It is also based on the human society behavior; hu-
mans need their privacy, their living space; personalization brings those prospects to computing. This will
be our next research direction and security problems can be narrowly addressed with the personalization.
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The first step was made by grouping algorithm and the next stepwill be creating both the living space and
the privacy for each user in a group so that its good wouldn’t be broken.

On the other hand personalization brings more obstacles because it is straightforwardly opposite to data
sharing in the simplest form as possible.

4. Ad hoc network

The ad hoc network [11] absents any stationary and trusty structure like a BS in the cellular network.
MUs are responsible for packets forwarding, routing and service discovery. From this environment new
challenges are raised and have to be solved because of permanently growing amount of such networks and
customer demands.

The ad hoc network is permanently changing, because of MU movement and can be imagined as a cellular
network where MUs acts instead of BSs. From this specification have risen two different kind of attack:

• active; where a misbehavior node consume some energy to perform harmful operation; nodes acts in
this kind of misbehavior are calledmalicious

• passive; consists of lack of cooperation and consequent harmful operations; nodes performing the
passive attack to save energy are considered asselfish

Malicious nodes can brake down packets forwarding bymodifying routing information, by fabricating false
routing informationand byimpersonating other nodesin the network. Recent studies have revealed the
new attack known as thewormholeattack. In the wormhole attack case the malicious node sendspackets
via tunnel to another network through a private network and shared them with other malicious nodes.
Dangerousness of wormhole attack and its difficult revelation is gained by the routing protocols which try
finding shortest path from a packet’s source and its destination. From this viewpoint the wormhole nodes
act as the shortest path.

Another kind of harmful behavior isspoofingwhen a malicious node impersonates legitimate nodes.In-
tegrity attackshould be also kept in mind. In this kind of attack malicious nodes alter protocols fields in
order to deny communication with the legitimate nodes (it isalso known as denial of service).

Several proposals have been aimed to solve precedent security problems [12] and most of them solved the
active attacks with successfulness but the passive attack remains only half solved.

5. Conclusions

The mobile computing and mobile databases are quickly growing and evolving area with quickly increasing
number of users. This part of computing brings both new possibilities and obstacles indeed.

The entire paper is dedicated to the mobile computing and brings an overview on the obstacles and their
solutions as have been proposed in the recent years. The security part is emphasized and solution based on
the paper proposed by the authors is described more precisely. The ad hoc networks are also briefly taken
in account and the problems raised from the specific environment are sketch with the possible solutions.

Next research will be dedicated to enhance security schema based on the grouping algorithm and also the
implementation task will be considered. For that purpose various mathematical theories will be taken in
account to propose the one with the simplest and most efficient implementation. The ad hoc network and
its security tasks will be kept in consideration as well.

Next turn will be personalization task. It is a very important question for the human society and the com-
puting as whole.
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Abstract

Nowadays most hospitals use an electronic form of health records included into their hospital infor-
mation systems, but these systems are more focused on the hospital management part than the clinical
one. Their usage is more suitable for the hospital management than for physicians. The health record
in the information system is not as much structured as necessary, it includes a lot of free-text informa-
tion, e.g. discharge letters, and the set of structured collected attributes is fixed and practically impossible
to be extended. Physicians gathering information for the purpose of medical studies often use various
proprietary solutions based on MS Access databases or MS Excel Sheets.

The EuroMISE Centre - Cardio is developing an electronic health record (EHR) application called
MUDRLite, which could easily fill the gap among existing EHRs. MUDRLite is being created within the
applied research in the field of EHR design, which is based on experience gathered during cooperation in
the TripleC project. MUDRLite development is an extra branch in the MUDR (MUltimedia Distributed
Record) development within my postgraduate study.

MUDRLite itself is a kind of interpreter, which has to be filled in with a configuration XML file. The
XML file completely describes the visual aspects and the behavior of the EHR application. It includes sim-
ple 4GL-like constructions written in the MUDRLite Language. This enables - using the event-oriented
programming principles - to program various handling of range of actions, e.g. filling a form with a result
of an SQL statement after clicking on a button. MUDRLite can be tailored to particular needs of a health
care provider. That makes the MUDRLite application easy to use in a specific environment. In the first
instance, we are testing it in the Neurovascular Departmentof the Central Military Hospital in Prague.

1. Introduction

The European Centre for Medical Informatics, Statistics and Epidemiology - Cardio (EuroMISE Centre
- Cardio) focuses on new approaches to the electronic healthrecord (EHR) design, including electronic
medical guidelines and intelligent systems for data miningand decision support [1]. Cooperating in those
research tasks within my postgraduate study I concentrate mainly on the EHR architecture and data stor-
ing principles. The participation of EuroMISE in the project I4C-TripleC [2, 3, 4] of the 4th Framework
Program of the European Commission as well as the CEN TC 251 standards and the cooperation with
physicians produced much experience, which resulted into alist of 15 requirements on EHR systems [5].

To realize an EHR system, which would fulfill these requirements, EuroMISE Centre is developing an
EHR application called MUDR (MUltimedia Distributed Record) [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. MUDR have it’s origin
in my diploma thesis [11] which is now being extended, reevaluated, new features are being added etc.
Following the requirements stated in [5], the modular structure of the system was defined. It is based on a
3-tier architecture, using a database layer, an application layer and a user interface layer, which enables the
separation of physical data storage, application intelligence and the client applications.
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The set of collected attributes varies in different departments, organizations and also during time. MUDR
uses a dynamically extensible and modifiable structure of items based on a so-calledknowledge baseand
data fileprinciples as mainly described in [6, 10]. This approach allows the reorganization without change
of database structure. It makes the system absolutely universal, but it brings also complications. It is quite
difficult to develop universal user interfaces, which wouldbe friendly and comfortable enough. Deploying
the MUDR health record into a particular environment demands some effort; the knowledge base must be
modeled and built, all the MUDR components must be installedand configured.

Currently most hospitals use an electronic form of health records included into their hospital or clinical
information systems, but these systems are often more concentrated on the hospital management part than
the clinical part. The usage of such systems is more suitablefor the hospital management than for physi-
cians. The health record is not structured as much as necessary, it includes a lot of free-text information,
and the set of collected attributes is fixed and practically impossible to be extended. Physicians gathering
information for the purpose of medical studies often use various proprietary solutions based on MS Access
databases or MS Excel Sheets. MUDR usage in such cases is possible, but this solution may be too compli-
cated and unavailing. Furthermore, the result may not be as user-friendly as a special application dedicated
to particular user needs. Those were main reasons why to start another research branch called MUDRLite.

2. MUDRLite

The usage of MUDRLite health record would be an easier solution. MUDRLite is also created within the
applied research in the field of EHR design; MUDRLite development is an extra branch in the MUDR
development and a part of my postgraduate study; it simplifies both the MUDR architecture and the MUDR
data-storing principles.

2.1. MUDRLite Architecture

MUDRLite architecture is based on 2 layers. The first one is a relational database. Currently, MS SQL
server versions 7 and 2000 are supported. The second layer isa MUDRLite User Interface running on a
Windows based operating system.

The database schema corresponds to the particular needs andvaries therefore in different environments,
unlike fixed database schema in the MUDR data layer. MUDRLiteuniversality is based on a different ap-
proach. The database schema can be designed using standard data modeling techniques, e.g. E-R Modeling.
MUDRLite User Interface is able to handle various database schemas. This feature often simplifies the way
of importing old data stored using different databases or files.

2.2. MUDRLite User Interface

All the visual aspects and the behavior of the MUDRLite User Interface are completely described by an
XML file. The end-user sees a set of forms. A form can be defined by a form element as follows:

<form name="new_hosp_form" label="New Hospitalization" author="JS"
date="27.1.2004" language="en" sizeX="420" sizeY="410" > ... </form>

The attributes describe the internal name of the form, the label, which will be presented to the user, who and
when has created the form, which language is used in the form and the visual size of the form. The controls
on the form are described using various sub-elements like<button> , <combobox> , <groupbox> ,
<textbox> , <datagrid> , <checkbox> etc.

A control is placed on a form using following syntax:

<label name="lbl_patient" label="Patient:" posX="200" p osY="315"
sizeX="80" sizeY="23" tabIndex="2" color="indigo">
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The attributesname, label , posX , posY , sizeX , sizeY , tabIndex andcolor are coincidently
used in all elements describing various controls on a form. They describe the internal name of the control,
the label presented to the user, position and size of the control, the tab index and the color of the control.
Translating just the labels in the configuration file a new localized MUDRLite User Interface can be created
very fast. A choice of over 160 color names is at your disposal. The names are defined in the GDI+ library
of the .NET Framework [12]. They cover as well the usual colors as the system defined colors, e.g. the ap-
plication workspace color, the window color, the window frame color etc. There are some simple elements,
e.g.<groupbox> or <label> , which use just these attributes. Another attribute calledreadonly is
very commonly used to determine the possibility of editing avalue. More attributes are used by the other
elements that will be described in more detail.

The most typical control is a text box defined by the<textbox> element. The additional attributes
acceptsReturn andacceptsTab determine, whether the user can enter line breaks and tabulators.
By the multiline attribute the form designer enables viewing more than one line of text in the text
box. Scrollbars are placed using thescrollbars attribute, which can take onnone , horizontal ,
vertical andboth values.

A data grid is also a common control element in database applications. In MUDRLite the<datagrid>
element uses thecolwidth attribute to set the preferred column width. Other visual aspects like the
columns’s titles are being set using the same techniques as for setting the data grid content. They are
described later.

Enumerative variables are often bound using a combo or a listbox controls. A<combobox> element uses
the maxDropDownItems numerical attribute to specify, how many items can be shown together. The
sorted attribute determines whether the items should be alphabetically sorted. There are two different
styles of the combo box control, a list style, where the user can just select a value from a fixed list, and an
editable style, where adding new values to the list is possible. The style is being set by the attribute named
dropDownStyle . There are two ways how to fill in the combo box with values. Thefirst one is using the
<item> sub-elements, which define each item by thevalue anddisplay attributes. It means that the
value stored in database doesn’t have to be the same the user can see in the form. This helps to maintain
the 3rd normal form (3NF) of the database while keeping the form userfriendly. A second way to fill in
the combo box is to use an SQL statement. This statement will be processed while loading the form. It
should return two columns: a value member and a display member; or just one column in case the value
and display members are identical. Technically this is realized using the<items> sub-element with the
commandattribute.

There are some more controls being prepared like tree views,tab panels, image boxes, scroll bars, progress
bars, status bars, tool bars and tool tips, but they have not yet been completely implemented. Their full
description will be included into the MUDRLite Designer’s Manual after they have been finished. A small
example of a user defined form can be seen in the Figure 1. It is defined as follows:

<form name="lab_details" label="Laboratory details" aut hor="JS"
language="en" date="5.7.2004" sizeX="250" sizeY="260">

<label label="LDL:" posX="20" posY="38" sizeX="80" sizeY ="25"/>
<label label="HDL:" posX="20" posY="68" sizeX="80" sizeY ="25"/>
<label label="Total:" posX="20" posY="98" sizeX="80" siz eY="25"/>

<textbox name="t_ldl" posX="100" posY="35" sizeX="130" s izeY="15"/>
<textbox name="t_hdl" posX="100" posY="65" sizeX="130" s izeY="15"/>
<textbox name="t_tot" posX="100" posY="95" sizeX="130" s izeY="15"/>

<groupbox label="Cholesterol (mmol/l)" posX="10" posY=" 10"
sizeX="230" sizeY="120" color="red"/>
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<label label="Blood Sugar" posX="20" posY="158"
sizeX="80" sizeY="25"/>

<label label="mmol/l" posX="197" posY="158" sizeX="40" s izeY="25"/>
<label label="Uric Acid" posX="20" posY="188" sizeX="80" sizeY="25"/>
<label label="umol/l" posX="197" posY="188" sizeX="40" s izeY="25"/>

<textbox posX="100" posY="185" sizeX="90" sizeY="15"/>

<button label="Save" name="but_save" posX="20" posY="22 0"
sizeX="80" sizeY="23" color="blue"/>

<button label="Cancel" name="but_exit" posX="150" posY= "220"
sizeX="80" sizeY="23" color="blue"/>

</form>

Figure 1: Example of a simple user-defined form.

This definition creates a form as seen in the Figure 1, but there are two problems left. There is no action
connected with pressing the two buttons. The other problem is that even though the form should load the
details of selected patient after having started, it alwaysopens empty. Both the problems can be solved using
the MUDRLite Language.

2.3. MUDRLite Language

MUDRLite Language (MLL) is a simple event based language used to describe the behavior of the MU-
DRLite User Interface. It contains 4GL-like constructions, which allow processing of database operations.

The MLL constructions are included in the XML configuration file using the<action> element. This
element can be placed as a sub-element under a form or under a control element. This determines whether
the action should be bound to the entire form or just to a control element in the form. Each action starts on
an event. There can be various event types. On controls, the most typical events are a click and a double
click. On forms, a typical event is loading a form, closing a form, etc. Events are bound to actions by the
invoke attribute.

There are various action types. The action content is alwaysdescribed in the content of the<action>
element. Simple actions work with controls on a form. You canfor example clear, hide or show a con-
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trol using the<clear> , <hide> and <show> sub-elements. The target controls are specified by the
result attribute referring by their names. Typically, more targetcontrols are specified simply separating
their names by commas. Sometimes a reference to a control placed on another form is needed. In this case a
dot separated full name is used. It is constructed by the formname connected by a dot with a control name.
A dedicated nameparent is used to reference the parent form; that is the form, which had been active
before the current form opened. Therefore no form can be named ”parent”. The dot separated full name can
be more complicated in case you need to address a special partof a control, not the whole control. A typical
example is addressing a column of a data grid. In this case a dot is used to connect the control name with
the control part name, e.g. the column name of a data grid. In this case the full name can look like this:
parent.patients grid.patient id .

Other action types are working with whole forms. A form can beclosed by the<exit form> action
element. A new form can be opened by the<new form> element with thenameattribute, which specifies
the form to be opened.

Most powerful actions are using the MLL Language to communicate with the database and to set/get values
into/from controls. An extended form of SQL is used in the content of these actions in thecommand
attribute. The control names in these commands are bounded with a pair of colon marks. The result controls
are specified by their names in the result attribute. Again, more result controls can be addressed separating
their names or dot separated full names with commas. A selectaction can be executed by this code:

<action invoke="load">
<select

command = "select t.tot, t.ldl, t.hdl, t.bs, t.uacd
from laboratories t
where t.patient = ’:parent.patient_id:’ and

t.id = ’:parent.exam_grid.lab_id:’"
result = "t_tot, t_ldl, t_hdl, t_bs, t_ua" />

</action>

This example shows how the ”Laboratory details” form is filled with details of the laboratory examination
currently selected in a grid on the parent form. It also demonstrates a simple trick. The patient’s identifier
is stored in an invisible label, which has the role of an internal temporary variable. When the user presses
the ”Save” button, this variable is used to specify the patient who should be updated with an MLL update
action.

Typically the count of values returning by the select command should correspond to the count of controls
specifying in theresult attribute. An exception is using a data grid as a result control. In this case the
column names of the data grid are being specified by the ”as” SQL expression.

Insert, update and delete operations are performing by the<insert> , <update> and<delete> ele-
ments using the same principles as the<select> element.

There is an additional action included in the first MUDRLite version. A text can be read by the computer
using the<speak> action specifying the spoken text by thetext attribute. So far just the English pro-
nunciation can be used.

Of course, many different actions can be put one after another in a sequence. Figure 2 shows a more complex
example – a form designed for the Neurovascular Department of the Central Military Hospital in Prague
(English translation).
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Figure 2: MUDRLite form designed for the Neurovascular Department ofthe Central Military Hospital in Prague.

3. MUDRLite Deployment

MUDRLite deployment to a particular environment needs preparation phases. First of all, the physicians
must specify what information should be stored. This must bedone precisely. A model including all col-
lected attributes must be built. It must include the attribute types, the relationships among them, units of
measurement, specification of numerical attributes’ precisions etc. Together with data engineers an entity-
relationship model (E-R Model) is built.

Two more phases are following in parallel. One of them is the data migration from an existing system.
MUDRLite is seldom being deployed to an environment, where no data has been collected yet. This is
being done using various techniques and SQL Server Data Transformation Services. The result of the sec-
ond phase is the definition of MUDRLite user-defined forms andMUDRLite application behavior using
the MLL Language. Various XML editors can serve to help creating the XML configuration file. A spe-
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cial application called ”MUDRLite Forms Designer” is beingprepared to simplify this phase. After the
XML configuration file is finalized, MUDRLite should be tested. Then the application is being fine-tuned
according the physicians’ comments.

4. Results and Future Work

MUDRLite testing confirmed that this health record is flexible enough to allow dynamical changes of the
database structure demanding no or just small changes in theconfiguration XML file. The XML file can be
constructed using various XML editors, but we are preparinga MUDRLite Forms Designer to make this
process easier. The 2-tier architecture separates the userinterface from the data storing part. This enables a
remote access to the health record. To make the remote accessmore flexible we plan to develop a Pocket
PC version of the MUDRLite User Interface, which should run on various portable devices.

We have also verified the functionality and simplicity of theMLL Language. It is useful and sufficient for
many applications, mostly thanks to the power of the SQL. Butwe still would like to increase the power
of the MLL Language. We plan to do this by including arithmetical expressions and elements of logical
conditions into the language. We are aware of the fact that wealso have to keep it as simple as possible.

On the other hand we found out that the bottleneck that eliminates usage of the system as a clinical informa-
tion system lies in the absence of interfaces to other EHR systems. That is why we have started the research
how to support such interfaces. Because of the varying database layer we can not implement such support
directly into the MUDRLite application but we are trying to suggest special communication modules which
could be connected to MUDRLite. Each module should support one EHR data standard, e.g. the Czech data
standard ”DASTA” or in Western Europe commonly used ”HL7”. We suppose there will always be another
additional configuration file needed to define mapping between values stored in the database and attributes
transferred via the selected standard.

5. Conclusion

Our interest is to increase the quality of EHR systems, to simplify data sharing and data migration among
various EHR systems and to help in overcoming the classical free-text based health record. This is the
way, which would increase the quality of healthcare, which brings benefit for the patient first of all. Most
healthcare providers use a kind of an EHR system. But often the health record is not structured as much as
necessary. Physicians gathering information for the purpose of medical studies often use varied proprietary
methods.

We present the MUDRLite universal solution. It is an easy wayto build electronic health record tailored
exactly to your needs. We recognize just one problem that canemerge in case the user needs more security
and finer rights policy than the database server can provide.Better policy can be hard to gain because we
are mainly using the database server authentication and authorization (A/A) rules that seem to be sufficient
in most environments. In the first instance, we are deployingMUDRLite to the Neurovascular Department
of the Central Military Hospital in Prague.
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Abstract

The paper provides a brief overview of the state of the art in probabilistic medical decision support
systems. An example of applied clinical decision support system is given and its deficiencies are dis-
cussed. The aims of proposed dissertation project are formulated in conclusions.

1. Introduction

Clinical decision plays a pivotal role in defining the quality and cost of medical care. Numerous computer
systems have been developed to support these decisions. Generally, these systems can be regarded as a kind
of expert systems. The problems that expert systems can dealwith can be classified into two types: mainly
deterministicand mainlystochasticproblems. Consequently, expert systems can be classified into two types
according to the nature of problems they are designed to solve:deterministicandstochastic expert systems.
Deterministic problems can be formulated using set of rulesthat relates several well-defined objects. Expert
systems that deal with deterministic problems are known as rule based expert systems, because they drew
their conclusions based on a set of rules using a logical reasoning mechanism. In the medical field, the
relationship among symptoms and diseases are known only with a certain degree of uncertainty. These
kinds of problems may also include some deterministic elements, but they are largely stochastic problems
because:

• The facts may not be accurate. For example, a patient may not be sure whether or not he had a
fever last night. Thus, there is degree of uncertainty in theinformation associated with each patient
(subjectivity, imprecision, lack of information, errors,missing data etc.)

• The abstract knowledge is not deterministic. The relationship among diseases and symptoms are not
deterministic because the same group of symptoms may be associated with different diseases. The
presence of a set of symptoms does not always imply the presence of disease.

Thus a need of an expert system that deals with uncertain situations is clear.

2. Probabilistic Expert Systems

In stochastic or uncertain situations it is necessary to introduce some means for dealing with uncertainty.
For example, some expert systems use the same structure as rule-based expert systems, but introducing
some measure associated with the uncertainty of rules and their premises. Some propagation formulas can
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be used to calculate the uncertainty associated with conclusions. Several uncertainty measures have been
proposed during the last decades. Example of these measurescertainty factors, fuzzy logic, Dempster and
Shaffertheory of evidence. Another intuitive measure of uncertainty isprobability, wherejoint probability
distribution (JPD) of a set of variables is used to describe the relationship among the variables, and con-
clusions are drawn using certain well known probability formulas. Expert systems that use probability as
measure of uncertainty are known asprobabilistic expert systemsand the reasoning strategy they use is
known as probabilistic reasoning or probabilistic inference. This article is devoted to probabilistic expert
systems based on Bayes theorem, used in field of medicine. To illustrate the use of Bayes theorem, suppose
that a patient can be either healthy (has no disease) or have one ofm−1 diseases{D1, . . . Dm−1}. For sim-
plicity of notation, letD be a random variable that can take one ofm possible values{d1, . . . , dm} where
D = di means that patient has no disease. Suppose also we haven associated symptoms{S1, . . . Sn}. Now,
given that patient has a set of symptoms{s1, . . . sk} we wish to compute the probability that the patient has
the diseaseDi, that isD = di. Then using Bayes’ theorem, we obtain

p (di|s1, . . . sk) =
p (di) p (s1, . . . sk|di)∑
di

p (di) p (s1, . . . sk|di)
(1)

• The probabilityp (di) is called themarginal, prior or initial probability of diseaseD = di because it
can be obtained before knowing any symptoms.

• The probabilityp (di|s1, . . . sk) is theposterioror conditionalprobability of diseaseD = di because
it is computed after knowing the symptoms.

• The probabilityp (s1, . . . sk|di) is referred to as thelikelihood that patient with the diseaseD = di
will show the symptomsS1 = s1, . . . , Sk = sk.

Thus we can use 1 to update the posterior probability distribution using both the prior and the likelihood.

3. Decision Support

Symptoms are observable, but diseases are not. But since diseases and symptoms are related, medical doc-
tors usually use the symptoms as a basis for diagnosis. A difficulty of this approach, however, is that the
relationship among symptoms and diseases are not perfect. By studying relationships among symptoms and
diseases medical doctors gain more knowledge and experience, and hence they become more able to diag-
nose diseases with a high degree of certainty. However, should be recognized, that when making decision
in uncertain situations, the decision can be incorrect. There are two possible types of errors in uncertain
situations:

• A false positivedecision, also known astype I error (A patient does not have the disease but the
doctor concludes that patient has the disease)

• A false negativedecision, also known astype II error (A patient has the disease but doctor concludes
that the patient does not have the disease)

Thus, when making a decision, the doctor is subject to makingone of the above two errors depending
on the true state of nature. In some situations, however, theconsequences of one error can be far more
damaging than the consequences of other. Ideally doctor would keep the probabilities of making the above
errors to a minimum, but the relative risks associated with the two types of errors have to be taken into
consideration when making a diagnosis. To illustrate, suppose that a new patient with an unknown disease
comes to the medical center. After an examination by a doctor, it is determined, that a patient hask symp-
tomss1, . . . sk. The question that booth the patient and the doctor need to know is, given these symptoms,
which disease is the patient most likely to have? The answer to this question can be obtained by com-
puting the posterior probabilities ofD = dfor each diseased = di given the symptomss1, . . . sk, that
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is p (di|s1, . . . sk). This probability can be computed using Bayes formula. Thusgiven the patient has the
symptomss1, . . . sk, the doctor may conclude that the disease the patient is mostlikely to have is the one
with maxi {p (di|s1, . . . sk)}. If maxi {p (di|s1, . . . sk)} is close enough to 1, the doctor may decide that
patient has corresponding disease. Otherwise, additionalexamination and identification of new symptoms
(evidence) may be necessary. Bayes formula can still be usedto compute the new conditional probabilities
for each disease given all the accumulated symptoms (information). This process has to be repeated, adding
more evidence, untilmaxi {p (di|s1, . . . sk)} gets close enough to 1. When this occurs, the medical doc-
tor can make a decision and terminate the process of diagnosis. Howcloseis close enoughto 1 is usually
decided by doctor, depending on risks associated with erroneous decision.

4. Knowledge Base

Main components of expert systems are shown schematically in the figure 1, where arrows represent flow
of information. Expert system is usually the product of collaborative work of thesubject matter human

Subject Matter
Human experts

Knowledge
Engineers

Learning
Subsystem

Inference
Engine

Knowledge
Acquisition
Subsystem

Coherence
Control

Subsystem

Information
Acquisition
Subsystem

Knowledge
Base

Explanation
Subsystem

Working
Memory

Action
Execution
Subsystem

User
Interface

Subsystem

Data Base Users

Figure 1: Typical components of an expert system

expertsand theknowledge engineers, with theuser in mind. The subject matter specialists are responsible
for providing the knowledge engineers with an ordered and structured knowledge base and well defined and
well explained set of relationships. The knowledge base of aprobabilistic expert system consists of a set of
variables{X1, . . .Xn} and a JPD over all the variablesp (x1, . . . , xk). Thus, to construct the knowledge
base of a probabilistic expert system, wee need to specify the JPD of the variables. The most general model
is based on direct specification of the JPD. That is, numerical value (parameter) is associated with every
possible combination of values. Unfortunately, the directspecification of JPD involves a huge number of
parameters. For example, withn binary variables, the most general JPD has2n parameters (the probabilities
p (x1, . . . , xk) of every possible realizationx1, . . . , xk of the variables) a number so large that no existing
computer can handle it even forn as small as tens. In most practical situations, however, many subsets
of the variables can be independent or conditionally independent. In such cases, simplification of the most
general model can be obtained by exploiting the independency structure among variables. This may result in
significant reductions of model parameters. Examples of such simplifications are so calledThe Dependent
Symptom Model (DSM), The Independent Symptoms Model (ISM), The Independent Relevant Symptoms
Model (IRSM)andThe Dependent Relevant Symptoms Model (DRSM)explained in [1]. These four models,
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however, are ad hoc models that apply mainly in the medical field. More general and powerful probabilistic
models are for exampleMarkov networks model, Bayesian networks model, models specified by input lists
andconditionally specified models. Whatever model is adopted the knowledge base must contain the set
of variables of interest and the minimum set of parameters (probabilities) needed to specify the JPD of the
variables. Theknowledge acquisition subsystemcontrols the flow of new knowledge from the human experts
to the knowledge base. It determines what new knowledge is indeed or whether the received knowledge is
indeed new, i. e. whether or not it is included in knowledge base and if necessary, transmits them to the
knowledge base. Thecoherence control subsystemis an essential component of an expert system. It controls
its consistency and prevents any incoherent knowledge fromreaching the knowledge base.

5. Inference Engine

The inference engineis the heart of every expert system. The main purpose of this component is to draw
conclusions by applying theabstract knowledgeto theconcrete knowledge. In medical diagnosis the symp-
toms of a given patient (concrete knowledge) are analyzed inthe light of the symptoms of all diseases
(abstract knowledge). The abstract knowledge is represented by set of variables and the associated of prob-
abilities needed to construct the JPD of the variables. Thistype of knowledge is stored in knowledge base.
The concrete knowledge consists of a set of variables known to the user. This information is referred as
evidence set. It is stored in aworking memory. The inference engine uses both the abstract and concrete
knowledge to answer certain questions or queries posed by the user. Examples of such queries are:

• Before a patient is examined by a doctor, which disease is thepatient most likely to have?Here, no
evidence is available. The patient is yet to be examined and the set of symptoms that the patient ex-
hibits is yet to be examined. The problem is to compute the marginal (initial) probability distribution
of D, p (D = di) , i = 1, . . . ,m.

• Given that patient has a subset of symptomsS1 = s1, . . . , Sk = sk, which disease is the pa-
tient likely to have?The evidence set in this case consists of the of the valuess1, . . . , sk. The
problem at hand is to compute conditional probability distribution of D given the evidence set,
p (D = di|s1, . . . , sk) , i = 1, . . . ,m

The marginal probability distribution ofD, p (D = di), is also known asprior distribution, because this is
computed before the evidence. The conditional probabilitydistribution ofdi given a realization of the set
of symptomsp (di|s1, . . . , sk) is known asposterior distributionbecause it is computed after knowing the
evidence. The marginal (prior) probability distribution can be thought of as a special case of the conditional
(posterior) probability distribution, where set of observed symptoms is the empty set,∅.

One task of the inference engine in probabilistic expert systems is to compute the conditional probabilities
of different diseases when new symptoms or data become known. The inference engine is responsible for
updating the conditional probabilities

p (di|s1, . . . sk) =
p (di, s1, . . . sk)

p (s1, . . . sk)
; i = 1, . . . ,m (2)

for all possible subset of the symptoms, and to decide which ones have high conditional probabilities.
Normally a small nuber is selected and these are listed for the user to observe and make appropriate actions.
In equation above, the role of the termp (s1, . . . sk) is to act as normalizing constant. Therefore, a decision
based on the maximum ofp (di|s1, . . . sk) coincides with that based on the maximum ofp (di, s1, . . . sk).
Thus, the ratios

Ri =
p (di, s1, . . . sk)

max
i
p (di, s1, . . . sk)

; i = 1, . . . ,m (3)
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provide information about the relative significance of any of the diseases. Bayes theorem is used to compute
the posterior probabilities with ease when we have only a fewdiseases and symptoms. But when the number
of variables (diseases and/or symptoms) is large, which is usually the case in practice, more efficient models
and methods are needed to compute both the initial and the posterior probabilities. These methods are known
asevidence or uncertainty propagation methods.

6. Other components

If the initial knowledge is very limited and conclusions cannot be reached, the inference engine utilizes
the information acquisition subsystemin order to obtain the required knowledge and resume the inference
process until concussions can be reached. In some cases, theuser can provide the required information. A
user interfacesubsystem is needed for this and other purposes. The user interface subsystem is the liaison
between the expert system and the user. Thus, in order for an expert system to be an effective tool, it
must incorporate efficient mechanism to display and retrieve information in easy way. Theaction execution
subsystemis the component that enables the expert system to take actions. These actions are based on
conclusions drawn by the inference engine. Explanation of these actions can be provided to the user by the
explanation subsystem.

One of the main features of an expert system is the ability to learn. We shall differentiate between structural
and parametric learning. Bystructural learningwe refer to some aspects related to the structure of knowl-
edge. Thus, discovery of a new relevant symptom for a given disease is an example of structural learning.
By parametric learningwe refer to estimating the parameters needed to construct knowledge base. So, esti-
mation of probabilities associated with symptoms or diseases is an example of parametric learning. Another
feature of expert system is their ability to gain experiencebased on available data. Collected data can be
used by theknowledge acquisition systemand by thelearning subsystem.

7. An example - the Iliad

Comprehensive source of information about world-wide available medical expert and knowledge-based
systems is [5]. This web site provides information on over 73state-of-the-art medical expert and knowl-
edge based systems. These systems cover several medical fields. As typical example of probabilistic expert
system based on Bayesian reasoning is the Iliad system. It was developed at the University of Utah, De-
partment of Medical Informatics. It is an expert system designed to cover all of internal medicine as well
as additional specialties. It has evolved over the years from a teaching tool (internal medicine residents) to
a more robust commercial product. Iliad is an expert system which can be used as a diagnostic consultant,
a reference tool, and an educational system. The Iliad knowledge base covers more than 1200 diseases in
the fields of internal medicine, pediatrics, dermatology, psychiatry, obstetrics and gynecology, peripheral
vascular diseases and sleep disorders and provides treatment protocols for each. The systems data dictio-
nary contains 1500 syndromes and treatment protocols and 11900 findings, which describe the diagnostic
elements used in the system. More than 1400 digitized imagesare included for reference. Iliad offers three
primary operating modes: consultation, simulation and reference. The consultation mode allows the user
to enter findings, such as symptoms, physical signs and laboratory test results for actual patients. Then,
Iliad generates a different list of diagnoses ranked by likelihood, also providing cost effective suggestions
for confirming or ruling out any diagnosis on the differential list. Once a diagnosis is made, Iliad provides
treatment suggestions for every disease in its knowledge base. As an educational tool, Iliad can generate a
variety of simulated patient cases that can help students topractice and test their diagnostic skills by pro-
viding them with an opportunity to study many cases that theymight only seldom encounter in practice. In
this mode, Iliad evaluates the students differential diagnosis and work-up strategy. The reference mode pro-
vides the user with the ability to browse Iliads extensive medical reference library. For a diagnostic expert
system, each disease or diagnostic decision may be represented as a list or table called a frame. Decision
frame incorporates findings (symptoms of the disease) and associated logic. Iliad frames are represented by
probabilistic (Bayesian) or Boolean reasoning (true, false — yes, no) together with heuristics (risk flags,
display logic). Combination of the foundations of Boolean and Bayesian logic with heuristics result is a
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better model with more accurate findings and an improved userexperience.

Positives

• Generated useful differential diagnoses

• Helped in multiple problem patients

• Defined what tests to order for non-routine disorders (teaching, recall)

• Reminded of less common diagnosis for patient with vague signs (e.g. vomiting, abdominal pain)

Negatives

• Difficult to use at the bedside

• Requires too much data entry - too much time required

• Thought more educational than practical

• Hasn’t changed patient management decisions, but appreciated understanding of likelihood ratios.

• Usually confirms what ‘I already know’ or is as confused as ‘I already am’.

• Knowledge base is incomplete

• Lack of integration with patient information system

• The result of some differential diagnoses may be consideredirrelevant or inappropriate

8. Conclusion

Recent years have seen an enormous development in medical expert systems. Nevertheless, the systems
now available still show some deficiencies (cf. those mentioned above) and have failed to gain widespread
acceptation by physicians. The aim of the present project isthe detailed study of methods how to remove
the deficiencies, the creation of a new (prototype) implementation of a probabilistic expert system and its
testing in the setting as close to the real one as possible. Itwill be especially necessary to interconnect
(integrate) the system with anElectronic Health Record(EHR) which will eliminate multiple input of the
same patient data and make usage of the system more comfortable for a physician.
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